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Abstract 

for 

&A Cornparison Between PreTrial Remedies for Trade Mark 

Infringements in Canada and China" 

by 

Changli Gao, LL.M (Manitoba) 

This thesis reflects the author's recent five years' practice as a lawyer in the trade 

mark regime of the People's Republic of China, and how this regirne compares with the 

Canadian legal approach- 

This thesis does not inciude the general topic of trade mark law; rather, it focuses 

on the pre-trial remedies for trade mark infnngements. Two forms of the pre-trial remedy, 

namely Interlocutory Injunctions and Anton Piller Orders, are analysed to illustrate the 

essence of the cornmon law approach in Canada, as it has been influenced by recent 

English law. As well, the author analyses the practices regarding pre-trial rernedies for 

trade mark infEngements in China, fiom both administrative and judicial perspectives. 

In the final chapter, feasible suggestions are posed to China in the hope that reliable 

and rational legal protections can be expanded there to reflect the ultimate domestic and 

international requirements in law that now exist. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Section 1 : Brief Histories of Trade Mark Legislation in China and Canada 

Recorded use of trade marks in China cm be traced back to the Song dynasty 

(960 AD. - 1297 ADJ. At that time people started to put special marks on their goods to 

distinguish their wares from those of others. Although the registration system for trade 

marks has existed only since the 1950s, the legal consciousness of protecting trade marks 

fiom being f i n g e d  remained off the agenda for an even longer time. The first Trade 

Mark Lmv was promulgated in 1982'. As the fist version, there were many deficiencies 

and gaps compared with those in developed countries; for example, senrice marks and 

certification marks were not under legislative protection. To meet the higher standard, in 

1993 the 2982 law received its fist amendment. Its most signifiant elernent is the 

extension of the scope of protectable trade marks by adding s e ~ c e  marks and 

certZcation marks. Aiso, in 1993, another important statute, the Anti-Unfair Cornpetifion 

L a d  passed, by which unregistered trade marks were protected. From then on, a whole 

fiamework for trade mark protection has been established in China- However, similar to 

other statutes, the 1993 Trade Mark Luw places the needs of consumer interests, namely 

the public interest, at the top of the legislative purpose,3 which usually plays an important 

role in terrns of tradz mark infiingements. 

1 Chidong Huang & Shuwen Liang, eds., Larest Explanations on Trade Mark Law and I f s  Relative 
Regularions (Beijing: Demwracy Press of China, 1999) at 1. 
' Ibid. 
3 Ibid- at 1093-1099, Art 1, amended by the 30th session of 7th National People's Congress Standing 
Conunittee on 22 Febniary 1993 [hereinafter " Trade Mark Law"]. 



Canada took steps to protect trade marks much earlier than China, with legislation 

comrnencing in 1860, although it simply addressed the definition of the misdemeanor and 

the hudulent use of a trade mark." The Trade Mark and Design ACZ,' passed in 1868, 

was the £ïrst federal trade mark law, and provided for registration of trade marks and 

industrial designs as shown by the title of the Act. In 1932, the Utfaair Cornpetition Act 

replaced the Trade Mmk and Design Act. It was the first to deaI with unfair cornpetition 

and divided trade marks into word-marks and design-marks, which eventually caused 

concephial and legal difnculties. Besides this complication, its constitutional validity was 

continually chailenged, and in consequence it was superseded by the Trade Marks Act of 

1953.' In addition to maintaining the registration system set out by previous statutes, its 

main contribution was the creation of a right to license trade marks. M e r  a couple of 

amendments, the most recent version of the 1953 Act is the 1985  rade-marks ~ c t . '  

Apart fi-om these advances in legislation, Canada has set up a coherent and well- 

developed systern for protection of unregistered trade marks within its cornmon law. It 

might not be appropriate to gïve much credit to Canada just on the basis of its relatively 

longer Iegislative history of trade marks; but indeed, it is one contn'buting factor in 

explaining the many differences in legai awareness and in the substantiai focus on trade 

mark laws between Canada and China 

4 Harold G. Fos, The Canadian Law of T ' e  Marks and Unfair Cornpetition, 3rd ed. (Toronto: CarsweU, 
1972) at 5. 
5 RS-C. 1868, c. 55, 

RS-C. 1932, c. 38. 
7 R S C  1953, c. 49. 



Section 2: The Trade Mark Systems in Canada and China 

In Canada, trade mark owners could bring an action for passing off under the 

cornrnon law of torts since the seventeenth ~ e n h i r ~ . ~  Apart from that, a "passing off' 

action for an unregistered made mark might also be brought pursuant to section 7(b) of the 

1985 ~ c t . "  Action for a trade mark infnngement and "passing off' under the Act rnay be 

commenced in either federal or provincial jurisdictions, while a passing off action, based 

on the common law, is available only in a provincial c o u d L  Obviously, there are 

distinctive requirements for filing the two kinds of actions, but the remedies for each are 

effectively the sanie. Therefore, when discussing remedies for trade mark infrùigements, 

references are related to both of them in this thesis with regard to the Canadian part- 

As reco&ed, "outside the common law countries, passing off.. .is one aspect of 

d a U  competition to which civil liability sanctions app~yyy.12 This is the case in China, 

where no overlap regarding uitnngements of registered trade marks and unregistered trade 

marks can be found in the 1993 Trade Mmk Law. They are in the T r d e  Mark Law and 

the Anfi-Unfmi- Cornpetition Law, respectively. Unlike Canada, the junsdiction 

requirement is only specific for the action of infiingement of a registered trade mark, 

Trade-marks Act, RS-C. 1985, c. T-L3, as amended [hereinafter "Trade-marks A&]. 
9 R Scott JoMe, 'The Common Law Doctrine of Passïng Off." in Trade-marks L r n v  of Canada 
(Toronto: CarsweU, 1993) 197 at 199, 
'O Section 7(b) stafes : "No pemn shaIl...direct public attention to his wares. services or business in such 
a way as to cause or be lïkely to cause confision in Canada, at the time he cornmenceci so to direct 
attention to them, between his wares, senices or business and the wares, services or business of another-" 
11 James J. Kokonis, "The Scheme of the Canadian Trade-marks Actn in Trade-Marks Law of Canada, 
supra note 9 at 94, 
l2 Ciba-Geigy Canada Ltd v. Apoter Inc-Cibn-Geigy Canada Lsd. v. Apofex Inc. (1993), 44 CP.R (3d) 
289 at 298 (S.C.C,). 



which must be brought before the People's Court above the intermediate level. Unfair 

cornpetition cases are free fiom this jurisdiction- 

Section 3: The Nature of the Trade Mark Right 

A trade mark is a mark used to distinguish wares or services of one person from 

those of others, and the goodwill attached to the goods or services, which is represented 

by the trade mark constitutes the crucial part of the trade mark right. No comment might 

be better than that given by Lord Macnaghten: 

What is goodwill? It is a thing very easy to descnbe, very difncult to 
define. It is the benefit and advantage of  the good name, reputation and 
comection of a business. It is the attractive force which brings in custom." 

Goodwill is associated with advantages and reputation, aithough there are some 

subtIe differences between them. At present , goodwill has expanded its meaning to a very 

broad sense, includmg not only people who are customers, but also the reptation and 

drawing power of a given business in the rnarket.14 

China shares the same idea about the meanùig of a trade mark and trade mark 

nghts with canada" There the prevailing understanding is that the trade mark itself is 

oniy the representation of the g o o d d ,  and indeed the latter is something deserving of 

legal protection through legislation. 

Usually it d l  cost years for a trader or business to build up goodwill, by means of 

advertising, sales promotion, and the provision of products of supenor quaiity. In contrast, 

13 inland Revenue Comnrrs- v. Muller & Co. 's Margarine Ltd., [190 11 AC. 217 at 223-24, [1900-031 Ail 

E.R 413 (T3.L.). 
I4 Ciba-Geigy Canada LJd. v. Apotex fnc., supra note 12 at 299. 



goodwill might be easily irnpaired at an extraordinary speed by a cornpetitor's intentional 

inningements. In such a sense, to protect the goodwill in a trade mark has become a 

central task for each country. 

Section 4: What Are Infringements of a Trade ~Mark ? 

It has long been held that using a mark that is likely to confuse the public into 

thinking that the goods in association with that mark orïginate fiorn the same source as 

those of another person's mark constitutes hfiingement. Obviously , confusion serves as 

the major measurement in judgïng the infîingement of a trade mark. 

In Canada, the T'rade-marks Act provides that, subject to provisions limiting the 

territorial ambit of a registr2ti011, the regïstration of a trade mark in respect of any wares 

or services, udess shown to be invalid, gives to the owner of the mark the exclusive right 

to its use throughout canada? Section 20 of the Act extends the rights of an owner of a 

registered trade mark It provides that an owner's right to exclusive use ofa trade mark 

shall be deemed to be infiinged by a person not entitled to its use under the Act who seus, 

distributes or advertises wares or seMces in association with a confusing trade mark or 

trade name." Furthemore, no person is aüowed to use a trade mark registered by another 

penon which is likely to depreciate the value of the goodwill attaching to that mark.'' 

1s Art. 7, Tmde Mark Law, supra note 3. 
16 S.19, supra note 8. 
l 7  Ibid, S. 20. 
'* Ibid., S. 22(1). 



Unlike the more flexible and less f i d i s t i c  provisions in Canada's Trade-marks 

Act, in China infnngements of trade marks are cleariy specified in the 1993 Trade M m k  

Law- Four types of infnngements can b e  found as follows: 

( L )  To use a trade mark which is the same as or sirnilar to any registered trade mark in 

respect of the same or sirnilar wares without authorization of the proprietor of the 

registered trade mark; 

(2) To sel1 wares knowing that a counterfeit trade mark is being used as a registered trade 

mark; 

(3) To forge or to fais@ representations of the registered trade mark, or to sel1 forged 

representations made without authorization of the trade mark owner; 

(4) To cause , in other respects, prejudice to the exclusive trade mark rights of another 

person. Ig 

Since the T d e  Mmk Lmu cannot possibly cover the whole range of infrngements 

of registered trade marks, the 1995 Implementing Regtdatiotz of the Trade Mark LUW 

includes three other types of activities, to which Art 38(4) refer~.'~ In spite of this effort, 

there are still some types of infhgements which are beyond the prediction and 

consideration of legislators- 

---- 

'' An. 38, Supra note 3, tmnslated by the author. 
" An 41, supra note 1 at L 100-1 112, amended by the State Council on 23 A p d  1995 (hereinafter 
"Implenzenting Regulation"), inciudes: (1) To deal in wares which were known or should have been 
known to have infnnged the exclusive right of another person; (2) To use, as a product or label, wrïtten 
script or a design which is identical or simiiar to the registered trade mark of another person who uses it 
on the same or similar goods in the manner that is sutncient to have the &ect of confision; (3) To 
intentionally provide storage. transport, postage or hahring offenders in order to facilitate the 



Section 5: What Are the Remedies ? 

Subsection (a): The Nature and Forms of Remedies 

A remedy is the device employed to enforce a right or redress for an injury. That is 

to say, "a remedy is a right, a right of a particular kind, narnely, to redress or relief which 

will , so far as possible, rectie the consequences of a breach of duty by another party to a 

legai relationship." 21 Thus, the essence of remedies in trade mark cases is to correct the 

wrong done and to compensate the owner who has suffered or who will probably suffer 

loss and damage to the goodwiil attaching to his or her goods or services. 

When turning to civil remedies for trade mark infiingements in Canada, the most 

common remedy sought is an ïnjunction. In addition, a successful plaintiff can be granted 

provable darnages or an account of the defendant's profits. More than that, the losing 

defendant may be required to deliver up al1 materials bearïng the idkinghg mark. Pursuant 

to the Trade-mmks Act, the prohibition of imports is commonly granted by the Federal 

court.='- 

In Canada, remedies in trade mark actions may be considered under two broad 

categones, namely, those which c m  be obtained before a trial and those granted in 

cornpliance with the final judgment. The former category consists primarily of 

infnngement of the exclusive rights of another person to use a registered trade mark (transIated by the 
author). 
21 G. H, L. Friciman, "Ubi Jus. lbi Remedium." in Law of Remedies : Principles and Proo/s (Ontario: 
Carswell, 1995) 1 at 2. 

S. 53(4), supra note 8. 



interlocutory injunctions, including the Anton Piller relief,= which will be illustrated 

rnainly in this thesis. 

In China, the rernedies for civil liability are taid down in The Gened  Primiple of 

the Civil Code of the People's Repztblic of China, merging contractual remedies and 

tortious remedies without distinction They include: cessation of uifnngement, removal of 

obstacles, elimination of danger, restitution of property, restoration to the original 

situation, repair or re-doing or replacement, compensation, payment for breach of 

contract, elimination of negative impact and restoration of reputation, and statement of 

apology. More than that, courts are authorised to seize the assets and profits that the 

wrongdoer gained fkom such illegal activities, and to order fines or an administrative 

detention in accordance with the correspondhg regulations." 

In the context of remedies for trade mark idiïngements, China's are almost 

identical to those of Canada. But when considering actions for trade mark ifingement in 

China , the focus of courts and academics is primarily on damages and on accounting of 

profits, while injunctions are characterised by a lack of attention, appreciation and judicial 

comment. In particular, the injunction pending trial is treated as nothing more than a pre- 

e x e d o n  to guarantee the execution of final judgments. 

" In this kind of injunction, the plaintiff is allowed to search the premises of the alleged defendant and 
seize documentation and evidenœ which are in serious danger of king destroyed or concealed by the 
defendant, In Part 2 of Chapter 2, Anton Piller Orciers wiil be fdly addcessed. 
24 Art. 134, pas& by the 4th session of the 6th National People's Con- in April 1986 (hereinafter 
"Civil Code"), supra note 1 at 1038- 1064, 



Subsection (b): The Signifîcance of Pre-Trial Remedies 

It is conceded that, in considenng trade mark cases, the focus is first upon the 

remedies because these are the whote object of the litigation- In a certain sense, remedies 

represent a combination of the motive, purpose amd legal recourse of an action- Therefore, 

they should not be regarded just as the fast paragraph of a judgrnent; in contrast, they are 

far more than an " awarding of an injunction in éhe terrns sought and a rough estimate of 

damage."= 

The interlocutory injunction, which is sought to restrain interference with property 

rights , cm be so strong as to make it more accurate to Say that the injunction is already 

the presumed remedy.26 In fact, in many trade mark cases, granting or withholding an 

injunction will settle the dispute and thus litigamts have nr, need to proceed to the trial 

stage.27 Therefore, the award of an interlocutoiy injunction is an extraordinary and 

discretionary remedy that should be granted only when required by the interests of justice 

BasicalIy, the substantid pre-trial remedies for trade mark infingernents adopted in 

Canada and China share a lot in common, but îhe procedures and considerations involved 

Vary to an extent that cannot be ignored. While courts in Canada are paying more and 

more attention to considenng whether an interlocutory injunction, or Anton Piller reiiec 

should be granted, their Chinese counterparts are simply taking account of how to take 

expeditious steps to satisQ the application of a paaintiff 

" David I. A. Cairns, The Reniediesfor Trademark Infrimr-ement coronto : Camveeü, 1988) at 3. 
' 6  Roberi J. Sharpe, injunctions and Specwc Performance, 2nd d (Toronto: Canada Law Book ,1999) at 
para 2.322. 
" Ibid, at para 2.356. 



Apart fiom that, in China the most important institution is the State Industrial and 

Commercial Administration Bureau (hereinafter "SICAB)- Being authorised by the 

Trade Mark Lmu and other regulations, it is entitled to gan t  administrative remedies in 

accordance with its authority or at the request of applicants. SICAB has been regarded as 

an indispensable incidental aspect of the broader social policy goal in handling trade mark 

inningements. Such a system where both the civil jurisdiction and administrative 

jurisdiction CO-exist, is named a "dud system" or "paralle1 systern". Since remedies 

awarded by SICAB take place before litigants go to court, they thus fd within the area 

of this thesis. 

As briefly demonstrated, paramount concerns with the public interest, the 

weakness of procedures and the dual system of civil and administrative remedies constitute 

a number of features of Chinese law and legal process on this subject. At the same time, 

they provide a wide area to explore and develop both scholarship and practice, and to  

rnake some contribution to fiiture law-making. 

In subsequent chapters, 1 will examine the content and d e s  of Canadian 

jurisprudence regarding pre-trial remedies for trade mark infiùigements, as well as for their 

counterparts in China. However, this introduction and the illustrations that follow are 

designed to compare the substantial diierences between the two countrïes. On the basis of 

as full an understanding as possible, 1 intend to analyse whether it is possible for China to  

set out a more prudent legal process, which would be similar to but not identical with that 

which has been established in Canada More than that, 1 will shed light on how to shift o r  

absorb the essential experience of Canada to  China, while reconciling the new ideas with 



Chinese cultural and legislative contexts. This can help to make China more consistent, 

mature and responsive to the needs of international law with respect to remedies for trade 

mark infingements preceding trial. 



Chapter 2: Pre-Trial Remedies for Trade Mark Infringements in 

Canada 

Part 1: interlocutory Injunctions 

An interlocutory injunction is an order which restrains the person to whom it is 

directed Erom performing a specified act, or , requires her to perform a specified act until 

the final hearing or determination by the court regarding the rights of the parties.28 Thus, 

interlocutory injunctions are usuaily categonsed as either a prohibitory or mandatory 

injunction, based on whether it is a prohibition or a demand for specific performance. 

Intedocutory injunctions rnay include fùxther classitication as ex parte injunctions which 

may be obtainable without notifiing one party before the full hearing of the motion, as is 

the case with an Anton Piller Order- 

Trade marks are valuable on1 y on condition that they acquire ccgoodwiii"; therefore 

any threat to or actual ùifringement of such incorporeal property is likely to lead to an 

application for an intertocutory injunction. Such injunctions can restrain the defendant 

fiom continuing or cornmitting the deged infiingement or deceptive c o n d ~ c t . ~ ~  More than 

that, once granted, the p1ainti.E need not proceed with multiple actions for successive 

inningements. Since it is less practicable for infiïngers to redress an injury to goodwill 

than to stop further infnngements, Canadian courts have been d i n g  to grant 

28 1. C.  F- Spry, The Principles o r n i t a b l e  Remedies, 4th ed (Toronto: Carsweii, 1990) at 3 17,437. 



interlocutory prohibitory injunctions more readily than interlocutory mandatos. 

injunctions- 

In some urgent trade mark cases, an exparte injmction may be available if a court 

can be satisfied that the plaintiffhas met d requirements, which wil  be fiiily addressed in 

the following sections. 

Section 1: History of Interlocutory Injunctions 

The granting of interlocutory injunctions has been viewed as  a product of the 

inherent powers of courts of equity, specifically the Engiish Chancery. They came into use 

as early as the sixteenth century and has proved to be the most important power of courts 

of equity.30 The courts of cornmon law had no equivalent power to gant injunctions. only 

the authority to award damages. Injunctions were awarded in harmony with equitable 

principles and particulariy with the wide discretion of courts. Further, in order to 

accommodate jurisdictional boundaries between courts of equity and comrnon law, there 

were a number of principles for the court of equity to foiiow. One fundamentai principle 

was that they would grant an interlocutoxy injunction only when the comrnon law rernedy 

of damages was inadequate, namely when irreparabte harm had occ~rrecl .~~ Another 

crucial pruiciple was that the court of equity was reiuctant to make any assessrnent on the 

- -- - 

" T. A Blanco White & Robin Jacob, Keriy 's of Trade Marks, 12th ed. (London: Sweet & Mauweil, 
L986) at paras 1 5 4 5 .  
30 Spry, supra note 28 at 3 17. 
3' Paul M PereIL "The Interlocutory injunction and Imparable Harmn (1989) 68 Canadian Bar Review 
538 at 541. 



merits of the action, given that that was a question which fell within the junsdictional 

preserve of  the courts of  cornmon law." 

The unified standard for an interlocutory injunction was not crystallised until the 

mid-nineteenth century with the merging of courts of equity and common law. Also, more 

o r  less contemporaneously, a set of instructions was established by the courts in settIing al1 

cases o f  requests for interlocutory injunctions, with the preservation of some hiçtork 

principles and rectification of ~ the r s .~ '  

The evolution of  al1 law is no less true for the law of interlocutory injunctions in 

Canada In the subsequent section, such a continuing deveIopment will be Wly illustrated 

in respect of  its application to  trade mark infiingement w e s .  

Section 2: Test for Interlocutory Injunctions: American Cyanamid Co. v. Ethicon 

~ f d ~ "  

The most iduential case in most jurisdictions in Canada remains the Cymmid 

decisioo of  the House of Lords in England. It is a patent case; nevertheless, it is 

considered equally applicable in trade mark cases. 

Pnor to Cyanamid, most case law required the plainta seeking an interlocutory 

injunction to establish a prima facie case. In other words, the plaintiff had to show that 

there was sufficient probability for him to  win the case at the trial stage. Once satisfied on 

3' L. David Roebuck, "The Present Test on Applications for interlocutory Injunctionç," in Developments 
in Interlocutory Proceedings: Motions and Discovery (Toronto: Law Society of Upper Canada, 1980) 1. 
33 Ibid. 

[1975] AC. 396 WL.) mereinafter " Cyanamid"]. 



this point, courts would tum to other items on "a checklist of factors",35 namely, 

irreparable harm , the balance of  convenience and preservation of the statts quo, It should 

be noticed that before Cyanamid, these traditionai approaches were not exercised in a 

consistent manner. In some cases, the principles were viewed as a set. of threshold 

questions and a negative response to any one question would allow refusal to move to the 

next question. In other cases, the principles were treated as factors which could be 

weighed in the balance and weakness on one factor could be compensated by strength on 

a n ~ t h e r . ~ ~  Such judicial confusions provoked the House of Lords in Cymamid to re- 

define a more unified and rigid formula for granting interlocutory injunctions. 

Cyanamid was a patent inningement case where the plaint* (Cyanamid), the 

patentee, launched an action for an injunction to restrzir. the respondents f?om marketing 

their products. Aiter an eight-day hearhg, the English Court of AppeaI set aside an - 

interlocutory injunction on the ground that the plaintiff had failed to show a strong prima 

facie case. Further, the court considered that the failure to demonstrate likely xiccess at  

trial precluded the necessity of going on to the second question of the balance of 

c~nvenience.~' Apparently, the court took the view that the strength of the plaintiff's case 

was a threshold test. 

The House of Lords reversed this decision of the Court of Appeal and restored the 

initiai decision to g a n t  the interiocutory injunction. Their Lordships strongly disagreed 

with the excessive emphasis on the strength of the plaintiff s m e .  Lord Diplock spoke for 

- 

35 Sharpe, supra note 26 at para 2.70. 
xi Roebuck, supra note 32 at 3. 
37 ri9741 F.S.R 312 (C.A.) at 333. 



a unanimous court and said the expression of "a probability." "a prima facie case," or "a 

strongprima facie case" only led to confiision- "The court no doubt must be satisfied that 

the daim is not fnvolous or vexatious; in other words, that there is a serious question to 

be tried."38 He continued to state that consideration of difficult questions of law and 

confiicts of evidence were not the court's fünction at this stage. "These are matters to be 

dealt with at the trial." 

Foilowing the traditional definition set out by equity, he reaffirmed irreparable 

harm as "inadequacy of darnages" and suggested that inadequacy of damages fomed a 

separate, second prong in the test: 

It is where there is doubt as to the adequacy of the respective remedies in 
damage available to either part). or to both, that the question of balance of 
convenience arises. 

Lord Diplock described the object of the interlocutory injunction as being to 

protect the plaintig against injury pending trial, but "the court must weigh the plaintifs 

need against the defendant's need and determine where 'the balance of convenience 

lies."'39 He fùrther stated: 

So unless the material available to the court at the hearing of the 
application for an interlocutory injunction f d s  to disclose that the plaintiff 
has any real prospect of succeeding in his daim for a permanent injunction 
at the trial, the court should go on to consider whether the balance of 
convenience lies in favor of granting or refusing the interlocutory relief 
that is sought.' 

The Cyanmnid decision redehed the traditional approach in two fundamental 

areas. First, the plaintiff no longer need be asked to show "a strong prima facie case". 

38 Cyanutnid, supra note 34 at 407. 
39 Ibid. 



Secondly, it set out a formula of sequentiai steps as the appropriate way, rather than a 

balancing of factors against each other." 

To a certain extent, the Cymtamid decision has been generally followed either 

expressly or inferentially by Canadian courts in determining issues of interlocutory 

injunctions." But meanwhile, it has created several questions of its own. First, in lowering 

the accessibility threshotd of the first test, coupled with growing reluctance in assessing 

the final result of a case, it arguably made interlocutory injunctions easier to obtain. It is 

this point that has become the focus of much acadernic debate." Secondly, the House of 

Lords viewed the function of the interlocutory injunction as the prevention of irreparable 

injury pending trial- It took for granted that there would be a trial. But in many cases, 

especially in trade mark cases, the hearing on the interlocutory injunction will rarely lead 

to an actual trialM because, as will b e  discussed later, usualiy interlocutory relief resolves 

the matter cornpletely in trade mark cases, In such situations, it becornes crucial and 

necessary for courts to take account of the rnents with greater scrutiny. ThirdIy, in 

Cyanmnid, when facing a patent dispute which was of extreme technical complexity, it 

was not surprishg for the House of Lords to assert the impossibility of assessing the 

ments on the basis of only preliminary evidentiary material. However, Cymtamid 

overestim5rted the difficulty in making accurate assessrnent of the strength of the case." It 

40 Ibid., at 408, 
4' Roebuck, supra note 3 2 at 7. 
42 -tex Inc. v- Apotex Inc. (19M), 1 C.P.R (3d) 145 (F.C. A.). 
43 David A. Crerar, " 'The Death of the imparable Injury Rule' in Canada," (1998) 36 Alberta Law 
Review 957 at 962. 
44 Sharpe, supra note 8 at para 2.356. 

Ibid, at para 2.230. 



has been proved that in general there is a high degree of likelihood for courts to predict 

the final outcome where the parties do not argue the facts." 

Generaily speaking, Cyanamid has played and d l  maintain a role in Canadian 

jurisprudence. However, it is not a statute and has not been foilowed without criticism or 

flexibility. In fact, Canadian courts have made some refinements under its guidance, 

taking account of a large varie@ of factors. Such developments and discretion are 

obviously noticeable in trade mark cases. 

Section 3: Content and Application of Interlocutory Injunctions in Trade Mark 

Cases 

Canadian Jurisprudence has posited a three-step test for lnterIocutory injunctions 

which is applicable to diverse types of cases, including trade mark cases. The contents of 

the test are the strength of the plaintifYs case, heparable harm, and the balance of 

convenience- MeanwhiIe, courts are reluctant to restrict themselves to a series of 

mechanical steps. Conversely, they place a considerable weight on various circumstances 

and contexts when ernploying their discretion in the individual case. 

(a) The Strength of the Plaintiff s Case 

When dealing with an application for an interlocutory injunction, the first question 

for the court Is "What is the strength of the plaintiff s case?" Since C p ~ m i d ,  the 

46 Cairns, supra note 25 at 18. 



traditional threshold test of strong primo fucie case has been replaced by a cbserious 

question to be tned." 

The Cyatlamid decision has been reasserted twice by the Supreme Court of 

canada.'' Although both cases concerned constitutional rights disputes, they have been 

influential in private law as well. In RIR-Machraid . the court stated the strength of the 

case as: 

What then are the indicators of cc a serious question to  be trieci"? There 
are no specific requirements which must be met in order to satise this test. 
The threshold is a low one- The judge on the application must make a 
preliminary assessment of  the rnerits of the case -... 

Once satisfied that the application is neither vexatious nor fiivolous, the 
motions judge should proceed to consider the second and third tests, even 
if of  the opinion that the plaintiff is unlikely to  succeed at trial. A prolonged 
examination of the merits is generally neither necessary nor de~irable.~' 

In an action regarding infnngement of a trade mark, it has been held that the 

application cannot be said to  be either fnvolous or vexatious if the applicant has any 

statutory ~laims. '~ In other words, the first test can be satisfied if the case is brought for 

infnngement, for deemed infnngement, for confusion or for the likelihood of confusion 

within the meaning of the Trade-marks ~ c t . ' ~  Under the requirement of the test of  

confusion . the plaintiff is usually not obligated to show actual confusion; uistead, 

likelihood of  confusion in the rninds of the relevant public, with reference to people having 

47 Metropofifan Stores (iLITS) Ltd. v. Manitoba Food & Contntercial Workers, Local 832 (19871, 38 
D.L.R (4th) 32 1, [1987] 1 SCR 1 10 [hereinafter "Metropoffian Stores"]: WR-MacDonald Inc- v. 
Canada (Attorney General) (1994), 11 1 D.L.R (4th) 385, [1994] 1 S.C.R 3 11 mereinafter 'RIR- 
A.iacllonaW], 

Ibid., at 40243. 
49 Turbo Resources Lfd v- Perro Canada Inc. (1989), 24 C.P.R (3d) 1 at 2, [ 19891 2 F.C. 45 1,22 C-1P.R 
172, alTg (1988), 22 C.P.R 481 (FCA). 



average intelligence, eyesight and takuig an average amount of care as to the source ofthe 

goods or services bearing a confùsingly sirnilar mark, is sufficient to satisQ the 

requirement that there is a serious case to be tried." This is really a lower threshold test. 

Normally, al1 that the plaints has to demonstrate is that she has a registered trade mark 

and that her products are likely to be placed in the same channels of trade with the 

products which are ailegedly infringing." 

In terms of the nature of trade marks, litigants, especially the defendant at the 

hearing, are Likely to contest strenuously the validity of a trade mark- However, courts 

usually hold that the inquiry into the valiciity of the mark is inappropriate in an injunction 

motion. They are of the opinion that: 

... a determination of the ments which involves extensive evidence and 
contentious and disputed factors which address the vital question of the 
validity of the mark should not be decided at the interlocutory injunction 
stage. - -. When a court decides via an interlocutory injunction that an 
aggrieved party has 'proprietary rights in a trade mark', that court is 
deciding the very issue which is to be determined at 

Usually, courts just simply presume that the registration of the trade mark is valid and 

rernains valid until a court of competent jurisdiction makes a final disposition o t h e r ~ i s e . ~ ~  

Ss 19, 20, supra note 8. It should be noticed that under s- 22, depreciating the value of  the goodwïll 
attaching to a registered trade mark is an infnngement as well. In a statutory daim like this, a plaint= 
need show the likelihood of depreciation of the goodwill, 
487497 Ontario Lfd. v. Heintznran (1989). 26 CPR (3d) 369 at 372 (0nt.H.C.). 

52 Mark Anthony Group, Inc. v. Vincor International Inc (1998). 80 C.P.R (3d) 564 at para 18 
(B.C.S.C.). In passing off cases, the plaintiff must establish goodwill or reputation attached to her goods 
or seMces and deception of the public due to misrepresentation at the nrst test; see Greystone Capital 
Managentent Inc- v- Greystone Properties Lîd- (19%). 64 C.P-R (3d) 4% at 501 (B,C.S.C-). 

Syntex Inc. v. Novophurm Ltd (1991). 36 C9.R (3d) 129 at 138 (F.C.A.). 
Y Groupe h o  Inc. v. Bristol-Myers Prodrrcts C d a  Inc. (1989), 28 CS.R(3d) 183 at 19S(F.C.T.D.); 
a h ,  Jerciy Franchises Ltd v, Foord (199û), 34 C.P.R (3d) 289 (F.C.T.D.). 



True enough, since this threshoid test represents a rather lower initial hurdle to be 

surmounted by a plaintiff. it is unusual for courts to determine that the piaintiffs claim is 

so weak that no serious question arises at al1 . However, with the awareness that in trade 

mark and passing off cases, the hearing on the interlocutory injunction usually leads to the 

end of the action, courts accordingly place more weight on the ments than suggested by 

the Cyanamid case." It is not uncommon to see that courts examine whether a trade mark 

is in the public domain or is protected by trade mark regïstration in the hands of a 

plaintie56 or analyse the channels of trade of the parties,57 or check the price of goods and 

types of customers for whom the g ~ o d s  are ix~tended,'~ in order to determine the degree 

of likelihood of confusion. Therefore, not uncommonly, where the nsk of confusion is 

decreased by the different positions of the two parties,5g or where there is no evidence 

other than speculation to indicate the existence of an infnngement of the plaintiff s trade 

or where the relatively long delay in filing an application precludes the court fiom 

going on to consider the strength of the case:1 or the use of a vade mark by the defendant 

does not fa11 within the statutory definition of the T'rade-marks  AC^,^^ courts reject the 

55 Nmsweek Inc- v. British Broadcasring Corp., [1979] R P C  4 4 1  (CA); Afhlete's Fout Marketing 
Associares Inc- v. Cobra Sports Ltd, [1980] RP-C. 343 (F.C.T.D.); Dai- Bureau of Canada 1). iinnable 
Foods Ltd. (1993), 46 C.P.R (3d) 289 (F.C.T.D,), 
56 Buta Industries Ltd 1)- Bal/@ A~htrix Fitness Centre Lrd. (1987), 17 C.P.R (3d) 52 1 (F.C.T.D.). 
" MX. Stereo Plus Ltd. v- Broadway %und Plus Ltd. (1985), 5 C.P.R (3d) 390 (F-C-T-D). 
" Bagagerie X4 v. Bagagerie byiffy Ltee (1992). 97 D.LR (4th) 684,45 C-PR (3d) 503 (F-C-TD.). 
59 Ba& Schuhjoriken AG/Ba/[v's Shoe Factories Ltd. v. Big Blue Jeans Ltd. (1992). 41 C.P.R (3d) 205 
(F.C.T.D.). 

487497 Ontario Ltd v. Lieinman, supra note 5 1. 
61 Chinese Medicine and Acupuncture Assn. of Canada v. Canadian Aca- of Chinese Tradition 
HeaM Sèience (1996), 70 C.P.R (3d) 25 (Ont.Ct.(Gen.D,)). 
62 Synrex Inc- iJ- Apotex Inc, supra note 42. 



application for an interiocutory injundon because of the absence of strength in the 

plaintifl? s case. 

In the meantime, despite the greater caution on  merits explored, some courts aiIl 

balk at the doctrine established in the Cyanamid case- They favour the p ~ c i p l e  that the 

Cym~mnid decision is not of general application, taking the view that the formulation 

should not apply in precisely the same rnanner to intellectual property A couple of 

reasons have been produced to support such a position First, monopolies in, for example, 

trade marks are recognised and protected under the law to encourage and reward 

research, inventiveness and capital risks in the manufacturuig and commercial fields. In a 

f?ee market and dernocratic society, persons in those fields should feel fiee to  create and 

maintain monopolies without But then the necessity &ses that the 

proprîetor o f  a trade mark who holds a monopoly, should satise the court on the 

evidence adduced at the interlocutory injunction stage that there is a prima facie case to 

be tried. Secondly, the decision on the motion will profoundly influence the rights of the 

parties in a way which cannot easily be resumed if a different detemination is made at the 

subsequent triai- In particular, if the interlocutory injunction is granted, defendants would 

be required to  disassociate themselves h m  the old mark, couplai with the &nds lost kom 

the previous promotion. "It would be idle to Say that they could change back-possibly 

years Iater after there has been a trial and appeals from the decision therein because in the 

meantirne they will, of necessity, have investeci tirne, money and effort in a totally difTerent 

Turbo Resources Lfd v. Petro Canada Inc (1988), 22 C P R  481 at 484 (F.C.T.D.); the Feded Court 
of Appeal rejected the notion that the applicant must make a "stmng prima facie case " under the first 
element in a trade mark case, but it agreed with the decision of the triai judgc for different reasons. 



direction, and , obviously, they would not wish to throw that al1 a ~ a ~ . ' ~ ~  In other words, 

the issuing of an interlocutory injunction could cause actual substantive damage to the 

defendant. As a result , in trade mark cases it is cruciai to cast more light on the strength 

of the plaintiff s case than one would for cases in other categones. 

For the above reasons, it is incumbent on the plaintiff to establish the primn fucie 

case, narnely, an evident probability that she will win the case at trial. Courts are entitled 

to engage in considerable krther review on the merits of the case, by way of a carefiil 

consideration of facts. In order to assess prospects for success, the court might feel it 

necessary to examine the distinctiveness of the trade mark, even if it has received 

registration,66 and to go through the atFdavits filed by the two parties to v e e  credibility. 

More than that, once the defendant makes the court believe that she would obviously have 

a greater chance of succeeding , and that the potential harm caused to the plaintiff would 

be less than that caused to the defendant, courts probably would not decide the motion in. 

favor of the 

With respect to an interlocutory injunction application in trade mark inâingements, 

no case has been authoritatively decided in Canada as to which standard, namely "a prima 

fucie casey7 or "a senous question to be tned", is to be applied. Nonetheless, some basic 

doctrines still can be drawn fiom the decided cases. First of ail, even if the plaints is 

64 Ibid-, at 488-89, 
65 Arhlere 's Foor h4arketing Associates Inc il. Cobra Sports Ltd.. supra note 55 at 34849; a h ,  C-Cure 
Chernical Co. Inc. 1;- Olympia & York Developments Ltd. (1983). 7L C.P,R (2d) 153 (O~LHC.); Inuin 
Tqv Ltd v, Marie- Anne Novelties Inc (1986), 12 C,PA (3d) 145 (OntXC); Ri&-CarIton Inc v. Jardins 
lricwiaIncfi7aritz Gardens Inc  (1989), 24 CS-R (3d) 358 (F.C,T-D,), 

Turbo Resources Lfd v. Peîro Canada Inc., supra note 63. 
67 Ibid., at 486. See also Edmond. v. Kealey (1 989), 27 C S R  (3d) 435 (F.C.T-D.)- 



unlikely to succeed at triai or could not show the considerable probability of actual 

infnngement of her trade mark, but has shown her claim is-neither fnvolous nor vexatious, 

the court should still address the other factors, rather than refüse the application soleIy on 

the basis of faiIure at this point. This is an underlyinç contribution of the Cymtamid case. 

But, the court's negative recognition of the plaintiff s chances of final success should not 

be forgofien when considering the other two factors. Secondly, satisfaction of the first test 

does not mean termination of the rest of the interlocutory injunction test, no matter 

whether the threshold hurdle is a " strong prima facie caseyy or a " serious issue to be 

trieci". It has been well-illustrated in a trade mark case, "even if the plaintss have 

demonstrated a strong prima facie case that they are obligated to go on to prove the 

existence of irreparable harm, and that the balance of convenience lies in their fa~our."~' 

Third, although it is a delicate and technical matter to place weight upon, the prelirninary 

assessment of the strength of the plaintifYs case which wholly rests on the context and 

circumstances in the individuai trade mark case, courts are normally asked to examine 

rnerits further than the requirement in the Cymamid decision, on the condition of "the 

degree of predictability which the factual and legal issues a l l o ~ . ' ~ ~ ~  Fourdi, if assessment 

of the merits is impossible to make because of argumentative evidence or questions of 

credibility, the matter should be left to the test of irreparable h m  and the balance of 

convenience; or, where there is an apparent deficiency in those two latter tests, it is not 

wrong for courts to presume the existence of serious issues to be trie4 rather than 

" C~terpiIIar Inc. v. Chaussures M w b  Moda Inc (1994), 62 C.P.R (3d) 338 at 342 (F.C.T.D.). 
" Sharpe, supra note 26 at para 2.370. 



çpending extra time and scrutiny in addressing the strength of the case." Fifth, when the 

interlocutory injunction in-effect satisfies al1 the relief that the plaintiff sought, or amounts 

to a final decision at triai, "the judge must make the best of  the difficult situation and base 

the decision solely on an assessrnent of  the rnerit~."'~ 

(b) Irreparable Harm 

The key question on this second elernent of the interlocutory injunction test, 

irreparable h m ,  is an essential consideration in equity jurisprudence. In effect, courts are 

reluctant to grant such p re l i na ry  injunctive relief unless the plaintiff shows that, between 

the time of application and the trial, she will sustain some injury which can hardly be 

compensated or  remedied without the issuing of wi interlocutory injunction. It is rational 

to impose such a burden upon the plaintiff because there is no justification for running the 

risk of an injunction pending the trial, if damages will provide fairly adequate 

compensation and if the defendant has an ability to pay themen 

The precise meaning of  irreparable harm is dificult to give. Broadly speaking, it is 

defined as hann not susceptible or difficult to  be compensated in damages? The most 

influentid and cited definition is tiorn Sopinka and Cory JJ., in RIR-MacDonald lnc. : 

At this stage, the oniy issue to be decided is whether a refiisal to g a n t  
relief could so adversely affect the applicant's own interests that the h m  
could not be remedied if the eventual decision on the ments does not 
accord with the result ofthe interlocutory application. 

Liscu Sports, Inc. v. Air Lire Luggage Co. ( 1  9%), 72 C.PR (3d) 3 1 (F-C.T.D.). 
" Sharpe, supra note 26 at para 2.380. 
72 Ibid.. at para 2.390. 
" Metrupolitan Stores, supra note 47. 



"heparable" refers to the nature o f  the h m  suffered rather than its 
magnitude. It is harm which either cannot be quantified in monetary terms 
or  which cannot be cured usually because one party cannot collect 
damages fiom the other. Examples o f  the former include instances where 
one party will be put out of  business by the court's decision--., where one 
party will suffer permanent market Ioss o r  irrevocable darnage to its 
business reputation ... or  where a permanent loss of natural resources will be 
the result when a challenged activity is not enjoined ...- 74 

Through the above definition, three ingredients are involved in detennining the 

issue o f  irreparable hami. They are the nature of actual or potential loss suffered by either 

party, the possibility of quantifjhg the damages in monetary terms, and the party's ability 

to  pay the damages. 

In the context of trade mark infnngement, the ordinary cause of action for the 

plaintiff is in the confüsion of trade marks between her's and the defendant's, and in the 

loss of goodwill o r  reputation due to  the use o f  a confùsing mark. As indicated above, this 

statutory daim might easily pass the first test of "a serious question to be tried", but it 

does not reflect an inherent c o ~ e c t i o n  to  irreparable h m  by itself. In other words, the 

evidence of  confusion is not tantamount t o  evidence of irreparable harm. The plaintiff 

must go  further to  ver@ that the injury has been or wiiï be to a degree of impossibility to 

compensate in monetary terms. In the classic case Cenfer Ice Ltd IL Niional Hockey 

Leapte, the trial judge issued an intertocutory injunction on grounds that the appellant's 

use o f  the name Center Ice was confusing to the public and that such confusion would 

likely lead to a loss of goodwill, for which the respondent could not be compensated in 

-- 

74 RIR-A-facDonald, suprn note 47. 



damages. But at the appeal, the higher court set aside the injunction and expressed the 

fotlowing view: 

... confiision does not, per se, result in a Loss of goodwill and a loss of 
goodwill does not, per se, establish irreparable h m  not cornpensable in 
darnages. The loss of goodwill and the resulting irreparable harm cannot be 
itferred, it must be established by "clear evidence". , . . 75 

Similady, a number of cases have also stressed that the evidence of irreparable 

h m  must be Wear and not speculativey7 '' and that the applicant must establish that he 

wozdd mffer rather than Iikely stger irreparable Taken as a whole, therefore, to 

assess irreparable h m  in trade mark m e s ,  it is undesirable for courts to rely solely upon 

a finding of confusion or upon aileging infiingement rather than upon any convincing 

evidence that the plaintiff cannot be compensated in darnages. 

To demonstrate irreparable harm, the plaintE must lead clear evidence showing 

how severe the h m  is and why it v d  be irreparable. As a result, the applicant needs to 

persuade the court that the reputation of her trade mark has been impeached or lessened 

by the activities of the defendant to an extent that has led any customer to stop dealing or 

to even consider not deaiing with the plaintiff on future occa~ions,'~ or that any market 

loss which she has suffered or may suffer would be or that she would be 

unable to exploit and license the trade mark," or that her trade mark would be deprived of 

7S Center ice Lid. v- National Hockey League (L994), 53 C.P.R (3d) 34 at 54 (F-CA). 
76 Nature Co. v. Sci-Tech Educational Ltd (L992), 4 1 C.P.R (3d) 359 (F.C.k); Mark Anthony Group, 
Inc. v. Kncor international Inc, supra note 52, 
77 Syntex Inc. v. Novopharni Ltd., supra note 53 .  
'* Center Ice Ltd. v. National Hockey League, supra note 75. 
'' UL Canada hc. v. Procter & GambZe lm. (L996), 65 C.P.R (3d) 534 (Ont. Ct. (GenD.))- 

Lisco Sports, Inc. V. Air Lite Luggage Co, supra note 70. 



its ability to  distinguish the plaintiff s business fiom that of  her ~ o r n ~ e t i t i o n . ~ ~  In short, the 

nature rather than the magnitude of the loss that the applicant has suffered or  may suffer 

should be proved as serious and as unable to be compensated in darnages. 

Canadian jurisprudence has heId that examination for irreparable harm should be 

posed to  both the pIaintifYand the defendant at this stage. In trade mark matters, the result 

of changing the trade mark reguIarly serves as a determinative factor for the defendant, 

when courts rneasure irreparable harm that the defendant may s a e r  in the event o f  the 

g a n t  of an injunction. NormalIy, when the business of the defendant is in its infàncy, the 

court takes the view that it is not inconvenient or unjust for the defendant to  stop using 

the trade mark in question." Otherwïse, when the use of a trade mark or  trade narne is 

essentiai to the continued successful operation of  the defendant, irreparabfe harm arises on 

the grounds of  sipificant loss and e ~ ~ e n s e . ' ~  Surely, the requirement of proof imposed 

upon the defendant is nothing different fiom that imposed on the plaint= 

In some circumstances, this high standard of evidence set by the Ceiller Ice 

decision has been the cause for cornplaint. As indicated in the Caterpilar hic. case, "by 

requiring that a plaintiff adduce evidence of irreparable h m  iastead of  inferring it from 

the evidence of confusion, the Court of Appeal has made it considerably more difficuit to 

get an interlocutory injunction in trade mark r n a t t e r ~ . " ~ ~  However, this has gradually 

become a settled d e  in dealing with trade mark cases for Canadian jurisprudence, simply 

81 826129 Ontario Inc. v. Sony Kabushiki (1995), 65 CP-R (3d) 171 (F.C.T.D.). 
82 241 Pizza Lfd- v, Nguyen (1996), 69 C.P.R (36) 57 (OntCt(Gen.D.)). 
83 1036029 Ontario Ltd 1). Crown Llye Insurance Co, (1995), 64 C.P.R (3d) 342 (F.C.T.D.). 
84 Caterpillar Inc. v. Chaussures Mario Moda Inc, supra note 68 at 344. 
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because an interlocutory injunction is a determination of nghts before trial, which reflects 

the necessity of extraordinary caution and prudence. 

Once satisfied that there is clear evidence of permanent market ioss or irrevocable 

darnage to each party concerned, courts stîll have to cast fürther light on the possibility of 

quantifying the damages. It has long been believed that damages in trade mark issues are 

extremely hard to calculate, but courts must still make an assessment. At this stage, it is 

not necessary for courts to consider wheîher it is easy to assess the damages, but in 

essence the possibility of measurement becomes the controlling con~ern .~~  Accordingly, 

the burden of proof f d s  upon the plaintiff. Under the rational understanding that loss in 

respect of the trade mark is more long term in nature, courts sometimes only ask for a 

shorter term loss of sales which would anticipate the further loss. The plaintifT should be 

able to provide the court with an indication of loss based upon historid expenence, and 

with a mathematical or statistical analysis of the circumstances which demonstrate that the 

loss is not reasonably caIcuiable; this would give the court some degree of confidence that 

calcu~ated.~~ In such circumstances, courts are 
- 

Ioss could reasonably be established fiom the 

- the kind of loss being alIeged cannot be 

wiliing to draw the conclusion that any 

" increased sophistication of accounting and information retrieval techniques. "" W~thout 

any doubt, failure or reluctance to file the necessary financial information will inevitably 

result in the retùsal of the plaintEs application. 

85 Castleniore Marketing Inc. v. Intercontinental Trade and Finance Corp.(1996), 65 C2.R (3d) 334 
(F.C.T.D.). 
86 Enem Foods Ltd. v. KJ- Heinz Co. of Canada Ltd (1997), 75 C.P.R (3d) 33 1 at 333 (F.C. TD.). 
*' (IL Canada Inc v. Procfer & Gamble Inc, supra note 79 at 547. 



Given that the plaintiff has presented a clear explmation for incalculability of 

irreparable harm, the onus does shift to the defendant if she makes an attempt to rekte  

such a daim- Once again, the defendant is required to establish the substantial prooc such 

as her accounting history and system. She should let the court know how she proposes to 

calculate the loss, with the method of anaiysis and obtainable datags 

Where evidence filed by the two parties in regard to the possibiiity of 

quantification is in dispute, courts normally exercise their discretion to determine the issue- 

In sorne cases, where the plaintifPs trade mark might be threatened to become generic by 

the defendant's inninging products, the court asserts that damages cannot be rnea~ured.~' 

In other situations, for example where the marketplace is not largeg0 or, where the 

business such as- the iïquor industry is specifically operated under the govemment's 

monitoring with a precise record o f  the unit sales of any entrant,g1 courts normally feel 

confident in holding that the matter of impossibility of calculation does not arke. 

The defendant can avoid an injunction on the condition of undertaking to keep her 

accounts because in this way it is probable that the plaùitiffs loss can reasonably be 

c a l c ~ l a t e d . ~ ~  Furthermore, in appropriate cases when the defendant promises to c a s e  any 

infnnging activities between the motion and trial, the court wili refuse the application for 

an in jun~ t ion .~~  In addition, courts are reluctant to satisQ the plauitiffs claim in the event 

" Efi Li& and Co. v. Novopham Ltd (1996), 67 C.P.R (3d) 173 (F.C.T.D.). 
826129 Ontario inc. v. Sony Kabushiki, supro note 8 1. 
Greystone Capifal hfanngement Inc v. Greystone Properties Ltd, supra note 52. 

91 Mark Anthony Group, Inc, v. Vincor International Inc, supra note 52. 
92 Caterpilkw Inc v. Chaussures A3ario Moda Inc., supra note 68; Man and His Horne Ltd. W. Mansoor 
Electronics Lfd. (1996), 72 C.P.R (3d) 239 (F-C.T.D.). 
93 CastIen~ore Marketing Inc. v, Intercontinental Trude and Finance Corp, supra note 85. 



that the defendant forwards a disclaimer to al1 customers that her product or trade mark 

has no relation to those of the plaintEg4 

Turning to the party's ability to pay the damages, this has been viewed as a relevant 

consideration for irreparable h m g 5  Since damages are not an adequate remedy when 

there is no substantive asset to collect, it becomes naturd to take certain steps in inquiring 

into the financial ability of both parties. At this point, each party's financial status is equally 

open to inspection by courts, but wealth should not determine rights. Courts are less 

hesitant to finil irreparable harm where the defendant is a fledgling or  financially unstabte 

company.% But, once assured that the defendant's solvency is not in issue, it will be 

feasible to estimate in monetary terms the prejudice that will be sustained by the plaints, 

who rnight then have lost sales and suffered a diminution in value of the goodwill 

associated with his trade mark." Correspondingly, the plaintiff is not entitled to a grant of 

an interlocutory injunction unless she is in a good financial position to pay damages if the 

defendant succeeds at triai. (This issue wili receive fiirther discussion in the next section.) 

Recently, irreparable h m  has increasingly given rise to academic arguments 

regarding trade marks. As aIready iiiustrated, the tripartite test for interlocutory 

injunctions has been firrnly established by the Supreme Court of Canada in two cases, 

namely RIR- MacDonald and Metropolitan Stores, which reaffirm the principle 

entrenched in the Cyanamid decision in which ody  the first test of a "serious issue" is the 

94 Ikea Ltd. it Idea Design Ltd- (1987), 13 C.P,R (3d) 476 (FK,T.D.), 
95 A 4 0 d  Restoumts Ltd. v. El4 .T. at le Marche Inc (1994), 59 C.P.R (3d) 7 3  (F.C.T.D.); Equifas 
Investment Corp. v- Goodman (1987), 57 0.R (2d) 795 (iXC.J.)- 
% Fednaij Ltd 11 Fortunair Canada Inc, (1994), 59 C.P.R (3d) 1 (F.C.T.D.). 
97 Edmonds v. Kealey, supra note 67. 



condition precedent for the plaintiff to estab~ish.~~ Therefore, a failure to demonstrate 

irreparabte h m  should not preclude the court fiorn continuing the rernaining inquiry. 

Based on this theory, some schoIars question the high standard of proof for irreparable 

h m  set by the Federal Court of Appeal, which eventually results in the refusai of an 

injunction in the absence of "clear and non-speculative proof'. Under the requirement of 

"clear and non-speculative proof', irreparable h m  has been treated as 'a  new 

sequentialist threshold test.''* Besides. schoiars question that the Federal Court of Appeal 

Y 100 itself does not always insist upon Wear and non-speculative proof . 

This elevating requirement has been broadly applied as a focus for the second test; 

however, it does not mean an end to the remainuig test, even though any party fails to 

meet such a high criterion. Courts are willing to move forward to consider the balance of 

convenience, although the function of this last test usually tums out to confinn the denial 

of the interlocutory injunction. 

(c) Balance of Convenience 

If it appears that an interlocutory injunction will cause hardship or inconvenience 

to the defendant, the court is required to inquke about the balance of convenience. The 

definition of a balance of convenience is somewhat obscure as is that of irreparable harm. 

Nonetheless, in Metropdifan Stores. the Supreme Court of Canada did try to define it as : 

98 Supra note 67. 
99 Crerar, supra note 43 al 971- 
Io0 Fednav Lfd 11 Fortunair Canada Inc. (1994). 59 C,PR (3d) 1 (FCT-D.), supra note %, where an 
injundon was granted on the ground that trade mark confirsion could have resulted in irreparable injury 
[emphasis added]. 



a determination of which of the two parties will suffer the greater h m  
front the granting or retùsal of an interlocutory injunction pending a 
decision on the merits. 1°' 

Furthemore, some authorities assert that the notion of the balance o f  convenience 

is a misnomer. They take the view that it should be described not as a balance of 

convenience but as "a preponderance of incon~enience."'~~ Nevertheless, the objective of 

a balance of convenience is to achieve maximum justice pending trial, so it is the same as a 

so-called "preponderance of inconvenien~e~~, 

The components of a balance of convenience have been long and universally 

believed to be matters beyond comprehensive illustration or enurneration For instance, in 

Cyanamid, Lord Diplock concluded that it '%vould be umvise to attempt even to  list 

[them] ... let alone to suggest the relative weight to be attached to them."" .4t m y  rate, 

some reasonable factors which signïficantfy affect the balance of convenience on the issue 

of trade mark idtigement c m  be drawn Erom an accumulation of judicial decisions based 

on pnnciples of equity, with fiil1 recognition that they Vary from case to case. 

(i) Negative Impacts 

The negative impact on parties in the light of granting or denying an interlocutory 

injunction is the consideration that ùnmediately follows the test of irreparable harm; but 

here it has a distinctive focus of its own. As already mentioned, courts should consider the 

probability and nature of the h m  that wiU impact each party. Where each of them is tmly 

'O' Supra note 47 at 129. 
l m  InMnet Technologies Inc. v. NTG Internafionai Inc (1996), 70 C.P.R (3d) 172 at 175 
(Ont Ct (GenD.)). 



at nsk of suffering irreparable harm fiom an adverse interlocutory decision, the 

determinative factor then cornes down to consideration of the balance of convenience, by 

weighing the negative impact on each Party. In order to tùifill her application, the plaintiff 

must convince the court that the benefits she stands to gain fiom the g-anting of an 

injunction outweigh the negative effects for the defendant; conversely, the defendant is 

tryïng to persuade the court that the hardship arising fiom the gant of an injunction is 

relatively far-reaching for her and outweighs any benefit to the plaintiE Quite ofien, in the 

following situations, courts are much more likely to think of the balance of convenience 

being in favour of one Party, where a trade mark is of much more importance to its 

establishment than to the other,'04 or where it has the credible ability to compensate in 

damages awarded against it at Obviously, from this point of view, there is a close 

Iink between "irreparable harm" and "balance of convenience", which increasingly raises 

an argument to merge the former test into the heading of the latter.lo6 

(ii) Delay 

Mere delay, with knowledge of the trade mark infringement, but not for a longer 

time than prescribed by statutory Limitations, constitutes no bar to the a~tion.'~' No 

proprietor of trade marks is -0bligated to wam an infiinger of her position; hence, the 

applicant can obtain the relief in spite of his failure to address attention to the 

- - -- - - -  

'O3 Supra note 34 at 408. 
'OJ 1036029 Ontario Lid. v. Cro~vn Life Insurance Co., supra note 83. 
'OS H'ool-Mart Inc v, H/ai-hfwt Stores Inc (1995). 64 CP.R (3d) 442 (F.C.T.D.). 
'O6 Crerar, supra note 43. 
'O7 Harold G. Fos, supra note 4 at 434. 



infnngement. But in some cases, when the plaintiff has been guilty of delay, especially if it 

cannot be satisfactonly explained, she will be held to have lost her right to an interlocutory 

injunction. Courts do not hesitate to infer that no materid irreparable h m  has occurred, 

because otherwise the plaintiff would have moved expeditiously to brùig on her motion.108 

Sometimes the fact that the defendant had established her business venture with 

investments of time and rnoney will substantidly disentitle the plaint= to the interlocutory 

injunction she is seeking, because hardship would be greater on the defendant than if the 

pIaintif£'s business was still in its infancy.'Og The argument of urgency to restrain continued 

infringements is impeached or decreased solely by virtue of the failure of the plaintiff to 

pursue the remedy promptly. 

Speaking of the length of delay, there is no rule for courts to foliow when deaiing 

with trade mark infringernents. Instead, the primary concem tums to  delay itself and, in 

addition, whether there is an acceptable explmation fiom the plainte For this reason, the 

duration of delay can Vary tiom several months to a couple of years, depending upon the 

individual case. "O 

- 

However, several principles should be borne in mind by courts if cases at bar 

involve the matter of delay. In the first place, the plaintiff should have known of the 

existence of the infnngernents but have taken no  steps to stop the defendant using the 

competing trade mark. In the second place, once the plaintiff is capable of providing 

Invin Toy Ltd v. Marie- Anne Novelties Inc,  supra note 65. 
'O9 Ikea L td- v. Idea Design Ltd , supra note 94. 
110 Chinese Medicine and Acupuncture Assn, of Canada v. Canadian Academy of Chinese Tradition 
Health Science, supra note 61, where the length of delay is two and one-half years; Connaught 



evidence of  satisfactory exphnation, such as the tirne necessady spent on investigation 

and collection of  evidence regarding the infringement.' l L  o r  previous attempts to dispose 

o f  the matter by negotiation before the rnotion,lL2 delay should not debar the plaint= fiom 

obtaining an interlocutory injunction. Finally, if the defendant's conduct constitutes a 

fraud upon the public or if its good f ~ t h  is in doubt, courts need not hesitate to g a n t  an 

injunction even when there is evidence of delay. Certainly, delay is merely a factor that 

courts will consider in exercising equitable discretion, The defendant's behaviour must 

also be weighed. 

(iii) Motives of  the Defendant 

Aithough the niotives of the defendant in employing the trade mark are not a 

necessary element to  constitute a trade mark infnngement, they are relevant to the balance 

of convenience, once irreparable harrn has been found. Deliberate attempts to trade on. 

another's goodwill are described as "eyes wide open." The typical example is where the 

defendant proceeds with fùll knowledge that the plaintiff would assert the right and is 

aware of the likeiihood that an interloaitory injunction would- be sought by the p l a i n a  

but chooses to go fonuard in using the trade markaU3 Courts are of  the opinion that the 

defendant is running the risk of taking no alternative action- l n  consequence, it would be 

improper to  consider the inconvenience for the defendant to change the trade mark where 

Luboratories Ltà. v. Diagnocure Inc. (1997), 74 C.P.R. (3d) 286 (F,C.T.D.), where the plaïntiff waited 
nine months to file the motion 
l l 1  C & Mhfodes v. Central Purchasing Asm. (1983), 43 RP.C. 163 (F.C.T.D.). 
' '' 1CIAnierican.s Inc v. Ireco Can- Inc (L985), 7 C.P.R (3d) 1 (F.C.T.D.). 
"' Eli Lilly and Co. v. Novopharm Ltd, supra note 88. 



her infringing activity is instituted with "eyes wide open."L1J Sornetimes, even though the 

defendant adopts a registered trade mark based on the assumed invalidity of  the mark, 

according to her understanding, rather than intending to dilute or impair the goodwill of 

the plaintiffs trade mark, the court wili still hold that the balance of convenience is in 

favour of the grant of an interlocutory injunction. ILS 

In several circumstances where it is hard to i d e n w  the defendant's motives, courts 

rnay make inferences £kom her inabïiity to  explain satisfactody why her trade mark is so 

similar to the plaintitrs trade mark, or  fiom any inaccuracies or lack of candour in the 

defendant's e~idence."~ Patently, the defendant will suffer an injunction in any case where 

she cannot discharge the evidentiary burden of showing her innocence. 

(iv) The Public Interest 

To a limited extent, the presence of the public interest may also be represented at 

the interlocutory injunction stage. Recognising the collapse of the distinction between "the 

public" and "the private", the former is often advocated in determinhg the hierarchy of 

interests.'17 Nevertheless, there is not much room for the public interest in trade mark 

infiingements, which are normally generated by pnvate litigants and matten. 

(v) Preservation of the Status Quo 

II4 876129 Onfnrio Inc. 11- Sony Knbushikï, suprtz note 81; Rylar ik/elopment Ltd. if. Lmedo 
Construction Inc., (1996), 68 C.P.R (3d) 368 @.C.T.D-)- 
'" Philips fiport BVV. FVindmere Consumers Products Inc(l985). 4 C.1.P.R 267 (F-C-T.D.). 
Il6 Cairns, supra note 25 at 27. 



Ordinarily, the phrase statrts qio is used to address the pumpose of interlocutory 

injunctions. It has been held that "the most usual, though by no means the only, basis for 

the grmt of an interlocutory injunction is a need to protect the appkant  by p r e s e ~ n g  the 

circumstances that exist at the time of his application until the rights of the parties are able 

to b e  finally established by proper procedures."LL8 However, some: authonties point out . 

that such a concept offers little or no help to the analysis and, even worse, may cause 

judicial confusion. In effect, it represents nothing special other t h m  a restatement of the 

pre-condition to ensure the gant  of an interlocutory injunction, nmely, that the plaintiff 

must show that her right will be nuliifïed or prejudiced by the t h e  of trial, unless an 

injunction is granted.' lg 

In spite of the above criticistn, the preservation of the statzas quo does serve as a 

device to determine the balance of convenience. It has been widely agreed that, where 

other factors appear to be eveniy balanced, .the question of preservation of the stafzis p u  

will ari~e.'~* Both fiom the viewpoint of theory and practice, it is usually most convenient 

where a case for an interlocutory injunction is filed to preserve the existing position and to 

avoid change."' 

The relevant point of tirne for the purpose of the stafus quo may well Vary in 

individual cases.122 Turning to trade mark infringements, courts m e  usually of the view 

Il7 Jeffrey Beryuan, "Interlocutory injunction and Accessibility Thresholds: Qr Once More Round the 
Mulberry Bush" (1989) 5 Intellectual Property Joumai 137 at 150 
'18 Spxy, supra note 28 at 444. 
'19 Sharpe, supra note 26 at para 2.550; a h ,  Monos Foods International Inc. v. COCCI-Cla Lfd (1997). 74 
C.P.R (3d) 2 (Ont Ct(Gen. D.)). 
lx Sports Authority Inc v. Yineberg(1995), 6 1 C9.R (3d) 155 (F.C.T.D.). 
12' Cymaniid, supra note 34 at 408. 
'" ~ijFed ilunhiif Lld. v. Sunoptic SA., [1979] FS-R 337 (C.A.). 



that the statz~s p o  should be determined as the situation before the defendant commenced 

using the infringing trade mark which is in question.'23 As a result, the plaintiff is placed in 

a beneficial position to protect the exclusivity of her trade mark when the defendant has 

not embarked upon her marketing.lz4 Courts feel less sympathetic to the defendant who 

wilI enter the market place a little Iater, o r  wiil put extra expense into entering the market 

place, if she is successfrtl at trial. On the other hand, where the defendant has established 

her trade with high reptation, or has applied the trade mark with a longer history than the 

plainta did, or  has committed her business to h r e  e ~ ~ e n d i t u r e s , ' ~ ~  the presenration of 

the s r a m  p o  usually avails to the benefit of the defendant. 

Section 4: Undertaking as to Damages 

To  date, it has become a universal understanding that, in order to obtain an 

interlocutory injunction, the plaints  ought to provide an undertaking to pay the defendant 

any darnages caused to the defendant by the injunction in the event of plaintiil's failure at 

triai. With no doubt, an undertaking becomes a preliminq condition for the plaintiff, by 

which the defendaot can be guaranteed against suffenng loss in advance of the disposition 

of substantive nghts. Once again, the court h& authority to exercise discretion on the 

issue of  the undertaking- Indeed, the crown is sometimes relieved fiom such a crucial 

requirernent when it is engaged in an injunction application.126 Unfortunately, such a 

.- - . 

Eli Liliy and Co. v. Novopharm Lfd., supra note 88. 
Zeneca Ltd. v. Apotex Inc. (1997), 79 C9.R (3d) 399 (Ont.Ct.(GenD.)). 

lzî Groupe h o  Inc v. Bristol-Mvers Produc& Canada Inc ,  supra note 54- 
1. C. F. S p y ,  "Plaintiffs' Undertakings and Equity's Power to Award Damagesw (1991) 65 Australian 

Law Journal 658 at 660, 



priority is not applicable to private law cases, where there is no exception with regard to 

trade mark infringement~.'~' For this reason, the plaintiffs failure to give a satisfactory 

undertaking coverhg darnages inevitably arnounts to the refùsal of  her application. 

When the impecuniosity of the plaintiff arises, it brhgs forward the need to 

consider the defendant's right subsequently, normaily under the heading of balance of 

convenience. The balance of convenience is certaïnly tipped to the defendant if the plaintiff 

is in financial crisis. 

More than that, where the plaintiff obviously cannot match the defendant's 

reasonable estimated loss in terms of tinancial resources, even though she is by no means 

irnpecunious, the court u sudy  will dismiss the motionI2' although it seems unfair to the 

plaintiff. In the meantirne, it should be borne in mind that it is irrelevant to compare the 

size o r  reputation of the plaintiff s company with that o f  the defendant, given that -the 

former is not a phantom corporation created for litigation purposes.'w 

Speaking of  the proof of damages, the burden is primarily on the defendant to 

show that her potential loss, for example, the expense of changing her trade mark and Ioss 

of des,  entirely results fiom the injunction. Once she has met the onus, the evidentiary 

burden shifis to the plaintiff to  show that the loss is not caused by the order. 130 

12' Zeneca Ltd- v. Apotex hc, supra note 124; and, 241 Pizza Ltd. 11. Ng..ryen, supra note 82. 
12' FVool-Mart Inc II- IC'al-Mart Stores Inc., supra note 105; here the estimated Ioss for the defendant 
would esceed $3 million while the piaintiffs undertaking as to damages is limited to $10,000. 
'= 826129 Ontario Inc. v. Sony Kabushiki, supra note 81, where the size of the defendant's business is 
rather larger that that of the plainm 

A. A S, Zuckerman, "The Undertaking In Damages: Substantive And Procedural Dimensions" (1994) 
53(3) Cambridge Law Journal 546 at 554. 



As stressed previously, the defendant can be reiieved fiom an injunction by 

voluntarily undertaking to keep her accounts fiom the motion up to the date of judgment. 

In any event, in most trade mark cases, dong with the refùsal of  an injunction, courts are 

more likely to order the defendant to undertake her account separately in relation to the 

usage of the alleged trade mark, From this point of view, courts feel assured that the 

plaintiff would be compensated, should it turn out that she is entitled to her exclusive right 

at trial."' But when viewed from a different analytical perspective, if the plaintiff succeeds 

and claims damages rather than an account of profits as compensation, the defendant's 

undertaking to keep an account is of no value to the plain- The measurement of 

damages is concentrated on the plaintifPs actud injury and there is nothing pertaining to 

the defendant's sales or profits. Apart fiorn this, even if the plaintiff seeks an account of 

profits, the ccsrnplex issue of proper expenses involved in those sales and the 

apportionment of profits cannot be entirely resolved by the defendant's a~count- '~* 

Conclusion 

In Canada, as a provisionai remedy made pending a final decision, an interlocutory 

injunction maintains the integrity of justice by preserving rights in final adjudication. Its 

parameters are equitable and discretionary. In essence, the discretion is a judiciai 

discretion that must be exercised when the appropnate criteria are satisfied. The rational 

considerations in this extraordinary relief have developed over several centuries and that 

13' Buta Industries Ltd. v. Ba& Afatrix Fîtness cenh-e. supra note 56; lkea Lfù. v. Idea Design L t d ,  
supra note 94, 
'" Cairns, supra note 25 at 29. 



evolution continues. To date, lack of a unanimous definition and ageement on the 

interlocutory injunction test stili exists. Consequently, courts are entitled to exercise their 

discretion within the contexts of basic requirements of justice and convenience. It shouId 

be noted that, although the Cym~amid decision made a far reaciùng contribution to the 

interlocutory injunction, Canadian jurisprudence remains Iess ready to apply its formula 

rigidly and inflexibly. Especiaily when dealing with trade mark infiingements, which raise 

substantial issues about intangible property and an exclusive right, courts ought to cast a 

more critical eye on considerations for the circumstances of each case. 

Turning to the above sections which elucidate the tripartite test, namely the 

strength of the case, irreparable harrn and balance of convenience, applicable in trade mark 

imgements ,  these should not be understood as a comprehensive list but rather as 

guidance. It is worth stressing one more time that, faced with the debate regarding the 

tests, courts have amved at the point where al1 ingredients and procedures taken into 

account, as tests for granting or refushg requests for interiocutory injunctions, should not 

"constitute a series of mechanical steps that are to be followed in some of sort of driiled 

progression-'''33 

'33 Turbo Resources Lfd. v. P e ~ o  Canada Inc., supra note 49 at 20. 



Part 2: Anton Piller Orders 

Section 1: Ongin of the Anton Piller Order 

The Anton Piller order is an exquisite exampIe of creative judicial law-making to 

provide rernedies for plaintiffs in new situations- The order derives its narne from 

England' s Court of Appeal decision in Anton M e r  KG 17. Mmzrrfacf~/ring Processes 

~td,"" a case regarding copyright idkhgement and the breach of secret information The 

plaintiffs were Gerrnan rnanufacturers of complex electrical equipment marketed in 

England by the defendants. The defendants were supplied by the plaintiffs with 

confidentid information relating to the design and assembly of the plaintiffs7 product. In 

time, the phintfls Iearned that the defendants were improperly relaying this information 

and copyright material to the plaintiffs' cornpetitors in Germany, which wouId severely 

prejudice the plaintifEs' business. Being fearfiil that, if notice was given, the defendants 

would get rid of the confidentiai material or otherwise pass it on to  the cornpetitor, the 

plaintifEs applied not only ex purie for a conventionai interim injunction restraining the 

wrongfùi acts, but aiso for an unconventional order to enter the defendants' premises to 

inspect and remove everything of a confidentiai or incriminating nature. The 

unconventional order was refused by the Chancery Division due to the absence of 

sufncient precedents and of juridiction in granting an order without notice to the 

defendants. An appeal was taken and the requested order was granted in the Court of 

Appeal. From then on, not oniy the name of the order but also consoiidated guidelines for 



its appIication were laid down, and it gradually became infiuential in comrnonwealth 

countries, including Canada- 

Before the Anton Piller Order, there was no nile or authority in Endand ailowing 

such an order without notice to the defendant- The closest jurisdiction stemmed corn 

Ordinance 29, Rule 2 of the Suprerne Court ~ u l e s , " ~  which allowed " any person to enter 

upon any land or building in the possession of any pari37 in a matter in which an 

application was granted "for the detention, custody or preservation of any property which 

is the subject-matter of the cause or matter" or for its inspection. However, under normal 

rules of procedure such an application had to be made by surnmons (0. 52, r. 3) o r  by 

notice (0. 25, r. 7), either of which necessarily required service on the defendant. 

Due to the lack of legislative provisions, the jurisdiction to make an Anton Piller 

Order came fiom ancient Chancery practice to order the inspection of property. The 

contemporary historical underpinnuigs of the order were in the early nineteenth century 

decision of the House of Lords in United Company of Merchants of England Trading to 

the East Ihdies v. ~ ~ t & z , " ~  where the defendant was required to permit the plaintifï to 

137 inspect her premises. The case of Hennessey v. Rohrnann, Osborne & Co., where the 

vice-chanceilor Malins implied that in an emergency, an order might be made ex parte, 

aiso mirrored the essence of the modem-day Anton Piller Order, Based upon these 

authorities, Lord Denning, M-R, in Anton Pilier concluded that the court had power to  

'3.1 [L976] C h  55, [1976] 1 Al1 E.R 779 (CA) Wereinafter "Anton PiIIer"]. 
135 Rule ofthe Suprerne Court 1965. S,L 1965, No, 1776 as amendeci. 
136 (I821), 3 Bli. 153,4 E.R 561 (KL.). 
13' [187q 36 L.T- 51 (N.S.). 



issue an inspection and seizure order without noti@ing the defendants. Ormrod L.J. said 

in the same judgrnent : 

The proposed order is at the extrernity of this court's powers- Such orders, 
therefore, wilI rarely be made, and oniy when there is no alternative way of 
ensuring that justice is done to the applicant."8 

The Anton Piller case has become the paradigm of this type of order. Its radical 

novelty and contribution were that the order was granted ex parte, it set up several 

thresholds for the plaintiff and it included procedural safeguards for the defendant. 

Section 2: The Nature of the Anton Piller Order 

The order allows the plaintiff, with her solicitor, to enter the defendant's prernises 

or residence dunng normal business hours, to search thern and to remove documents or 

other items which might oEer evidence in her action against the defendant. Obviously, the 

order is extremely powerfùl. It becomes a device to minimise or prevent the chances of 

destruction or concedrnent of evidentiary documents by the untrustworthy defendant. 

Since the essential component of an Anton Piller order is surprise and expedition, ,the 

defendant is undoubtedly exposed to the possibiity of having her business papers and 

materials removed with no warning . More than thaî, if she declines to permit the plaintif£' s 

entry, she is placing herself at risk of contempt of court, which can lead to her 

imprisonrnent. 

' 38 Anton Piller, supra note 134 at 6 1. 



To avoid any resernblance to a civil search warrant, both in appearance and effect, 

the Court of Appeal in A n t m  Piller tried to distinguish the order fiom a search warrant. In 

the words of Lord Denring: 

Let me say at once that no court in this land has any power to issue a 
search warrant to enter a man's house so as to see if there are papers or 
documents there which are of an incriminating nature, whether Iibels or 
infiingements of copyright or  anything else of that kind, No constable or 
bailiff can knock at the door and demand entry so as to inspect papers or 
documents- The householder can shut the door in his face and Say " Get 
out" .... None of us would wish to whittle d o m  that principle in the 
slightest- But the order sought in this case is not a search warrant. It does 
not authonze the plaintiffs' solicitors or anyone else to enter the 
defendants' premises against their will. It does not authorize the breaking 
down of any doors, not the slipping in by a back door, nor getting in by an 
open door or window- It only authorizes entry and inspection by the 
permission of the defendants. The plaintas rnust get the defendants' 
permission--withy 1 suppose, the result that if they do not give permission, 
they are guilty of contempt of court.13g 

Meanwhile, Ormrod L.J. expressly stated that a search warrant was not being 

granted. He took pains to stress that: 

The form of the order makes it plain that the court is not ordering or 
granting anything equivdent to a search warrant, The order is an order on 
the defendant in personarn to permit inspection. It is therefore open to hirn 
to refkse to comply with such an order, but at his peril .... 140 

Apparently, the court intended to point out that under an Anton Piller Order, the 

defendant is entitled to refiise entry and the order is not enforceable, unlike the case of a 

search warrant. However, this distinction has consistently incurred criticism as "a fantastic 

example of judicial double-thinkingn."' Threatened by contempt of court, once the 

Ibid., at 60. 
140 Ibid., at 62. 
'" Michael T. Lazarides, " Anton Piller Orders: The New Weapon with Which to Combat Piracy and 
Bootlegging in the United Kingdomn (1981) 56 Canadian Patent Reporter (2d) 17 at 26. 



execution of the order is refused, the defendant's painful consent could not be interpreted 

as voluntary. 

Not surprisingiy, Anto n Piller Orders have become particularly crucial in 

copyright, patent, and trade mark cases, where modem technology easily facilitates the 

systematic pirating of artistic works and other consumer wares on a large scaIe- Compared 

with other remedies, the Anton Piller Order is functional and powed3.d enough to 

"provide a quick and eficient means of recovering infiinging articles and of discovering 

the sources fiom which these articles have been supplied and the persons to whom they 

are distributed before those concemed have had time to destroy or conceal t he~n-" '~~  More 

than that, by using an Anton Piller Order, the plaintiff might not necessarily proceed with 

her cause of action if she is able to cause the withdrawal of the defendant's infnnghg 

articles. The Anton Piller Order, in this sense, serves as a the-saving vehicle. The plaintiff 

is equipped with the most effective and expeditious procedure to guarantee her legitimate 

business interests and protect her status in a volatile market. 

In trade mark cases, the Anton Piller Order pnmanly protects trade marks and get- 

up of consumer goods such as perfume, watches, coffee, lïquor, clothes, records and 

films. L43 

In the meantime, the negative impact of the order on the defendant has continually 

drawn attention f?om the courts and acadernics. The defendant has no options other than 

-- - - 

' 4 2  Rank Film Distributors Lld. v. Pïdeo Infirntation Centre, 119821 A C .  380, [1981] 2 Ail E R  96 (H.L.) 
[hereinafier "Rank FiInr"] . 
l Ç 3  Cairns, supra note 25 at 67. 



submission. Her dilemma has been classicdly expressed in the decision of Yozrsif v. 

It is an aid to justice as far as the plaintiff is concemed. Instead of having to 
speculate or try and get evidence fiom elsewhere, it should ail be available 
in the files. It can do no harm to the defendant at dl. Ifhe is honest, he will 
prodtrce the doclrments in any case. If he is dishoizes~. that is ail the more 
r e m  why the order s h d d  be made. [emphasis added] 

In such a no-choice circumstance, the defendant is likely to sustain damage, as 

indicated in Columbia Pictzire Ind~tstries v. Robit~son: 

Now let the possible and, perhaps, probable effects of an Anton Piller order 
be considered, The order is served and executed. If the order is in the terms 
of the order in the present case and is executed as it was in the present 
case, there will be a wholesde removd of al1 business material, whether 
stock-in-trade, bank statements, cheque books or correspondence. The 
continuance of the business by the respondent ... is thereby made 
irnpossibLe. H9w c m  a business be continued without records? How cm it 
be continued without stock-in-trade?..,It is customary, on account of the 
Mareva injunction accompanying Anton Piller orders, for a copy of the 
order to be served on the respondent's bankers. That was done in the 
present case. The almost certain effect of that being done will be that the 
bankers will decline to aliow any fùrther credit to the respondent. The 
order wiiI throw such a question over the business of the respondent as to 
make any such course comrnerciaIiy imprudent and therefore, unlikely.. . . 

The service and execution of an Anton Piller order is likely to have on the 
respondent a personal as weil as a commercial effect. Anton Pilier orders 
are often granted not sirnply in respect of business premises but in respect 
of the respondent's home .... The plaintiffs and their representatives are at 
liberty to search and rumrnage through the personal belongings of any 
occupant of the house and to remove the matenal they consider to be 
covered by the terrns of the order. The traumatic effect and the sense of 
outrage IikeIy to be produced by an invasion of home temtory in the 
execution of an Anton Piller order is obvious. 14' 



Briefly put, an Anton Piller Order implies the defendant is a rogue, scoundrel and 

fly-by-night operator, who is likely to nout court orders by secreting or destroying 

evidence. The result is a prejudice to her business reputation and a shgma to her personai 

dignity. 

Furthermore, as indicated in Colzmbza Picttne lndrtstries v. Robinso~r, an Anton 

Piller Order is not in harmony with the ''findamental principle of civil jurisprudence" that 

"citizens are not to  be depnved of their property by judicial or quasi-judicid order without 

9, 146 a fair hearing . The disadvantages to a defendant deprived of  a fair hearing are 

highlighted in this leading case. In most circumstances, the defendant is unabfe to continue 

expensive litigation, which means the defendant is refùsed not only a fair hearing but dso  

any hearing at dl.'47 Furthermore, the plaintiff may put the competing defendant out of 

business by applyùig and executing an Anton Piller ~ r d e r . ' ~ ~  

Section 3: The Jurisdiction of Canadian Courts in Making Anton Piller Orders 

The jurisdiction of Canadian courts to grant Anton Piller Orders has had less debate 

than in England. The Federal Court of Canada has jurisdiction under Rules 377-378 to 

permit seizure without notice in cases of emergency; and Rule 249 permits inspection, 

which necessarily would be without notice if there is urgency and the seizure is d e ~ i r e d . ' ~ ~  

The Federal Court possesses no inherent jurisdiction because it is a creature of statute. 

L46 Ibid. 
14' Ibid, at 436-438. 
14' Ibid., at 448. 

Federai Court Rules, 1998 (SOW98-106 ). 



Nevertheless, it is still a court of equity. thus under S. 20 of the Federal Court ~ct,"' the 

Trial Division has jurisdiction to gant relief under any Act of Parliament, at Law or in 

equity, with regard to patents, copyright, trade marks and industrial design. It is open to 

other Legislation to confer additional jurisdiction over remedies."' Therefore, in Canada al1 

comrnon law provincial rules of practice allow orders for the detention, preservation, and 

inspection of property to be made on notice; and most make provision for ex parte 

applications where the courts determine that certain requisite conditions are met. Simply 

put, inherent jurisdiction to make Anton Piller Orders always performs as a complement to 

strengthen the machinery ofjustice. It cannot contravene a statute or rule, and by virtue of 

its extraordinary power, it should be exercised only sparingly and in a dear case. 

It appears that the Trde-,-ark Act produces the strongest statutory protection in 

the area of intellectual property in Canada. When any act has been done contras. to the 

Act, the court may make any order in the form of an injunction, with recovery of damages 

or profits152 and with a prohibition on further importation of ware~.'~' The Act also 

confers on the court power to make an order for interim custody of the wares which have 

been imported or are about to be distributed in Canada, if they bear any registered trade 

mark or any trade name contrary to the ACZ? In particular, the Act emphasises such an 

order may be made either on notice or exparte.lss 

Federal Court Act, RS.C. 1985, c. F-7. 
lsr George Takach, "Exploring the Outer Limits: The Anton Piller Order in Canada" (1985) 23 AIberta 
Law Review 3 10 at 3 12. 
l" S .  53.2, supra note 8. 
lS3 Ib id .  S.  53(4). 

Ib id ,  S. 53(1)- 
lS5 Ib id ,  s, 53(5). 



Section 4: Requirements For Obtaining Anton Piller Orders 

The Anton Piller Order originates frorn an injunction jurisdiction. However, al1 

cornmon law junsdictions agree that the threshold requirement for the order is set at a 

higher level than that applied to interlocutory injunctive reliefl which is granted on notice. 

In the Anton Piller decision, the plaintiff had to safis@ three essential pre- 

conditions laid down by Ormrod LJ, and which have echoed in subsequent cases: 

Theïe are three essential preconditions for the making of such an order, in my 
judgment. First, there must be an extremely strong prima facie case. Second, the 
damage, potential or actual, must be very serious for the applicant. Thirdly, there 
must be clear evidence that the defendants have in their possession incriminating 
documents or things, and that there is a reai possibility that they may destroy such 
material before any application inter partes can be made? 

The Anton Piller case was accepted in Ym~sif v. Suima, another decision of the 

English Court of Appeal, where a relatively easier test has been set up: 

So there are two questions to be asked. First, are the documents sought to 
be seized essential to the plaintifYs case? If so, are such documents at 
senous risk? Might they be dishonestly destr~~ed?'~ '  

Canadian courts have generaliy adopted the formula in the Anton Piller decisioniS8 

and applied it in trade mark cases.L59 Realisïng the extraordinary and intrusive nature of 

lS6 Supra note 134 at 62. 
ln Supra note 144. 
158 Nintendo ofAnrerica. Inc- P. Coinex IMeo Games Inc., [1983] 2 EC. 189,46 N.R 3 11 (CA); Pulse 
Microsysrems L f d  v, Safesofl Systems Inc (19%), 134 D.L.R (4h) 701, [1996] 6 W.W. R 1 (Man, CA). 
lS9 S c v  v. hfukers Internalional, unreporteci , 25 June , 198 1, Federal Court No. T-3298-8 1; Culinm 
Foods Inc. i c  A4nrio's Food Products Ltee (1986), 12 C.P.R (3d) 420 (FCT-D.); Efi Lillv and Co. v. 
Interpharm Inc. (1992), 42 C.P.R (3d) 4 (F.C.T,D.). 



an Anton PilIer Order, the Canadian courts are so circumspect that only a limited number 

of trade mark infhgement cases can be found where the order was i s ~ u e d . ' ~ ~  

(a) The Strength of the Case 

Because of the extraordinary nature of an Anton Piller Order, it is rational to 

require the plaintiff to rneet the first threshold of an "extremely strong prima facie case". 

Dissimilar to an interlocutory injunction, this requirement incurs no argument. It has 

become so unanimously accepted that courts rarely mention it or seldom place deliberate 

light on it. 

In ternis of trade mark cases, the plaintiff could meet such an onus without making 

heavy efforts. Normally the plaintiff needs to ensure that she is the owner of  a trade mark 

without any reason to doubt its validity. Unquestionably, a mere application for a trade 

mark cannot confer a right to an Anton Piller 0rderaL6' Following that, the pla inta  should 

prove that the defendant's behaviour infiinges her property right. Usualiy, the defendant's 

motive in using the trade mark plays little role in the matter of infringement. However, the 

defendant's dishonesty is primady relevant to the assessrnent of the risk in destroying or  

hiding the evidence. 

(b) Serious Damage 

160 None of these cases dealt with unregistered trade mark disputes, which Iimits the discussion in thk - 
section merely to registered trade mark uifiingements, 
161 Indian Manufacturing Ltd. v. Lo (19%), 67 C.P.R (3d) 132 (F.C,T.D.); Custlemore Marketing Inc. v- 
Interconfinental Trade and finance Corp. (1995), 64 C.P.R (3d) 462 (F,C.T.D,). 



The second requirement Iaid d o m  by Orrnrod W is that the plaintiff must convince 

the court that if the order is not given, the damage, potential or  actual, suffered by her 

would be very serious. Udike that defined in an interlocutory injunction, the notion here 

has not been interpreted as an irreparable h m ;  othenuise, the utility of the Anton Piller 

Order will be substantially rninimised. Instead, the damage is logidly elucidated as 

prejudiced to the plaintiff in establishing her action at tria(, should the inf?hmg materid 

not be obtainable. Turning to a trade mark case, damage may refer to past and future 

financial loss; but primarily, it means the difficulty for a plaintiff in protecting her trade 

mark right in an efficient manner. For instance, a plaintiff may be unable to prove her case 

if the infnnging articles disappear, or unable to launch an infnngement action without 

instant and material information about the identity and location of suppliers.'" 

(c) The Possibility of Destruction 

Actually, the third requirement includes two separate elements. First, the p l a i n s  

needs to show that 'there must be clear evidence that the defendants have in their 

possession incriminating documents or things". In reality, it becomes an inference which is 

readily made given that the defendant has committed illicit activities. The second part, 

namely a "real possibility" of the destruction of evidence, then becomes the central focus. 

In most cases, it tums out to be impossible and unreasonable to ask the plaintif to prove 

that the defendant will destroy the documents or materials before the event has taken 

place. Fortunately, Canadian courts seem to have taken a redistic approach to this issue. 

''' Cairns, supra note 25 at 73. 



They are Iikely to infer a ri& of destruction of  evidence where the defendant is a 

somewhat dishonourable character, having engaged in a previous attempt to mislead the 

court,l" o r  deceitful conduct even if irrelevant to the present proceedings.164 This 

undoubtedly places the defendant iin a disadvantageous position. On the contrary, once the 

court finds out that the defendant is unlikely to  flout the court's judgment due to his good 

character and repute, it d l  be inappropriate to let the defendant expenence such an 

intrusive order for she is inferreci to be unlikely to hide or destroy e ~ i d e n c e . ~ ~ '  

- At the sarne tirne, it shouid be borne in rnind that the onus on the plaintiff is heavier 

than just "a statement o f  opinion or belief by a w i t n e ~ s " . ~ ~ ~  He is asked to " adduce some 

convincing, concrete, factual evidence" to persuade the court that a real o r  great danger of  

destroying or removing evidence e~ists. '~'  

It follows fi-om these requirements that the court must be satisfied that the application 

of  an Anton Piller Order is not a "flshing expedition" by a pIaintiff seeking evidence on 

which to  base a subsequent action "Those who make the charges must state right at the 

beginning what they are, and what facts they are based on. They must not use the Anton 

Piller order as a means o f  finding out what charges they can make."16s The plaintiffis only 

legitimately allowed inspection for the purposes of identifLing and establishing a 

document's existence. 

EA.4 Lrd v. Pandit, [19751 1 W L R  302,[1975] 1 AU E-R 418 (Ch). 
'a Yowif v. Salama, mpra note 144. '" Pulse Microsystems Ltd v. Safesofl S'jstems Inc , supra note 1 58. 

Chin-can Communications Corp. Chinese Kdeo Centre Ltd (1983), 70 C.P.R (2d) 184 at 188 
(F.C,T-D.). 

Ibid 
I 68 Hyîr~c Conve_vors v. Corne-vars Intern~tional Ltd [1983] 1 WLR 4.4 at 47 (C-A). 



(d) Other Considerations 

In some circumstances, the plaintiff ought to go fùrther than the previous 

preconditions; for example, h m  to the defendant is a matter of  relevance taken into 

account by the court, based o n  equitable principles. In UhÏversd City Studios Inc. v. 

Mukhtar & Sons. the coun granted an Anton Pilier order only when it was "without doing 

Y* 169 damage to the defendants or their goodwill . In consequence, the plaintiffis confined to 

a duai tes, namely proof of hami to herself and proof of no h m  to the defendant. 

Attacks fiom academic critics arke on the ground that such an extra requirement is a 

contùsion with those involved in an interlocutory injunction. Additionally, the plaintiffs 

cross-undettaking as to damages is sutticient in case any harm is proved later.170 In spite 

of the challenge, Canadian courts stiil prefer balancing the consequences affecthg al1 

parties concemed. In trade mark cases, where an exparte application is in proceeding, the 

defendant is normaIly not allowed to remove or erase the infruiging trade marks or to 

continue her business in a legitimate way. The court necessarïly needs to shine 

considerable light on the defendant's side. Where the harm to the defendant exceeds that 

to the plainta, the court has been unwilling to gant the Anton Pilier Order. 

Apart from the above discretion, the court will routinely take traditional equitable 

principles, such as delay, clean hands or fraud, into account when dealing with an Anton 

Piller Order. For instance, in a trade mark case, the plaintiff was awarded an order which 

was vacated later partly due to an unexplained delay of nearly one year, where that delay 

'" Il9761 1 W . L R  568 at 571(Ch.). 



suggested that the offending items, which purportedy infnnged a trade mark, were less 

likely to be dissipated or made to d i ~ a ~ ~ e a r . ' ' ~  

Section 5: The Forms of an Anton Piller Order 

The court, in deciding what form the order should take, is entitled to act with 

flexibility and prudence in cornpliance with the requirements of each case. Basically 

speaking, an order empowers search of the premises and seizure of not only the subject 

materials but also related documents, such as those dealing with the acquisition and 

disposition of the material. In trade mark cases, the court may ailow the p1ainti.E to enter 

the premises of the defendant to take inventory of S n g i n g  products that have the mark 

or are associated with the registered trade mark, and to inspect the defendant's books and 

records for purposes of determïling the names and addresses of purchasers of the 

infinging product.lR The foregoing represents the normal form of an Anton Piller Order. 

Preservation of evidence in the possession of a known defendant is in aid of the 

plaintiff, but it rnay not go far enough. First, there may be insufEcient materials in the 

defendant's premises to establish a strong case against her. Second, the defendant is 

usuaily one player in a large operation chain; other people and evidence involved in the 

plaintiffs case might disappear once any fiirther actions are being taken- Anton Piller 

Orders . can successfù~ly prevent such hstrations and advance the efficiency of the 

proceedings by ordering the defendant to disclose to the plaintiff at the tirne the order is 

"O Lazarides, supra note 141 at 24. 
"' Farhon Bow SPA. v. BLMSÙIes, ((19%), 68 C9.R (3d) 240 (EC-T.D.). 
'" Culinar Foods lnc. v. Mario 's Food Ptvducts Ltee, supra note 159. 
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served the whereabouts of al1 offending goods and documents, dong with the names and 

addresses of ai1 persons fiom whom she has obtained or  to whom she has supplied any 

offending matenal. That is to Say, the court is inclined to trace the sources and tnbutaries 

of material infnnging the plaintiff s proprietary interests. Accordingly, this extended form 

has been applied in trade mark innuigements.'" Meanwhile, the last-mentioned form of an 

Anton Piller Order, simply called discovery process, results in a debate regarding the 

defendant's privilege against seif-incrimination. (This matter wili receive full illustration in 

a later section,) 

Section 6: Procedural Safeguards in Anton Piller Orders 

Anton Piller Orders exemplZy the outer extremes of a court's coercive powers. To 

minimise the potential abuses of the defendant's legitimate nghts and interests, a number 

of procedural safeguards for the defendant have been designed. These are grouped into 

three categories. First, the plaintiff must make fù11 and frank disclosure to the court- 

Second, the plaintiff must give an undertaking in damages. Third, the plaintiff rnust 

execute the order in accordance with service requirements. 

(a) Full and Frank Disdosure 

In the Bank Mellal case, Lord Justice Donaldson succinctly put emphasis on fiill 

and frank disclosure: 

The rule requiring fùll disclosure seems to me to be one of the most 
tindamental importance, particuIarly in the context of the draconian 

' 73 SOnv v. Makers International, supra note 159. 



remedy of the Mareva injunction. It is in effect, together with the Anrort 
Piller order, one of the law's two "nuclear" weapons. If access to such a 
weapon is obtained without the fiillest and fiankest disclosure, 1 have no 
doubt at d l  that it should be revoked? 

At the ex parte application for an Anton Piller Order, the defendant is unable to be 

present or represented to make submissions. This is why the court imposes upon the 

plahtiffan obligation to make full and fi-ank disclosure to the court of any material facts or 

matters- Full and fiank disclosure constitutes two elements- First, ail materiai facts ought 

to be disclosed to the court. Materiality is an issue to be decided by the court and not by 

the assessment of the plaintiff o r  her legal advisers.'" However, in a general sense, 

matenal facts refer to that information relevant to the weighing operation, which the court 

has to make in deciding whether or not to gant  the order.'" Obviously, the plaintiff is 

under a duty to release the crucial points, not only for but also against herself In other 

words, the plaint= is subject to providing any information in favor of the defendant that 

may assist the court in evaiuating or assessing any of the preconditions or other 

coosiderations. For example, the defendant's pexmitthg an inspection of her prernises,'n 

proof of the defendant's ~redibi l i t~,"~ and the fa& of the defendant's business being 

owned or operated under the control of a large international foundation, 17' are highly 

relevant issues for a court. In case any doubt anses as to whether a fact is material, the 

golden mle of practice is to discfose it and leave the court to determine for the plaintiff 

174 Bank Mellar v. Nikpour, [1985] F A R  87 at 92 (C.A.). 
175 Behbehani v. Salem 119891 1 W.L.R 723 at 726 (C.A.). 
17' Themax Ltd v- Schott Industrial Glus Ltd-, [1981] ES& 289 at 298 (Ch). 
177 Columbia Picntre Industries v. Robinson, supra note 145. 
17' Wardle Fabricr Ltd- v. G. Myristis Ltd, [19û6] F.S.R 263 (Ch.). 
'" Thermax Ltd. v. Schm Industrial G l a s  LM, supra note 176. 



whether it is material. As a resuIt, there is no excuse for the plaintiff to say that she was 

not aware of the importance of matters she ornitted to reveal. However, in Eli Lm arzd 

Co. v- I?lterphar-rn I m ,  a trade mark infnngement case where some essential information 

was not put before the court, the court stilI comfortably asserted that the plaiotiff had - 

already met the criterion of full disclosure of al1 material facts, because the contents of that 

information were beyond the plaintif s knowledge.'80 

The second element involved in fîill and fiank disclosure is that the plaintE should 

conduct herself in a proper manner which does not mislead the court. In a trade mark case, 

Fashion Bow S.P.A. v. BLM sales,"' where the plaintiffs deliberately concealed the fact 

that the defendant legitimately held the Canadian exclusive distributorship of the trade 

mark "REPLAY', the court was satisfied that the evidence provided by the plaintiffs was 

so misleading that one could consider it to be almost deceitfiil. But in general, the above 

elements in full and fiank disclosure overlap, where the purpose of both is to obtain an 

Anton Piller Order illicitly . 

If the plaintiff faiis to make a full and fiank disclosure at the ex parte application, 

whether negligently or deliberately, there is a reai danger that the order, if granted, will be 

discharged at the inter puries hearing and no fiirther injunction will be available to the 

plaintiff. Non-disclosure has thus tumed out to be the prirnary reason for a revocation of 

an Anton Piller Order. 

''O Supra note 159. 



(6) Undertaking in Damages 

Since the pIaintiff has not yet brought her proceedings at the time of an Anton 

Piller application, she must give the court various undertakings, such as the undertaking to 

issue a wrït of summons forthwith, and to make an afXidavit, irnmediately afler the 

commencement of execution- The defendant is therefore given an opportunity to assess 

the case which the phintiff has addressed to the court and to determine whether to rnove 

to have the order reversed. 

More than that, subsequent events may suggest that the Anton Piller Order should 

not have been granted. The defendant and third parties may have suffered considerable 

damage by virtue of the p1aintift.s nimmaging through the premises, seizing articles and 

Iearning confidentid information. As a result, the court requires the plaintif330 provide an 

undertaking as to damages. However, it should be kept in mind that such an undertaking is 

not the standard one invariably required by the court in ali cases.'" 1t is a matter of 

judicial discretion. Nonetheless, turning to trade mark cases, the Canadian courts usuaily 

order the plaintiff to give the undertaking, though sometimes the amount involved is not 

specificdy mentioned in the judgmentl" 

Meanwhile, the plaintiff is often asked to give proof of financial ability to 

materidise her undertaking in damages, by means of being "bound by any order of the 

'*' Supra note 17 1. 
'" Steven Gee, Mareva Injunctions &Inton Piller Relief. 2nd ed. (London: Longman, 1990) at 161. 
'" Eg..in Sony v. Makers hternational, supra note 159 and Sony v. Sunshine Imporr, Federai Court 
unreported, 25 lune, 1981, where the amount of an undertaking was fi~d But in Culinar Foods Inc. v- 
Mario 's Food Products Ltee, supra note 159, the amount was unclear. 



court as to damages"'" or providing a surety bond in a certain amount, as secunty for that 

~ n d e r t a k i n g . ' ~ ~  In some situations, an order also entitles the defendant to move the court 

on twenS-four hours' notice to the plaintiff s solicitor to raise the amount of the security 

order. lg6 

(c) S e ~ c e  Requirement 

In considering the specifics, the courts have, as additional safeguards, built up a 

number of seMce requirements on Anton Piller Orders as matters of law, which are 

principally distinctive fiom other procedural Uijunctions. 

The courts should describe precisely the subject matter of the order. That is to Say, 

they should narrow the order and confine it to articles or documents which might be  

destroyed or concealed by the defendant. To achieve this, the order should clearly 

delineate the objects of the search and the specific functions to be performed. In trade 

mark cases, an Anton Piller Order nomally goes no further than searching for and 

removing any infinging articles bearing the trade mark in question, or any documents 

relating to disposal of any articles as afore~aid.'~' Rarely do the courts issue an order in 

general and wide terms. 

As well, an Anton Piller Order usually includes specified hours between which the 

service is allowed to be implemented. It also specifies the number of persons necessary to 

- - - - - - - 

Ibid., supra note 159. 
85 Nintendo ofAmericn. Inc. v. Coinex Video Games Inc., supra note 158. 

les lbid. 
lg7 S h y  v. Makers Intemationd, supra note 159. 



have the order executed. The specificity of the place which may be searched is also 

recorded in the order. 

On service of the order, the defendant must be given the opportunity to consult - 

with her solicitor and to apply for its discharge or suspension, before complying with the 

order, It is said that this aspect of an Anton Piller Order may undermine its efficacy and its 

essence of surprise, if the defendant is gken a " grace period" to apply for variance or 

d i ~ c h a r ~ e . ' ~ ~  However, such a doctrine entitles the defendant to move against the order 

without being at rkk of a fiirther charge of contempt of court. 

OAen the court will lirnit the plaintiffs use of the information or documents under 

the order strictly to the purposes of the action for which they are to be seized. h y  

extended use ought to have leave of the court; if not, the order wili be revoked. 'Ji trade 

mark infnngements, the plaintiff shouid not abuse the order by exaggerating the nature and 

consequences of it to third parties in association-with the defendant's business.'89 

Al1 these service requirements of an Anton Piller Order are invariably performed by 

a qualified plaintifYs solicitor, who is obliged to provide an undertaking to the court as to 

how service and execution wilI be implemented. With this undertaking, the plainWs 

solicitor has a combined burden tu sati* her client's Interests and simuItaneousIy to 

preserve the defendant's rights. The plaintifYs solicitor is required to explain =ly and 

accurately the order's meaning and its consequences for the defendant in everyday 

language, including what acts are supposed to be done and what acts are prohibited. 

'" Allan M. Rock. " The ' Anton Piller' Order An Examination of 1ts Nature, Development and Present 
Position in Canada" (1984) 5 Advocates' Quarterly 19L at 203. 
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Further, the sokitor should accurately comply with the stipulations which fdl within an 

Anton Piller Order- If the defendant refiises entry, the plaintiff s solicitor =ot use force. 

Any breach may seriously threaten the plaintiffs position and jeopardise the solicitor as 

well. 

Additionally, what should be borne in the court's mind is that the purpose of Anton 

Piller Orders is to preserve evidence until final disposition of the plaintiff s daim, rather 

than to reveal that evidence to the plaintifY. Therefore, it is rationally suggested that the 

court should order that any documents obtained pursuant to the order be taken into 

custody by a court officer or a sheriff This is the way not only to reconcile both the 

plaintifYs and defendant's rights, but also to restrain the plaintiff fkom pursuing a fishing 

expdition or accidentally finding the defendant's trade secrets. In that event, the 

defendant may successfuIly file objection to the disclosure or seek to discharge the order- 

This would lessen the onerous Ioad on the p l a i n e s  so~icitor.'~' 

Section 7: Self-incrimination in Canada 

By virtue of the extension of the Anton Piller Order to require the defendant to 

disclose information to the plaintiff, pparticularly about suppliers and customers in 

intellectual property actions, the issue of self-incrimination arises, It was judicially 

considered for the first time by the House of Lords in the 1981 case of Rank Film 

I %cliard N. Ough & William FlenleyZ The Moreiw injuncrion andAnion Piller Order, 2nd ed. (London: 
Butterworths, 1993) at para 7.2.1. 
'91~erryman, supra note 117 at 22. 



Distributors L td  ond Others v. Video Information Cettee mtd ~fhers-'~' Rank Film dedt 

with a copyright dispute, in which the plaintiffs he1d copyright in various feature-Iength - 

films. The defendants were alleged to have reproduced and distributed unauthonsed video 

cassettes of the movies. The plaintiffi successfdly obtained an order which required the 

defendants to permit entry, inspection of the premises and remuval of any iUicit films- The 

order dso compelled the defendants to disclose the narnes and addresses of their suppIiers 

and customers, dong with the location of al1 pirated cassettes and master copies. The 

defendants argued that the provision of disclosure vioIated their privilege against self- 

incrimination under S. 21 of the Copyght Act, 1956. The Court o f  Appeal was conW1ced 

by the defendants and removed the provision in question. 

The House of Lords arrived at the same result as the Coulit of Appeal, but by a 

different path. It held the offence pursuant to S. 21 of the Copyright Act, with the 

maximum fine of £50, was too trivial in its relative seriousness, which meant an unlikely 

and remote possibility of prosecution against the defendants under that Act. However, the 

House of Lords found that there was solid evidence for the defendants to be exposed to a 

grave charge of conspiracy to defraud under the cornmon law, which would carry a heavy 

penalty against them. AdditionaiIy, such a penalty was more than a remote kelihood. 

Based on this severe gravity and real possibility, which basically meant a successful claim 

of the privilege against self-incrimination, the House of Lords varied the original order by 

removal of the requirement of disclosure. The effect was that the plaintiff lost the ability to 

approach other conspirators t hrough the defendants. 

Supra note 9. 



It appeared paradoxically that the more criminally the defendant behaved, the less 

effective a civil remedy would be. The consequences of the dismemberment of the 

injunction insulated the infnngers from discovery. As Lord Denning remarked, quoting W. 

-7 193 S- Gilbert, "It is, it is a gIorious thing, to be a Pirate King - No wonder, those who 

make efforts to protect intellectual property f?om currently large sa le  ifingements are 

dragged into mistration. They can no longer expect to get complete pre-trial remedies 

fiom the courts merely in one action, 

Fortunately, the English Parliament paid attention to the negative impact generated 

fkom the Rank Film case. The principle of the common law privilege against self- 

incrimination was abrogated by statute in England in areas where intellectual property 

infringements and passifig o E  are involved. Pursuant to section 72 of the Supreme Court 

Act of 1 9 8 1 , ' ~ ~  a defendant is disentitled to any privilege against self-incrimination in 

intellectual property rights, which are defined as- rights in 'any patent, trade mark 

copyright, registered design, technical or commercial information or other intellectual 

property'. That is to say, the defendant is obligated to respond by providing information as 

ordered to do so. But in its stead, the defendant receives statutory protection in that her 

responses in accordance with Anton Pilier Orders are inadmissible in subsequent criminal 

proceedings for reIated offences. 

lg3 WEA Records Ltd. i.. Visions Channel 4 Ltd. [1980] 3 W.L.R 487 at 50 1 (C.A.). 
'" Supreme Court Act, 1981 (U.K) c. 54. 



Undoubtedly, the common law pnvilege against self-incrimination remains in 

Canada, as dealt with in rnany cases.195 And the doctrine that the cornmon law privilege 

only cari be abrogated or curtailed by Ie@slation in ciear and explicit tems has been well 

established. However, in Canada its vitality has been restricted to provisions in the 

Evidence Acts and the Cmadiun Charfer of Rights and ~reedoms. *96 

In Canada both the federal and provincial evidence acts have narrowed the 

privilege against self-incrimination., lg7 essentially stating that a witness cannot be excused 

frorn answering questions which may lead to any further criminal trial, although haK of the 

provincial statutes do not define the term 'w;tness'. Under the Charter of Rights mrd 

Freedoms, section 13 entrenches the right of 'a witness who testZed in any proceeding' to 

be protected from subsequent use of incnminating admissions. The language of the section 

suggests more restrictive applicability to the rights of a witness. 

If this legislation is applicable to any Party, then the situation in Canada would be 

straightforward. But unfortunately these curtailrnents of the privilege against self- 

incrimination are only workable with a witness. In an ordinary sense, a defendant to an 

Anton Pilier Order f d s  beyond simply testifj6ng to a thing or an event, which is the 

substantial character of 'witness'. It is unanïmously acknowledged by Canadian 

jurisdiction that a defendant to an Anton Piller Order is not to be considered a 'witness'. 

Therefore, from the foregoing examination, a defendant in Anton Piller proceedings can 

195 E-g., Klein v. Bell, [1955] 2 D.L.R 5 13 (S.C.C.); Dilorio v. Warden, Jail of Montreal and Bmnet 
(1976). 73 D.L.R (3d) 49L (S.C.C.). 
1% Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982, Schedule B, Canado Act 1982, 1982, c. 11 (UK) WS-C., 1985, 
Appendix II. No. 411, 



- only daim the cornmon law privilege against self-incrimination- This presumption needs 

two pre-conditions- In the first place, the meaning o f  "witness" is deemed to go far 

enough to cover the defendant when examined in a pre-trial civil action- In the second 

place, the Chrmer is to be uiterpreted so that every person receives the protection of 

section 1 3, when facing "senous" and "real" subsequent criminal prosecution stemmhg 

from involvernent in these civil proceedings. 

If Rank Fi[m represents the Canadian common law position, a defendant rnay 

decline to answer questions covered by an Anton Piller Order unless the privilege is 

abolished by statutes. Such a situation will inevitably depreciate the value and usefulness 

of Anton Piller Orders, The novelty and utility of Anton Piller Orders, which have been 

proved to fil1 gaps between the common !aw and legislation, will then be discounted to a 

large degree- 

In the context of trade mark infiingement, any application for an Anton Piiler 

Order will thus no longer be successfblly executed. Sections 364 to 372 of the Criminal 

c ode,'" specifically refer to the forgery of trade marks and trade descriptions, and are 

punishable by summâry conviction or indictable offence. Accordingly, every one who 

commits this offence is liable to the marcimum penalty o f  two years impnsonment. Without 

doubt, such a lengthy prison term could not be charactensed as trivial or fancifül. For this 

reason, the defendant could claim the privilege against self-inmimination, because any 

disclosure may expose her to prosecution for the trade mark offence. 

197 E-g., S. 5 of the Canada Evidenœ Act, RS.C. 1985. C-5; Manitoba Evidenœ Act, RS-M. 1987, c. E 
150. 

RS-C. 1985, c. C46. 



The issue lefi for Canadian ccurts is whether they should be bound by English 

precedent in Rartzk Film, namely to entitle the defendant to the cornmon law pnvilege 

against self-incrimination- ProbabIy the solution adopted by a majority of the New ZeaIand 

Court of Appeal in Busby v. Emrn EMl. Video Programmes Ltd. Ig9 could enlighten the 

Canadian jurisdiction. ln that case involving copyright infkingements, the rnajority of the 

court responded to the issue of self-incrimination in Anton Piller Orders as foliows: 

The problem in this case is very much in [the realm of lawyer's law]. Its 
ingredients are ludge-made processes of discovery and interrogation: a 
Judge-made privilege: Judge-made practice as to the evidence that will be 
received in a cnminal trial. Experience, first overseas and now in New 
Zealand, has shown that it is reasonable to put the process to a new use to 
rneet a demand occasioned by the abuse of new technology- The pnvilege, 
established in the nineteenth century, remains as valuable and important âs 

ever. All that is needed is a modification of the practice so as to enable 
information to be obtained while preserving the privilege. In other words, 
rather than undermining the privilege against self-incrimination, the steps 
about to be mention4 are aimed at achieving its obje~t.*~O 

The revolutionary point in this New Zealand decision is that it indicates that the common 

law courts are qualified to r ec t e  the traditional rules in the absence of statutory authority 

frorn parliament. 

There is no reason for Canadian courts 

Zdand counterparts. Plenty of cornmentators 

not to take the sarne view as their New 

espouse that defendants in Anton Piller 

Order proceedings should be compelled to produce documents or give information, even 

though such disclosure may lead them to subsequent criminal prosecutions. However, al1 

information obtained by such an executed order is not usable against them in any criminal 



proceedings.201 Through this approach, the courts' -dual goals of providing strong 

interlocutory relief for plaintiffs in civil actions and protecting against the danger of 

compelling self-incrimination can be fully achieved. More than that, the plaintiff need not 

proceed to trial and compel the defendant to answer the same questions which the 

defendant has refused to produce in the original Anton Piller Order. 

When the Canadian courts take the previous stance, the plaintiff is cailed upon to 

undertake that she will not , -either directly or indirectly, use any document o r  information 

under the order for the purpose of any criminal prosecution of the defendant, nor make the 

same available to the police for any purpose, as highlighted in the Bzrsby de~ision.~ '~ 

Conclusion 

Pnor to the appearance of Anton Piller Orders, inteflectual property owners were 

justifiably aggrieved by the insufficiency of adequate legal protection for t heif interests. 

Since the English case Ani012 Piller, the Orders have developed as an important weapon in 

the intellectual property regime. They serve as a valuable device in modem intellectual 

property e n g e m e n t  litigation. 

However, their intnisiveness and the dangerous possibility of further expansion of 

Anton Piller Orders have also been recogniséd. The courts should bear in mind that the 

grmt of an Anton Piller Order is justified solely in an extreme case where the subject 

E-g.. D, M. Paciocco, "Anton Piller Orders: Facing the Threat of the Privilege Against Self- 
incrimination" (1984) 37 University of Toronto Law Journal 26; and, Sharpe, supra note 26. 

Supra note 199 at 480. 



matter of the action, or necessary evidence, is otherwise likely to be destroyed or 

conceded- 

Further, and more crucially than with other procedural orders, a caref5.d balance 

must be established to reconcile adequately the competing values and interests of litigants. 

Procedural safeguards are designed in particular to achieve balance and to restrain the 

plaintiff fiom embarking on a fisking expedition. Delicate balancing of Iegal interests on 

both litigants' counts will ultimately preserve and strengthen the effdveness of the 

Anton Piller Order in Canada. Although the defendants in such orders are considered as 

rogues who are unlikely faithfûlly to comply with every law, protecting the defendant 

against the jeopardy of compeliing self-incrimination is the more important concem. 

It is not disputed that Anton Piller Orders are generdly a positive development in. 

the law relating to intellectual property rights. Nonetheless, any excessive zeal in this area 

is prone to attract criticism which wili weaken not only the usefiilness of the order, but 

also the ability of courts to use injunctions in innovative ways in other areas.*03 

'O3 Sharpe, supra note 26 at para 2.13M). 



Chapter 3: Pre-Triai Remedies for Trade Mark Infnngements 

in chinaZw 

Part 1: Pre-Trial Administrative Remedies Granted by SICAB 

Since the irnplementation of law reform and the "econornic opening-up" policy 

with emphases on protecting fair market cornpetition, safeguarding market economic 

fieedom, and prornoting economic and cultural development, China has placed increasing 

importance on trade mark legislation. The General PrincipIes of the Civil Cade of the 

People 's Repblic of ~ h i n d ~ '  provides comprehensive protection for exclusive rights to 

the use of trade marks. Further, since 1982, China has promulgated and implemented its 

Trade Mmk Law, as amended in 1993 .206 

Beyond that, China has joined the world ÎnteIlectual property organisations, for 

exarnple, the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, and the Madrid 

Convention on the International Registration of Trade Marks. This has made China active 

in implementing its international obligations on trade mark protection and has steadily 

strengthened exchange and cooperation with the rest of the world. The scope and level of 

trade mark protection in China have had hi& startïng points and are gradually becoming 

compatible with the international standards. As a result, little intensive criticisrn related to 

'OJ Sinœ littie documentation and citation can be found in this subject, al1 information and assertions 
appearing in this chapter are mainiy based on the most curent legislation, and pady from my 
understanding and personal e..qxrienœ as an inteiiectud property lawyer in China. 
205 Supra note 24. 
206 Supra note 3. 



China's Trade Mark h, especially its substantive clauses. has been heard from either 

domestic or  international groups. 

Apart fiom these international developments, China preserves its own character in 

trade mark legislation and the protections suitable to China's conditions and traditions. 

There are two systems to handle trade mark infnngernents. One is administrative, the other 

is judicial. Under such parallel systems, trade mark owners may optionally seek settlement 

of  infringements not only from the courts, but also fiom the Industrial and Commercial 

Administration Trade Mark Office [hereinafter, "SICAB"]. The SICAB is empowered to 

issue cease-and-desist order-like protection and to award the payment o f  compensation 

Therefore, the judicial and administrative powers are intertwined in the field of  trade mark 

infnngements, which constitutes its uniqueness not found in the Canadian system. 

Section 1: Legislation Pertaining to SICAB 

The SICAB is an administrative organ of the State CounciI. In China, d l  

administrative organs are entitled to s u p e ~ s e  and handle issues delegated fiom their 

authorities, as stipulated by administrative legislation in clear and explicit terms. They 

purposely act in the narne of the public interest to  maintain socid stability. Obviously they 

are placed in a superior position to recipient subjects, and there are no equd rights and 

duties between administrative organs and other parties, namely between a natural person 

and a Iegal person (i. e., corporation). 

SICAB, mainly at state and Local levels, acquùes its administrative authority on the 

issue of trade marks through a number of  provisions. The most cited authority is the Trade 



Mark Law, which expressly indicates that SICAB is in charge of trade mark management 

throughout the country,"' including trade mark registration and infnngements.m8 Because 

the Trade Mark Law is enacted by the National People's Congress Standing Cornmittee, 

it is an enacmient of highest authority. Meanwhile, according to China's law-making 

system, the State Council is specifically authorised to enact irnplementing rules. Therefore, 

the State Council had issued the Impi.emenfing Regdufion of Trude Mmk Law.20g Under 

this, the fiinction and procedure of SICAB in dealing with trade mark intnngements are 

tùrther defined, classined and supplemented. More than that, it makes SICAB at the 

national level responsible for interpretation of the IrnpZerne~~ting ~ e g u ~ a f i u n . ~ ~ ~  

Consequently, SICAB becomes the oniy institution officially qualified to answer questions 

with regard to the concrete applications cf the Implernenting Regdation. Stemming from 

such power, the national SICAB may issue interpretations in the format of question- 

answer or a notice when unexpected situations emerge in the course of enforcement at the 

local level. 

Section 2: Bases for SICAB to Grant Administrative Remedies 

The Trade Mark Law enables a person whose exclusive nght to a îrade mark has 

been allegedly injured to ask for administrative protection from SIC AB.^'' In this 

category, the person's position is Like that of a plaintiffin civil iitigation who is entitled to 

20' Ibid, Art. 2,. 
=os Ibid. Art. 39. 
'O9 Supra note 20. 
''O Ibid, Art. 49. 
"' Supra note 3. 



claim legitimate nghts in a trade mark, either as its owner or licensee. But different fiom 

the courts, SICAB does not overly scrutinise the qualification of the person seeking 

administrative remedies. In some cases where the status of the owner or the licensee is in 

question but the infnngng activities actuaily exist, SICAB is ready to accept the appeal. 

SICAB uses this lower requirement as an expeditious way of protecting aggrieved parties 

fiom having their businesses disrupted. 

In addition, according to the Implernenring RegzcIution, any person may accuse or 

report any illicit conduct arnounting to ifingement of trade mark rights to SIC AB.^'^ 

This provision is designed to encourage the public, especially consumers, to share the 

responsibiiity to sustain market order and fair cornpetition. It is believed haî, by doing 

this, any infiingement, whether on a large s a l e  or not, could be prevented promptly and 

effectvely. Further, SICAB can take active steps to award administrative remedies if it 

perceives illegai behaviours happening in the course of its daily management. In this case, 

neither the proprietor nor the consumer appears at ail. These three bases not only widen 

the channel to resolve disputes in i f igements  of trade marks, but also maximally achieve 

the purpose of protecting the public interest by letting ordinary people help s u p e ~ s e  the 

whole market. 

Another matter is whether there is a t h e  limit to the launchhg of administrative 

relief for any applicant or even for SICAB itselc when infiïngements of trade marks have 

occumed over a long period. In a civil action, the available ùme for any applicant to bnng 

a case is within two years from the date of knowing, or of reasonable expectation of 

''' Art 42, supra note 20- 



lnowing of the existence of an infiingement.2u However, administrative relief has nothing 

to do with this time restriction on Iitigation. SICAB need not take into account how long 

ago the illegal behaviour took place, so long as it did and does exkt and negatively affects 

the legitimate proprietor. 

Frorn the above, it is safie to draw a conclusion that what SICAB prirnarily aims to 

deai with is the infnnging activities themselves. 

Section 3: SICAB Investigation Proredures 

- The proprietor of a trade mark is required to produce sufEicient proof of 

infringement to have an administrative interference launched. However, neither expressly 

nor iderentially is there any provision of criteria for rejecting an application if  the 

proprietor is detmed unable to obtain enough evidence. In reality, the propnetor of a trade 

mark can receive administrative protection even though the evidence is not sficient. -In 

this situation, the burden on the proprietor partly shifts to SICAB. This is deemed to be 

compatible with the duty and authonty of SICAB, and it is the most fundamental 

distinction fiom a civil action in a court of law. 

Because the bases of initiating an administrative intervention are considerably 

broad, especially the supe~tendent role of the public, it is unrealistic to require the public 

to give material proof of an actual inningement. It is certainly beyond the capacity of 

ordinas, people with ordinaq knowledge on the complex issue of trade marks. In 

consequence, SICAB takes a lenient attitude toward any accusation and report from the 

"' Art. 13 5. 13 7. C M  Code, supra note 24. 



public. In this circumstance, SICAB is not only entitled but also under the duty to 

investigate and collect proof It should be kept in mind that al1 of these investigations can 

be initiated ex parte, without noti@ng the relevant parties.21' This approach has been 

viewed as an indication of how immediate and strong SICAB's functions are- 

First, SICAB may summon any suspecîed person who is likely to be engaged in 

infnngernents,215 no matter whether she prints the logo of a forged registered trade mark, 

sells goods bearing an infiinging trade mark, or simply financially supports an infringer. 

That is, everyone suspected in the chain of trade is likely to be questioned, if available. 

The purpose is to trace the origin of an idringexnent and to know the overall situation, 

especially when the consumer can only produce general clues about an infnngement. In 

ttüs category of investigation, the matter of motive and the role of third parties are usually 

not taken into account. Second, SICAB can inspect material relevant to offending 

behaviour and if necessary, issue an order for sealing the material evidence?16 This refers 

not only to wares bearing the trade mark in question, but also to any machine and vehide 

used in producing, selling or storing the infnnging goods. Third, SICAB is authonsed to 

investigate any conduct in comection with a trade mark i~d%ngernent;~'' for example, 

when did the alleged infî-inger start her business, or with whom is she doing business? 

Fourth, SICAB can check and copy business files, such & contracts and the accounting 

""ere is no explicit regdation on tlus matter, but in fact, SICAB and applicants preferably act in this 
way so as to avoid the removal or concealment of evidenœ by alleged infringers. 
'15 Art. 42-(1), Inrplementing Regufation, supra note 20. 

Ibid., Art, 42-242)- 
"' Ibid., Art. 42-2x3). 



book of relevant if these are deemed to aid in the subsequent assessrnent of 

monetary compensation, 

The wording of these stipulations is flexible and arnbiguous, which substantially 

allows SICAB to take al1 kinds of circumstances into account and to obtain sufEicient 

evidence. More than that, any interested party should provide assistance for SICAB and is 

definitely not perrnitted to say "no" to any matter under in~esti~ation.~'~ Refusal to 

cooperate puts one at a peril of administrative contempt, which may lead to administrative 

fine and detention, 

In the course of investigation and evidence coliecting, no procedural safeguards 

are expressed in the %de Mark Law and the rmplemenfii~g Regdation to protect the 

(defendant) subject's licit rights and interests. In some related regulations, which generally 

guide the activities of SICAB, a series of safeguards have been built up in rather broad 

terms? SICAB has to shed light on the interests of aU parties, particularly the 

wrongdoers, as well as on those of the general public. Derived fkom this doctrine, SICAB 

must disclose the ïnvestigator's identity to the alleged in£iinger, tellmg her the 

consequences of refùsal or of dishonesty' keeping comprehensive records of the 

investigation, and ensuring the acaised's physical presence while taking custody of her 

belongings, such as accounting book, and any infiinging logos or wares. However, the 

concept of protecting the infiinger's rights has constantly been shaken by such ever-lasting 

- -  - 

"* Ibid , Art. 42-244). 
'19 Ibid, Art. 42-3. 
222 Temporary Regulation on Administrative Punishment Procedure for Industriai and Commercial 
Instihtrions, issued by the National Industrial and Commercial Administration Bureau on 17 October 
1996, supra note I at 497-5 12. 



excuses as the paramount demand of state interests. SICAB need not be too concerned 

about the procedurai safeguards; at the other extreme, no complaint fiom the alleged 

infnnger of  being inappropriately investigated is acceptable as a reason to dismiss the 

administrative order- 

The duty invariably imposed on the parties to go dong with the investigation gives 

nse to advantages. No alleged infnnger or offending behaviour is prechded from SICAB 

investigation, which ideally creates encouragement to rely on its process. This is not only 

the aspect that rnakes China's "dual system" valuable and workable, but also a radical 

achievement that SICAB pursues. In addition, consumers are not hesitant to volunteer as 

inspectors since no extra obligation or danger falls upon them. 

But ;Som the viewpoint of disadvantages, such broad administrative power likely 

c m  go too far when an innocent Party, who has a legitimate commercial contact with a 

real infnnger of a trade mark, has no idea about the offender's illegality. It is hard to Say 

that no prejudice will be caused when an enforceable entrance l a d s  to exposure of 

business secrets. In the second place, in the course of the administrative disposition of a 

trade mark infiingement, a named defendant is not absolutely needed? Accordingly, the 

real defendant may not appear in an administrative investigation. In general, SICAB takes 

an impartial view regarding its fùnction, but the concem is that the actual proprietor of the 

trade mark is not mandatorily required to provide complete and fkank disclosure of the 

alleged infnnger. Sometimes even worse, in order to facilitate his application, a proprietor 

"' Neither the Trade Mark Lmu nor the Implernenting Replation adcireses the issue of infnnger's 
identification, and in effect this IegisIative silence means that the specinc infringer's narne is not a matter 
of evidentiary nccessity. 



of trade marks may exaggerate or distort the red issue, which is only avdable if the 

defendant is present during the investigation. AIso, a proprietor can easily acquire benefits 

fiom any evidence collected by SICAB, which can form an informational 'fishing 

expedition'. AU of these foregoing disadvantages exempli@ that the concept of individual 

nght has been considerably sacrificed to demands of the public interest and the stability of 

China's economic order, 

Much more than being compelled to produce documents or interrogations, the 

infîinger, whether acknowledged or suspected, is not protected against the danger of seK- 

incrimination, if she is found criminally IiabIe during the SICAB investigation. As a matter 

of legal fact, the privilege against self-incrimination is not recognised in any legislation 

and by any law-enforcing institution in China. Nonetheless, deaiing with any findimg of a 

criminal offence in the course of the administrative investigation is not a big issue to 

SICAB, although no corresponding provision is avdable in the Trade Mmk Lmv and the 

hpZementing Regdation. According to the Administrative Pzmishmenf Law, an 

administrative institution should transfer that case to a judicial body as Iong as the 

wrongdoer, who is originally treated as a violator of administrative regulations, is a8irmed 

as the perpetrator of a crime. The judicial body then takes charge of imposing criminal 

liability on the w r ~ n g d o e r . ~  The transfer of a case not only reflects the change of 

authority and jurisdiction, but also any evidence obtained in administrative proceeding is 

usable in the subsequent crimind proceedings. 

za Art 22, Ahinislratjve Punishment Law of the People 's Repubfic ofChina. passed by the 4th session 
of the 8th National People's Congres on 17 March 1996, supra note 1 at 494-497. 



- As to trade mark infingements, apart from the administrative and civil remedies, 

criminal punishment has increasingly attracted legislative attention in China- Under the 

most recent amendment of the Criminal Law, any infinger who intentionally and seriously 

cornmits the offence is subject to imprisonment for up to seven years.a) Therefore, when 

SICAB determines that the infnngement is a criminal offence, it will transfer aii documents 

and materids acquired from its administrative investigation to the state procurators, and 

the latter wiii make fidl use of dl such information in their criminal proceedings- In 

practice, .rather than being allowed to claiin privilege against self-incrimination, the 

individual party is encouraged to disclose thoroughly ali information about herself and 

others in the alleged infiingernent chah As a return, she is probably offered reduced 

administrative and criminal liabilities. 

Section 4: Fonns of Administrative Remedies 

Once satisfied with the evidence of a trade mark infnngement, SICAB is ready to 

award administrative remedies. Generally speaking, the Trade Mmk Luw enables SICAB 

to gant an injunction to restrain the offender irnmediately from firther innuiging the trade 

Under the Implernetztirzg Regulation, the measures which SICAB c m  adopt 

constitute an injunction and are specifically set out, as foiiows: 

'3 C h i n a [  Lmu of the ~eo&'s Republic of China, amended by the 5th session of the 8th National 
People's Congres on 14 March 1997, supra note 1 at 988-1003. Sections 2 13 to 2 15 refer to trade mark 
infringement: "To use the trade mark which is the same as any registered trade mark in respect of the 
same ware without authorkation of the proprietor of the registered trade mark; To sel1 wares bearïng 
forged registered trade marks with hl1 knowledge; To counterfeit, manufacture or sel1 logos of registered 
tmde marks without the permission of the proprietor of the registered trade mark" [translation by the 
author, Changli Gao]. 
224 Art. 39, supra note 3. 



(1) to order the offender to stop selling wares bearing the infn,ging trade mark 

promptiy;u5 

(2) to confiscate and to destroy the infnnging logo;a6 

(3) to remove the offending trade mark attached to the existing wares;=' 

(4) to expropriate tools, such as molds, which are directly and purposely used in infnnging 

a trade mark; and,** 

(5) to order and to supervise the S n g e r  to destroy the infnnging wares or other 

materïals, but this is permissible onIy if: (a) there is still a likeiihood of fiirther 

infringements even though the previous four steps have been taken, or @), the 

uifnnging trade marks attach to goods so tightly that it becomes impossible to separate 

them fiorn each ~ t h e r ? ~  

SICAB can include any of these remedies in its injunction to prevent fûrther 

infruigement. There is no power for SICAB to create new remedies beyond those 

permitteci in the Trade Mmk Law and the Implementing Regulalotz. For example, seizwe 

of the infinging goods is not available at this stage; therefore, no such relief is available 

for any type of ifingement, although it is a commonly obtainable f o m  of injunction in 

the courts. Theoreticdy, the subject of an administrative sanction is fiee to refùse to 

comply with any extra order not provided in the SICAB legislation. 

Art. 43-1-(L), supra note 20 [translations by the author]. 
x6 Ibid., Art. 43-1-(2). 

Ibid-, Art, 43-1-(3). 
r?a Ibid., Art, 43-1-(4). 

Ibid., Art. 43-1-(5). 



SO far, it may seem that there is no substantid difference in t ems  of remedies for 

trade mark infnngements between administrative institutions and law courts. However, the 

administrative punitive fine must be taken into account. It completely symboIises the 

fùllness of the administrative power- Accordkg to the M e  Mark Law and the 

htplementing Replation, as long as infnngement of a trade mark has been proven, but 

not as a criminal offence, an administrative fine may, rather than rnztst, be awarded by 

SICAB in compliance with the gravity o f  the illegal a c t i ~ i t i e s . ~ ~  The wrongdoer is either 

ordered to pay a fine at the rate of fifty percent of his total revenue gained fiom the 

infnngement, or to pay a h e  not exceeding five times his illegally gained profits. Further, 

in a case where the party causing the injury is a Iegal person, the representative or agent 

muy be held adrninistratively respomible for a fine up to the arnount of 10,000 RMB 

yen.23L Decisions as to whether or not to  Ievy an administrative fine, and as to which 

options should be chosen, and as to how to assess the seriousness of the ïnfkinging 

conduct are delicate issues fully under the control of SICAB. 

As a practicai matter, when considering the gravity of an infringement, usually the 

contributing &ors are the motive of the infringer, the reputation of the owner of the 

trade mark, the time span and the scde of the infthgernent, and the influence of consumer 

deception resulting from the infringer's conductP2 Taken as a whole, a universai set of 

cntena for assessing the gravity of misconduct rernains uncertain today. Therefore and 

ironicaliy, in one district one kind of infiingement is deemed to deserve an administrative 

-- 

XI Supra note 224; AR. 43 -2, supra note 20. 
Ibid. 



fine by the local SICAB, while escaping such a punishment in another district. In-addition, 

determination of  the gravity of an infnngement greatly mirrors the current necessities of 

state poIicy. OccasionalIy, the need to protect registered trade marks is promoted as an 

urgent strategy? It is then understandable that every infiingement becomes more 

seriousiy viewed by oEcials, which increases the likelihood of a large administrative fine. 

Perhaps when SICAB exercises too much discretion, to  maintain the integrity and validity 

of trade mark laws, enforcement o f  the law in a proper and consistent mamer inevitably 

becomes undermïned. 

Still, the administrative punitive fine is the most efficient way to  punish particularly 

outrageous conduct and to deter potential misconduct. Furthermore, al1 punitive fines 

become the property of the state, not of the trade mark owner. Nonetheless, intense 

attacks have continually arisen as t o  whether a punitive fine is justifiable at an 

administrative stage."' From the opponents' point of view, the function of the state's 

administrative interference is to create and then to maintain an ordedy market, rather than 

to benefit hancially from the illegal behaviour. True enough, the punitive fine will teach 

the wrongdoer a valuable lesson, but there is no reason for a state to  accumulate its 

property by taking advantage of individual hf5ngements. If the aim is to accumulate 

property, a harsh outcome likely emerges. SICAB, especially at the county level, is 

inclined not to take masures until real and serious intnngements take place. The reason is 

732 This assenion is made according to the author's personal eqerience as a practicing lawyer in 
Nanjing. 
233 Funher discussion of this issue a n  be found in Section 6, infra. 



obvious: the graver the infingement, the more iikely an order of an administrative fine, 

and the larger the amount of money to be collected. In this way, punitive fines can become 

a preoccupation, which absolutely deviates from the purpose and object of the enactment. 

Besides the judiciai-like remedies and the punitive fine, the proprietor of a trade 

mark may seek hrther m o n e t q  remedies fiom the infnnger at this stage. It is firmly 

established in the Trade Mark Law thaî SICAB has the right to order the infringer to 

compensate the loss, measured either as damages caused to the proprietor or  by an 

acwunting of the infiin@s profits denved from the ifingement.li5 However, the 

principles which underlie darnages and accounting of profits are beyond the scope of this 

thesis. Dissimilar to other forrns of administrative remedies, which can be used without the 

request of the proprietor, die monetvy compensztion is available at the request of the 

aggrieved Party. 

There are arguments as to the character of the monetary relief issued by an 

administrative in~titution?~ SICAB has been constantIy insisting that to gan t  a monetary 

compensation between parties is an extension of its administrative powersz7 and 

therefore, still a part of an administrative relationship. But such a statement is incapable of 

sustaining rigorous analysis. First, the nature of any monetary remedy is to place the 

proprietor in the same position as she would have occupied had the inûinger acted legally 

Sec, e.g. Zhipei Jiang " The Boundaries Between Adninistrative and Judiciap AuthorÏfies with 
Regard fo  Legaf Liabiljties in Copyright Law" at para 13-15, on line: Intellectuaf Property Righr in 
China <httpY/~wv.chimipr1aww~m~fgrt/fgrt4.htm~ (date accessed: 27 November 1999) 
235 Supra note 224, 

Supra note 234 at para 22. 
237 An. 4, Notice On Iniplementation of "Trade Mark h" and "Impfementing Replation", issued by 
National Industrial and Commercial Administration Bureau on 22 November 1994 mereinafiet "Notice 
on Implementutionn], supra note 1 at 1 1 13-1 1 16 



rather than illegally. It represents a civil relationship between equd parties, which ought to 

be assigned exclusively to the civil court's jurïsdiction. Secondly, as repeatedly mentioned, 

SIC AB is designed specifically for administrative management and supervision. In t his 

way, SICAB and the courts make reciprocal adjustments with regard to the protection of 

trade mark nghts. It is unjustifiable for administrative institutions to interfere with the 

power o f  the courts. They should function separately and distinguishably. Third, in China, 

as a golden rule in a civil proceeding, any applicant needs to make strenuous efforts to 

adduce sufficient, material and convincing proof in support of her claim, of  how much 

economic Ioss she has suffered due to the alleged rnisconduct- Conversely, in an 

administrative settlement, SICAB collects proofs imposed upon the applicant that it 

considers necessary and thus relaxes the burden on the applicant. This element depreciates 

the basic dictum of faimess and justice between parties and can result in si@cant 

disadvantages to the infnnger. 

Another problem is whether the proprietor of a trade mark ought to provide an 

undertaking for any damages to the iniringer before receiving SICAB'S adminisirative 

protection. According to the particular administrative rernedy, which can be granted in the 

absence of the proprietor, an undertaking is not a preliminary condition for the proprietor. 

The reason is obvious . Since SICAB accepts any report about a trade mark infiringement 

from ordinary consurners, and there is no need for the latter to make any undertaking, the 

proprietor couId instigate some one to appear as a consumer, to revea! the existing 

infringement to SICAB. By taking this path, the propnetor obtains remedies without 

paying the price of an undertaking. Instead, SICAB takes the responsibility for its decision 



if it wrongiy issues any remedy. The aggneved recipient subject to that remedy could sue 

SICAB for losses caused to ber?' 

Usually, no hearing is involved in determining the administrative remedies for trade 

mark infnngements. The reason is that, a t  the investigation stage, al1 parties have been 

completely provided with chances to voice their opinions, and they are able to put 

forward proofs whenever they want, before remedies are issued. Since the investigation 

takes a lot of SICAB t h e ,  there is no need to  rehear the claim and counter-daim from the 

respective parties. It is held to be one of the best ways to promote efficiency and shorten 

the lengthy proceedings of administrative settlements. Nonetheless, it is naive to Say that 

no hearing ever takes place while SICAB makes its remedies. In some exceptional 

circumstances, the recipient merits a fonnd hearing. For instmce, when infingers are 

likely to suffer an administrative fine exceeding 5,000 RMB yen to natural persons or 

50,000 RMB yen to legal persons, they may legitimately ask for a formai h e a ~ g  at no - 

c ~ s t . ~ ~  SICAB must meet their request and take an impartial stance to  ensure the right of  a 

statement, cross-examination and defence. In China, at present, the always open hearing is 

still not a widespread approach. It merely acts as a complementary vehicle when large 

fines are imminent. 

Section 5: Finality of Administrative Remedies 

'38 AR 4,  State Compensation Law of People's Repubiic of China, passed by the 7îh session of the 8th 
National People's Congres Standing Cornmittee on 12 May 1994 supra note 1 at 66 1676. 
239 Art, 6- 1-(3), Temporary Rule on the Administrative Punishnrent Hearing Organized b-v industrial and 
Adnrinistrative ilfanagement Institutions, announced by The National Industrial and Administrative 
Management Bureau on 17 Octokr 1996, supra note 1 at 497-5 12. 



SICAB seems to be in a strong and effective position in d d h g  with trade mark 

infingements, particularly by virtue of  its statutory base, administrative powers and 

special proceedings- Nevertheless, its administrative settlement pertaining to remedies is 

not recognised by law for the final disposition of trade mark disputes. 

As prescribed in the Trude Mark Law, every party, including the proprietor and the 

infnnger of a trade mark, is entitled to file an action in court within fifieen days o f  

receiving the administrative decision in case the administrative judgment is 

unac~e~tab le . "~  It should be noticed that in this kind of action, the dissenter to the 

administrative decision acts as plaintiff, while SICAB is always identified as defendant. It 

is not a civil litigation but an administrative one,"' which is classically described as 

"civilian sues official" by the ordinary Chinese. 

Meanwhile, the Implementing Regulation provides an alternative in case the 

origÏnal administrative decision does not satise a party. The party is given a chance to 

make an administrative appeal to  SICAB at a higher hierarchy than the previous one.242 As 

an administrative institution, the higher SICAB follows the same procedure to  revoke or 

maintain the decision delivered by the lower institution- If the parties are not pleased with 

the outcome of the appeal, they are allowed t o  start litigation before the courts. In some 

extreme cases, administrative appeal is used as a legïtimate delaying trick by a malicious 

party to continue infiingements. 

240 ~ r t .  44, supra note 20. 
24 1 Art. 4, Notice on ZmpIenzentafion, supra note 237. 
L4' Supra note 240. 



In China, judicial bodies, prirnarily the courts and offices of procurators, serve as 

s u p e ~ s o r s  of administrative institutions in order to prevent and alleviate abuses of 

administrative powers. In both the legislature and practice, courts are expected to make 

independent judgrnents without being influenced by the previous administrative conduct. 

In the context of trade mark litigation that cornes from dissatisfaction with a decision by 

SICAB, courts can deal on the basis of their own authorïties and opinions. More than that, 

courts are encouraged to overrule an administrative settlernent according to justice and 

fairness; for example, where they hold that no infiingement of a trade mark occurred, or 

the administrative punishment does not match the misconduct. UdortunateIy, in fact it is 

fiustrating for courts to rescind administrative decisions. The reason will be addressed in 

the last chapter. 

Section 6: Influence of Policy on SICAB 

China may be one of the countries where law-making and Iaw-impiementing are 

most tightly associated with the issue of state policy. That is not to Say the legislation and 

enforcement of law wiil be thoroughly overshadowed by the political executive; but, to a 

large degree, both mirror the urgency of policy considerations. Trade mark rights are an 

area which well exemplifies how state policy actively fhctions. 

Inteilectual property rights in China have received, and will continuously receive, 

considerable attention fiom international interests, particularly fiom the United States. 

China has been cnticised by the US, prompted by Chinese pirating of American intellectual 

property. Specifically, the 'pirate' would record American audio compact discs and video 



cassettes, or produce bogus consumer goods under well known registered trade marks 

such as ' ' N E  and " COCA-COLA", for resale throughout Asia and the rest of the 

world. The Clinton Administration identified intellectual property rights as an ''area of 

major ~oncern."~~' The US has tùrther integrated this issue into negotiations on China's 

entry to the World Trade Organization. Thus, the range, the ernphasis and the intensity of 

trade mark protection needs have fluctuated to meet policy demands. Whenever the 

censure fiom outside intensifies, the need to strengthen intemal enforcement elevates. 

The best exarnple occurred in 1995, when the US and China reached an agreement 

that compelled China to inspect the twenty-nine CD and laser disc factories within its 

borders and to destroy any pirated goods.2S* To assure the United States that the February 

1995 agreement was more than 'written paper', the Intellectual Property Special Meeting 

of State Council created a special regulatory plan as an official appendix to that 1995 

agreement.245 According to this plan, the specific area of intellectual property protection 

was to be implemented in an intense period of six months. Turning to trade mark nghts, 

SICAB at al1 levels was required to focus on serious violations against trade mark rights, 

particularly on those connected to foreign registered trade marks, in an expeditious and 

urgent marner. The maximum administrative fines dso were imposed on inftingers duhg 

that time.246 

243 Daniel F. Wilhelm, Most-Favored-Nation Certification and Human Righfs: A Case Study of China and 
the United States (Washington D. C.: Arnerican Bar Association, 1996) at 42. 
244 Ibid. 
245 Chidong Huang & Shurven Liang, supra note 1 at 781-800. 
246 Ibid, Art, 5-3. 



It is not dEcult  to imagine a fniitfûi outcome for trade mark protection dunng 

that specific penod that rnight satise the other party to the agreement. But on second 

thought, the rights of infiingers who deserve a formal hearing and, if guilty, a justifiable 

punishment, have been badly weakened and, most- of al4 the consistency of law 

enforcement has been undennined, 

Section 7: The Difference between SICAB and the Courts 

Al1 of this demonstrates the operations undertaken by SICAB to produce the 

image of success for the administrative channel on the issue of  trade mark infringements. 

However, a fiirther cornparison between it and the courts d l  be helpfiil for the whole 

picture of China's "dud system", 

First, the parties eligible to Iaunch a compla.int are diEerent. Under the 

administrative path, any person, including the owner of a trade mark and an ordinary 

consumer, is qualified to report alleged ùrfnnging activities to SICAB. Here the parties 

who can commence an administrative proceeding extend to the infinite public. Commonly, 

there is no named owner of the trade mark involved in an administrative settlement at all, 

In contrast, the courts only accept an action initiated by a specific individuai. Usually she 

is the owner of the trade mark, or someone permïtted to use that trade mark with the 

authorisation of its owner. Thus, it becomes understandable that nobody but a propnetor 

or a Iicensee of the trade mark is empowered to initiate an action in the courts. 

Secondly, the requirements of the identity of the defendant are different. SICAB is 

concerned with whether an actual trade mark infnngement exists. It can take steps to 



investigate or resolve such trade mark infnngements without knowing the identity of an 

accused, so long as any illegal act has been firrniy established. In practice, the finding of a 

named defendant is not a necessary issue. The target of SICAB is to eliminate the illicit 

activities and to minimise the negative impact on the trade mark's owner as soon as 

possible. However, in the courts no case can be accepted unless the named defendant is 

clear. Any plaintiff is invariably under the obligation to provide detaiIed information about 

the S n g e r ,  otherwise, she has no ground to obtain any protection fiom the judiciary. At 

this point, SICAB turns out to be more practicai, flexible and efficient, which undoubtedly 

favours the owner of the trade mark. 

Thirdly, the attitudes are different. In order to restrain unfair cornpetition and to 

protect consumer interests, SICAB is ready to handle trade. mark infiingements on 

occasions where no immediate party cornplains ofbeing impaired. By doing this, SICAB is 

deemed to exert its ultimate administrative power in a positive manner. By contrast, the 

courts will never be involved in an action in the absence of cornplaint by an aggrieved 

trade mark owner, which adheres to the procedural maxim "no motion, no litigation." 

Evidently, the courts take a neutrai stance compared with SICAB when acting as an 

obliged supervisor. 

Fourthly, the proceedings are daerent. Simply put, the restrictions in the 

administrative channel are considerabiy fewer than in the judicial channel. Neither a time 

limitation nor an undertaking of damages is rigidly required for the appiicant by SICAB, in 

contrast with its court counterpart. Radicdy, SICAB spends most of its tirne and scrutiny 

in collecting evidence regarding trade mark infiingements; but it is deemed bold, even 



absurd, to ask courts to do this for the applicant requesting anything Iike an interlocutory 

injunction. 

Finally, the results are different because SICAB is not designed to settle haliy any 

trade mark infnngement- Instead, the courts can review and revise the administrative 

decision delivered by SICAB. In other words, SICAB is not the most authorïtative 

institution for a party to rely on. In contrast, once a judicial judgment has been made, the 

parties have to observe and enforce it. 

Conclusion 

As a matter of fact, the administrative approach not oniy represents one of the 

most distinguishable aspects of the Chinese view to trade mark affairs, but it has also 

developed as being most comrnonly pursue4 especidy by foreigners who wish to avoid 

the stigma and cost of litigation. This path is relatively effective by being Iess forma1 for 

commencement of an application, and less burdensorne on the sustaining trade mark 

owner for providîng evidence. More than that, SICAB is able to order the removal of 

offending logos, payment of administrative fines and injunctive relief exactly in the same 

form as courts do. Therefore, administrative protection for trade mark rights is growing 

widely in China, and disputes handied by SICAB in the first instance now far outnumber 

those by the 

247 According to Zhipei Jiang, "Judicial Protection of P R  in China" at para. 8, on Line: Intellecrual 
Properg RÏghts in China <http://www.chinaiprlaw.com/english/rodforum3. htm> (date accessed: 27 
November 1999), in 1997, 32,027 cases of trade mark violations were investigated and pcosecuted by 
SLCAB, while over the m e n  years h m  1991 to the end of 1997, only 1,565 trade mark cases were 
brought to courts at the first instance. 



However, giving over-zeaious credit to China's administrative engagement in trade 

mark infnngement is neither rational nor compatible with international trends. First of dl, 

trade mark rights are categorised as private rïghts between individuals, and disputes 

derived from such private rïghts should be resolved by the courts. Excessive passion for 

administrative power will depreciate the function and value of the courts and of Iaw itself. 

Meanwhile, SICAB creates probiems of its own, such as the absence of procedural 

safeguards for wrongdoers, the uninhibited disposition of administrative fines, and the lack 

of fiality for its decisions. The last chapter will put fonvard some solutions to this 

situation- 



Part 2: PreTrial Remdies Granted by Courts in China 

Despite the influence of SICAB in detemllning trade mark infifngements as 

examined in the previous part Chinese courts still commit themselves to these issues to a 

certain degree. Facing tremendous demands for protection of the exclusivity of trade 

marks, especially so as to ensure the confidence of foreign investors, China is realising the 

important role of the courts in respect of trade mark rights. For better implementation of 

trade mark laws, and further improvement of the trade mark litigation system, the 

Supreme Court of China has f o d a t e d  and ïmplemented nearly twenty judicial 

interpretations and judicial explanatory documents since the 1980s. They include a crucial 

interpretation, "The Reply on the Issues of Damages Calculation and Miingement Period 

Determination in Trade Mark Infnngement  ase es",*^^ which provides principles for the 

mesurernent of damages by courts in making a final decision d e r  trial. 

Nonetheless, intellectual property remains a field where profound technical 

knowledge is needed. In China, the concept of intellectual property is new not only to 

ordinary people, but also to most judges, particularly those in remote areas and at local 

levels. To fix these problems, on the one hand ail inteiiectual property cases are assigned 

to *murts above the intermediate level. On the other hand, a special jurisdiction, known as 

the Intellectual Property Chamber, has g r a d d y  been developed in both provincial and 

intermediate courts. In October 1996, the Supreme Court of China established its 

'" Issued by the Supreme Court of China in November 1985, Jianthi Dai & Xu Chen, eds., Legai 
Research on Conrpensutions for Intellechral Property Infnngement (Beijing: Publishing House of Law, 
1999) at 177. 



Intellectuaf Property Chamber as well. Thus, al1 disputes regarding intellectual property 

are now solely resolved by these professional chambers, before judges trained in this 

specific a r a  In this way, the judiciary offers the most carefbi legal consideration and 

protection to intellectual property, including trade mark rights. 

However, it is wrong to infer that pre-trial remedies for trade mark infkgements 

are now a major priority. Ironically, so far, the Supreme Court has not given any 

instruction and guidance on these rnatters. This lack of attention shows an absence of 

interest in intellectual property issues in the provincial and intermediate courts. Any 

interpretation by the Supreme Court must be based on demands coming from the lower 

courts. This lads  to fùrther ignorance within the whole judiciak chamei, fonning a 

negative circle. Likewise, Chinese academics do not view pre-triai remedies as important 

for their discussions and legal thoughts. Therefore, a silence remains on the issue of pre- 

trial remedies for trade mark- infringements regarding the judicial system. 

Section 1: Forms of Pre-Trial Remedies 

Pre-trial remedies are never mentioned in the Trade Mmk Law"49 3nd the 

Implementing ~ e g t d a t i o n , ~ ~ ~  Eom first enactment through recent amendments. This does 

not indicate insufficient recognition fkom plaintiffis and courts in trade mark litigation. On 

the contmy, both are passionate about pre-trial remedies. The following reasoning 

illustrates their enthusiasrn. 

249 Supra note 3. 
?JO Supra note 20. 



The rasons why any individual who is suffiring trade mark idiingement proceeds 

to Iitigation can be generalised: first, to stop further injury; and secondly, to obtain 

compensation for injury already incurred. To achieve these aims, impartial judgrnent 

delivered by a court undoubtedly serves as a findamental element; but to some extent, the 

implementation of a judgment is much more important, because that is how the h i t  of 

litigation can be materialised. Unfortunately in China at present, the execution of judgment 

is the weakest aspect. A final valid-judgment is rarely realized , partly or wholly, against 

defendants, especially .where monetary liability is ïmposed. Most defendants choose not to 

observe the court order, either transferring assets away or giving false financial 

information, as soon as they know of their failure in litigation. This not only inteiferes 

with the administration of justice but also mistrates successhil plaintiffs, where they 

merely win a "paper victory" at the pnce of immense time and cost. In consequence, 

applying for pre-trial remedies to prevent such a rnisfomine in advance becomes the 

favourite tool of plaintiffs. W~thout doubt, such applications are usuaily welcomed by 

courts since, if successful, they avoid the court's loss of  dignity over the flouting of their 

final judgrnents by defendants. Therefore, both plaintiffis and courts share an interest in 

the contents of pre-triai remedies. 

Statutory authority for the granting of pre-triai remedies is now in The Civil 

ProcedÙral law of the People 's Repblic of china.=' Under this enactment, the court is 

enabled to t ake property preservation measures if irreparable h m  will take place before 

Pa& by the 4th session of the 7th National PeopIe's Congresç on 9 ApriI 1991 [hereinafter "Civil 
Procedurd Law"], Stlprn note 1 at 8 14- 864. 



the applicant commences an action.=' Obviously, pre-trial remedies for trade mark 

infingements specifically refer to interlocutory injunctions to preserve property. The word 

"property" includes not ody bank accounts but also real estate, motor vehicles and other 

vduables. Correspondingiy, presenration of property may take the forms of sealing up, 

distraining or eeezing property and other assets siipulated in i a ~ . ' ~ ~  

Pre-trial remedies for trade mark infiïngements go no fùrther than previous 

traditional methods. Usually, courts will simply describe the subject-matter of the 

injunction by confining it to property that is owned by the defendant in the legal capacity 

in which she is the defendant. Nonetheless, the plahtiff must provide the court with al1 

necessary information regarding the defendant's assets, for example, the narne of the bank 

and the location of the real estate. Othenvise, the application for preserving property will 

not be accepted. This obligation can be troubIesome to the plaintiff who has no knowledge 

of and no access to the defendant's possessions, especially when an unscnipulous 

wrongdoer deliberateiy dissipates property in various places. 

A key question arises at the pre-trial stage: whether the plaintiff can ask the court 

to enter the premises of the defendant to take inventory of i f i g i n g  products having the 

mark, or comected to the registered trade mark, or to inspect the defendant's accounting 

books and records in order to discover the narnes and addresses of purchasers of the 

inEnging products, or to  force the defendant to disclose the previous information? Simply 

put, are courts a suitable vehicle to exert power to collect and preserve evidence 

possessed by the defendant, so as not to conceal or destroy documents and thus diminish 

25', Ibid., Art. 93- 



the prospects for the pIaintiffs success? No authonty is explicitly available on this issue- 

Indeed when it is hard for a litigant or legai representative to obtain the necessary proof in 

these circumstances, trial courts are responsible to collect ev iden~e?~ Clearly, collecting 

evidence is specifically available in the course of the triai, but does this also apply for pre- 

trial proceedings? Courts are not expressly forbidden to exercise such authority pnor to a 

formal trial. However, in practice it is extremely undesirable for courts to interfere with 

the de fendant's business too much. The plaints  therefore usudly remains substmtidly 

depnved of the right to seek judicial assistance, regardess of how desperate she is to 

collect evidence in support of her claim. Thus, the defendant too ofken is "lawnilly" given 

a vast opportunity to dispose of comprornising proof that might support the plaintiffs 

m e .  

A far more serious problem is that the interlocutory injunction excludes the 

etement of restraint of ongoing trade mark infiingements between the time of application 

for pre-trial remedies and the final judgrnent. For instance, courts may keep custody of 

infnnging wares and logos bearing the trade mark allegedly being infiinged, but an order 

to stop producing o r  selling is impossible. The suffe~g propnetor cannot acquire redress 

from courts for contïnuing infiingements to goodwill and reptation attached to her trade 

mark. Al1 damages, whether tangible or intangible, are expected to be quantified and 

cornpensated by means of existing property at the time of final judgrnent. 

- - -  

"' r m ,  AK~. 94-2. 
Art 73-1, The Supreme Court of China S Opinion on Imp/ementation of the Civil Pmcedurd lm of 

the People 's Republic of China, issued on 14 Juiy 1992, supra note 1 at 865-908. 



Such a situation may be attnbuted to the lack of a pre-trial hearing procedure. In 

China, despite the establishment of  an Intellectual Property Chamber, applications for 

interlocutory injunctions are under the authority of another specific chamber, which is 

entitled to take steps such as presewing property solely based on the 

Because an application for property presewation rnay be brought ex parZe,z6 there is no 

chance for the defendant to express her opinion, nor is there oppominity for the chamber 

to hold a hearing and make an assessment of the strength of a trade mark case. 

Consequently, courts do not feel secure in ordering the defendant to stop using the trade 

mark in question when she is deprived of a hearing. 

In spite of the "dual system" designed to protect trade mark nghts, the proprietor 

still is iiot completely protected either by SICAB or the courts, because the former has no 

right t o  preserve property while the latter is unable to prevent infnngements prior to trial. 

And most o f  all, she is not allowed to take actions before SICAB and the court 

simultaneously. In other words, property preservation and temporary restraint of 

infnngement are alternatives. 

Section 2: Requirements for Obtaining Pre-Trial Remedies 

Interlocutory injunctions prier to trial granted by courts in China are relatively 

simple in respect of content and form, but applicants still have to meet a number of 

requirements which derive from legislative and juiisprudential practices. In terms of trade 

-55 In the following work, the wording of "court" refers to this chamber escept when specific language is 
d 
'56 M. 93, Civil Procedural Law, supra note 25. 



mark infnngements, the prerequintes for pre-trial remedies, as addressed below, are 

formalistic for each individual case, 

(a) The Qualifications of Plaintiff and Defendant 

The matter of who can apply for an interlocutory injunction is simple. No person 

other than the owner or Iicensee or transferee of the trade mark is capable of commencing 

an application. For the applicant, the o d y  way to show her qualification is either with 

certification of the registered trade mark or of the licensing and transferring contract 

which verses ownership and legitirnate use of that trade mark. Because courts responsible 

for interlocutory injunctions have no professional kno wledge of trade marks, they are 

rarely fussy about the identity of the applicant as long as the relevant documents are 

fùrnished. As a regular routine, courts are unlikely to examine whether the registered 

trade mark is still valid. Courts are merely asked to check the duration of registration for 

the trade mark. Deterrnining whether that trade mark is capable of registration, or 

whether the owner is the person entitled to register it, is beyond the necessity and 

capacity of courts at this stage. Normaily, courts presume that registration of a trade mark 

is and remains valid unless the contraxy is proven in the course of the trial. Where the 

validity is questionable, and the relative parties have taken the dispute to the Trade Mark 

Office, the preferable attitude is to wait until the issue is settled by the Trade Mark Office. 

Against whom may an interlocutory injunction of property preservation be 

obtained? Without doubt, the person who commits infnnging conduct should be the one 

carrying the Iiability. In this respect, the applicant is deemed to complete her obligation by 



providing courts with the narne of the specific infinger. The real point is how to deal with 

wrongdoers who are part of an infnnging chain but difficult to be identified by the 

applicant. 1s the already named defendant obliged to discIose such information? What kind 

of duty falls on the court in this event? The answer is assertive but disappointing: the 

burden to clan@ and offer the status of the infnnger to the court is entirely on the 

applicant's shoulders- Courts have no desire even to give it thought, much less to take 

active steps to resolve this problem. Such a situation puts the appiicant at several 

disadvantages, the worst being that the unnamed infiinger will be able to remove or 

conceal evidence and property, once realising that the application exists. 

(b) The Occurrefice of hfringements 

M e r  demonstrating the entitlement to a trade mark right, a plaintiff cannot request 

pre-trial remedies udess she demonstrates prejudice to the trade mark right, as illustrated 

below. In theory, these elements should be viewed as a mixed formula of considerations 

rather than as sequential steps. However, as a matter of fact, any defect in any single 

element could result in rejection of the request for an interlocutory injunction. There is no 

reason to expect that weakness in one factor might be seen by a judge to be compensated 

by strength in another, 



(i) Actual Misconduct of the Defendant 

No application will be accepted by the courts uniess the defendant has misused or 

continues rnisusing the trade mark in question. That is to Say, any potential infnnçements 

will not be taken into account by the court. 

Since the Trade Mark Law and the hplemenrillg Regtdatiutz make strenuous 

efforts in listing the forms of trade mark uifnngements,"' it is not diflicult for a plaintifY to 

discharge the burden of proof of an infnngement if it f d s  within the statutory categories. 

The actual usage of a trade mark which is degedly infnnging serves as the dominant 

element, which even overshadows the necessity of showing that real contùsion, or the 

likelihood of confiision, exists. This is automatically assumed to be taking place. 

There are several more complex matters meriting consideration. The first is: what 

happens if the usage of a trade mark is beyond the enumeration of Iegislative authority? So 

far, six types of infiingements are specificaily and separately mentioned in the Trade Mark 

Law and the ImpIernenting ~ e g z d a t f o n , ~ ~  but they fa.  fiom exhaust the variety of possible 

circumstances. For instance, a case involving inverse passïng oeU9 where the defendant 

removed a plaintiffs trade mark, "Maple Le&' fiom its goods and replaced it with 

"Crocodile", has given nse to an intensive debate as to whether the plaintiff can proceed în 

an action of trade mark infnngement when no provision regarding " inverse passing off' is 

explicit ly available in the Trade Mork Luw and the ~mplementin~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ a i i o ~ r . ~ ~ ~  

Ln For full tex? and fooaiote, see Chapter 1, Sedion 4, PP. 5-7. 
= Ibid. 
3 9  Chengsi Zheng, T h e  First Case Concerning Inverse Passing-Off in Chinan (1998) 6 Research on 
InteIlectual Property Right 193. 
'60 Ibfd, Dongchuan Luo, 'Several Issues Involving the Case of Mbpk Leof v. Crocodilen 199 at 200. 



As repetitively pointed out, courts are allowed to grant interlocutory injunctions in 

cases where the requirements for a proper cause of action have been met. Contrary to the 

theory, they are not hesitant to deliver injunctions when the nature of the defendant's 

activity is ambiguous. In a case iike "inverse passing off', interlocutory injunctions for 

property preservation are stiil obtainable, simply by inferring that the cause of action for 

trade mark infnngernent is merely of nominal value- 

The second question is whether the motives of the defendant should be given 

appropriate consideration when determining an application for an interlocutory injunction. 

. In most circumstances this is not a concern in estabtishing a charge of  trade mark 

infringernent. The defendant is liable for the illegal usage of  trade marks, no matter 

whether she is intentional cr negligent, and that has become a weii settled d e .  But it is 

not invariable, Sometimes, the motives of the defendant do necessarily fonn an element in 

the infnngernent. The best example is under a clause in the implemen~iizg Regdafion, 

when a person provides storage, transportation o r  delivery of  goods for idkingers that 

facilitate the infringing activities, the deliberation of  this person is n e c e s ~ a r ~ . ~ ~ ~  In such a 

case, the judgment will not favour the plaintiff if she fails to  prove the intention of  the 

defendant-facilitator. Therefore, it is naive t o  assert that the motives of the defendant are 

always a matter of irrelevance. 

However, it seems that no room is left for considenng the defendant's motives at 

the stage of interlocutory injunctions. To  be accurate, they have not yet been put on the 

agenda. Infnngers are taken for granteci to be guiity and unscrupulous fiom the start. 

Art. 4 1-3, supra note 20. 



Usually, courts f i  no sympathy for them, regarding the stigma of interlocutory 

injunctions. Using a trade mark without knowing does not preclude courts fiom exerting 

their a u t h o w  In consequence, the plaintiff is o r d i n d y  relieved fiom producing evidence 

of the defendant's motives. Proof of the fact of infnngement suffices. 

Taken as a whole, it is fairly easy for a plaintiff t o  satise the court in the context o f  

the actuai misconduct of the defendant- Demonstration of the usage of the trade mark by 

the defendant is enough. Because no hearing is permissïbIe, courts make no attempt to 

ponder the strength of the case at the pretrial stage. In detennining the .preiirninary 

injunctive relief: courts pnmarily base their deckions on inference; in particular, the 

pIaintifF is assurned to be an aggrieved victim, while the defendant is an unmeritorious 

violator- 

(ii) Materiai Darnages 

Apart fiom the previous requirernent, the applicant has to  indicate that materid 

damages to  her trade mark nghts were diredy caused-by the use of a cof is ing mark by 

the defendant. Although an accurate formula for assessrnent of  damages is diflïcult to give, 

it must refer to  either economic loss or harm to goodwili attached to the trade mark. 

The nature of damages is not the controiliig concem. It is presumed that any use 

of the trade mark strictly prohibited by the statute is a violation of a trade mark right, 

Therefore, once the plaintiff proves the existence of the defendant's iuegitimate behaviour, 

there is no need for courts to question the nature of  the darnages. 



Nevertheless, the magnitude of damages captures tremendous attention fiom 

courts in China. The plaintiff has to produce evidence of damages quantifiable in monetary 

terms resulting from any decrease of customers, or fiom market loss. When the applicant 

has not been monetarily affêcted by the infnnging activities prior to the date of the 

application, the profits gained by the defendant in the course of infringernents become a 

substitute. Under this circurnstance, the defendant is deemed to represent the plaintiff. It 

is however idle to say that the loss suffered by the piaintiff can always be quantifid in 

monetary terms. In many events, such as where the h m  is merely the loss of goodwill or 

reputation, the plaintiff is still invariably asked to estimate the monetary loss- At the 

interlocutory injunction stage, courts take it for granted that the unauthorised use of a 

registered trade mark, or the use cf 2 confbsing trade mark, inherentiy lads to a loss of 

reputation or goodwill and the Iatter is eventualiy tantamount to material damages in tems 

of money. It tunis out to be unnecessary for the plaintiff to lead persuasive evidence 

showing how damages are caiculated; conversely, she is permitteci to make estimation, 

speculation and inference of loss, because no single restriction has been laid down by 

statute or the courts. 

(iii) IrreparabIe K m  

According to the Civil Procedural Law, one pre-condition for a piaintiff applying 

for an interlocutory injunction of property presewation is the establishment of irreparable 

harm.z62 But the law gives no definition of imparable h m  From the practical viewpoint, 



t h  means that the plaintiff may suffer irretnevable Ioss in monetary terms ifpre-triai relief 

does not apply. As already addressed, in China the interlocutory injunction rnainly adopted 

by courts is for property preservation. Hence, the notion of irreparable h m  is specifically 

interpreted as the senous risk that, if not restrained by injunction, the defendant wili 

dispose of or hide her assets, so as to fiustrate any judgment which the applicant niight 

subsequently obtain. 

Once again, such a prerequisite is not an essential problem to the plaintifE Her 

chance of being irreparably harmed is easily inferable by both the plaintifhnd the court. In 

their views, the defendant cannot be tnisted to abide by the judgment. As a result, neither 

the plaintiff nor the court would give consideration to the defendant's reputation, 

credibility and scale of business. Interestingly, at this point ail defendants are equally 

treated. Even worse, perhaps the more prestigious a defendant is, the more she is iikely to 

experience the stigma of propecty preservation. In this way, the pIaintiEis assured that her 

interests can be maximally protected. 

In sum, a short statement of a couple of sentences indicating the fear of 

irreparable harm, dong with the likeiihood of property disposition by the defendant, rather 

than clear evidence is enough for the plaintif to surmount the hurdle of identifjing 

irreparable h m .  Indeed, the establishment of irreparable h m  is replaced by its suspicion 

and inference. 



(c) Time Limits for Filing an Application 

Al1 of the previous observations may give an impression that in China the plaintiff 

is less restricted by courts when obtaining prel iminq remedies- To some extent, this is 

true. More than that, obtaining pre-trial remedies is universdly regarded as inherent to 

exclusive trade mark nghts. This attitude can lead to Iess scmtiny for substantive elements 

involved in trade mark cases. 

But another requirement exemplifies that procedural considerations have been 

constantly highlighted. Under the Geïieral Principles of Civil Code of the People 's 

Repblic of China, the tirne limit for filing a civil action is two years,263 which begins 

fiom the date when the p l a in t s  knows or should know of  the infigement of her ~-i~hts.*~' 

Without question, these regulations apply to trzde muk inningement cases as typical 

civil reIationships. 

No plaintiff is likely to nui the risk of letting the time limit pass. If she redises the 

occurrence of  the trade mark infiingement within the statutory timing, she must also 

redise that the statutory protection exists. If an application for an interlocutory injunction 

fails to be brought in the two years after the initial first infingement, the plaints can claim 

that she had no access to knowledge of the infnnging activity because it occurred either at 

a long distance fiom her o r  for a short penod of the.  In reality, courts are ready to 

accept such explanations. Similar to other pre-conditions, it is a concern normdly deait 

with in trial chambers in the presence of the defendant- 

Art. 135, supra note 24. 
'a Ibid.. Art, 137. 



Such flexible arrangements clearly benefit the applicant7s side, especiaiiy when no 

regulations pertaining to delay in her application for an interlocutory injunction have ever 

been formally addressed. Tt is not correct to say that trade mark infnngements always do 

harm to the plaintiffs business o r  reputation; for instance, when an innocent defendant 

uses the trade mark in a market-place which the plaintiff has not yet entered, and perhaps 

has no intention of entenng. In such a case, the honest plaintiffwill take reasonable steps 

as soon as she is aware of the infingement. Since timing is a matter of conscience rather 

than of a statutory obligation, an immoral plaint= may take advantage of  the two-year 

time limit and purposely let such an ïnfEngernent continue. She will choose not to proceed 

with an application for injunctive relief until the last day of  the permitted fimit. By taking 

this path, she can daim more compensation fiom the defendant's growing profits. Both 

the defendant and customers are then lawfdly exploited, which is not compatible with the 

objective that the law pursues to establish and maintain a fair and just marketplace for the 

public interest. 

Seetion 3: Procedural Safeguards 

As an underlying pnnciple, al1 participating parties in Iitigation deserve fair and 

equai treatment. In other words, the defendant's interests shoufd be considered as 

fundamental as those of the plaintiE265 Deriving fiom such a principle, the Civil 

Procedi~rai lm does leave room for procedural safeguards when granting interlocutory 

injunctions. Although in trade mark infringements the defendants are routinely viewed as 

"' Ibid., Art, 3. 



infnngers pnor to the final findings of the trade mark rights, their interest and rights are 

still taken into account by a set of procedural safeguards. 

(a) Undertaking 

The provision with respect to safeguards for the defendant can be found in the 

Civil Procedural law: any applicant for property preservation is required to provide 

monetary undertaking; othenvise, the application ought to be di~rnissed.*~~ The amount of 

the undertaking is not based on the defendant's damages suffered fiom -a rnistaken 

application; on the contrary, it is based on the plaintiffs daim of her losses. In other 

words, whatever the plaintiff asks for in compensation, that much she should undertake to 

guarantee for her court action. By taking this path, the plaintif£+ is compelled to reconsider 

the assessment of damages to her business by virtue of the defendant's alleged misuse of 

the trade mark, thereby preventing the plaintifffrom exaggerating her economic injury. 

Compared to other elements, the undertaking undoubtedly serves as a controlling 

factor. Without exception, no applicant is insulated fiom such an obligation. More than 

that, in truth, courts are much inclineci to examine the plaintWs undertaking in the first 

place, rather than other pre-requirements. In this sense, the undertaking performs not only 

a safeguard for the defendant but dso a hurdle that the applicant has to surmount. The 

reason for such an overwhelming emphasis on the issue of an undertaking is to relieve 

courts fiom the responsibility for preliminary remedies. Nobody but the plaintiff is to be 

blarned if an interlocutory injunction tums out to be mistakenly issued by reason of an 

266 Ari. 93-1, supra note 25 1, 



incautious application. She should cary her liability for her imprudence by compensating 

the defendant in damages for any loss suffered by reason of the order having been made.2G7 

At the sarne tirne, in accordance with the Civil Procedzwal la- courts must 

terminate any order for preserving property if the subject of  the order manages to provide 

an undertaking in the same amount as  the plaintiff d~es .*~ '  This appears to be the only 

occasion when a defendant can be exempted fiom the continuance of an interlocutory 

injunction, albeit f i e r  the original order is executed for a short tirne- 

Regulations conceming undertakings are designed to protect the interests of  the 

defendant but ironicaIly, viewed from a neutral perspective, there can be a few fiustrating 

outcornes. In the first place, the defendant has little control over the issue. What she can 

do is to submit to the order and then produce her property as bail o r  collateral, to Save her 

fiom the disgrace of having no credibaty that she will fuifïll the final judgrnent. In the 

second place, the plaintiff in a trade mark intnngement case is likely not only to want to  

restrain the infringement to her trade mark right, but also to close down the defendant's 

business and to strengthen her own establishment. On most occasions, the plaintiff wiil 

have cornmenced business before the defendant and earned profits fiom using the trade 

mark, especiaily if it is a well known trade mark. Hence, she can make use of this financial 

advantage by purposely estimating her damages in a higher amount, which automaticaily 

results in the increase of  the undertaking. Since the defendant is obliged to produce an 

undertaking equal to the plaintiff s, this strategy could jeopardise the defendant's business 

at its infancy. In this event, the defendant has no way to  avoid an interlocutory injunction. 

Ibid., Art. 96. 



The undertakings from both parties become the primary concern of the court, which Ieaves 

it to play no substantial role other than granting and subsequently invalidating the 

injunctive relief. Simply put, the grant or determination of an interlocutory injunction 

constitutes no more than a financial contest and a strategy o f  irnposed obligations between 

the plaintiff and the defendant. 

(b) Other Considerations 

In addition to the undertaking as a procedural safeguard, the plaintiff has to bring a 

formal action within fifieen days of the delivery of an interlocutory injunction. If not, it 

should be terminated by the c o ~ a . * ~ ~  After this statutos. requirement, the plaintiff is 

compelled to  the next step and thus to let the defendant have a charce to present herself. 

Turning to  a trade mark i f i g e m e n t ,  the defendant is able to defend by challenging the 

validity of  the trade mark, or d e m o n s t r a ~ g  her innocence o f  its use. Similar to the duty of 

undertaking, no excuse is acceptable by the court if the plaintiff fails to proceed to 

litigation within m e e n  days. 

Except for the undertaking and tirne limit on filing a case, no further obligation 

remains for the plaintiE In contrast, courts have some duties to take reasonable steps to 

safeguard the defendant's legitimate interests. First, they have to erisure that execution of 

the order will be limited to  the extent of the plaintiff's daim o r  to the assets relevant to the 

Ibid, Art, 95, 
Ibid., Art, 93-3. 



action.270 Secondly, they should notie the recipient to whom the ex parte application is 

addressed immediately after the order is irnplemented.27' 

Taken together, the procedural safeguards adopted by courts are considerably 

lirnited in terms of  varieties and vigour. More than that, the wording of  these provisions is 

fairly flexible and ambiguous; for example, "assets relevant to the action" and 

"irnmediately'y can be interpreted in broad ways by courts. It is easy to imagine how Little 

substantial protection the defendant has fiom the court, and as a matter of fact, even the 

defendant herser does not expect to obtain protection fiom the court. No one really 

questions the procedural issues and an order for an interlocutory injunction is seldom 

revoked solely on the ground that courts do not satise the procedural requirements. 

Conclusion 

Pre-triai remedies for trade mark i f ingements are available. They specifically 

focus on property preservation, designed to guarantee satisfaction for a final judgment by 

preventing the defendant from dissipating or removing her assets. 

A set of pre-conditions has been laid- down by the enacted law, but with Little 

impact on courts because the inference of guilt contributes greatly to the whoIe result. 

Every prerequisite can be satisfied by implication rather than clear and sufficient evidence. 

The plaintins daim is f i d y  supported by virtue of the ownership o r  the Iegal use of trade 

marks, while the defendant's single use is presumed a violation. More importantly, the 

plaintiff in a trade mark infinngement is normally regardeci as a victim sustaining 

"O Ibid , Art, 94-1. 



tremendous damages who should be provided preliminary protection in a? expeditious 

fashion. On the contrary, the defendant wil1 be unîversally deemed a rogue and one who is 

inclined to flout the order of courts by disposing of her property. Not surprisingly, 

stemming fiom such disparate attitudes toward the plaintiff and defendant, the treatment 

of their individual n e t s  is often distinctly dierent, both from the perspective of statutory 

law and judicial practice. 

A final point is that courts manage to insulate themselves fiom any liability by 

asking for the plaintiff s undertakings. Substantially put, this constitutes the only hurdle 

which the plaintiff has to pas .  

Taken as a whole, the fonns and contents of interlocutory injunctions offered by 

China's coluts for trade mark a g e m e n t s  are fairly straightfonvard. It is an area thôt 

remains underdeveloped. In the last chapter, some constructive suggestions for this field 

wïll be explored. 



Chapter 4: Comparisons and Sugge~tioos~'~ 

The first task of  this chapter is to compare Canada and China on the subject of  

pre-trial remedies for trade mark infnngements. Similarities and differences are 

respectively addressed, but the latter will be given more attention and space in light of the 

judicial considerations and approaches involved in these hua countries. Apart from pure 

comparisons, elements that directly and basically contribute to differences in trade mark 

protections are to be analysed as well. 

However, the real agenda here is to identie what substantial problems and 

deficiencies China is facing compared with Canada, regarding trade mark protection pnor 

to trial. Furthemore, the chapter intends to make prudent and reasonable suggestions to 

resolve such problems. To be consistent, these suggestions are prirnarily based on the 

ideas and practices of  Canadian courts.273 First, however, the likelihood of acceptame and 

impact on China's legal system of such a judicial transplant will be given full examination. 

Measures which work under Canadian circumstances, and also are in harmony with 

China's legal traditional developments in trade mark protection, are suggested to be Likely 

fùnctional and operational in China. 

Therefore, this chapter is divided into three parts: the first deals with comparisons, 

while the second focuses on China's problems, and the third aims at suggestions. 

l 'This chapter is based in part on the author's personal expenence as a praaicing lawyer for five years in 
trade mark law in Nanjing People's Republic of China. 



Part 1: Comparisons Between Canada and China 

Both in Canada and in China, seeking remedies prior to triai has become an 

indispensable tool for practitioners in trade mark disputes. Almost ail parties claiming 

injury are ready to proceed with an application for interlocutory injunctive relief. The 

benefits are evident: the interlocutory injunction can prohibit ongoing infringements and 

thus diminish further damage; and an award of an interlocutory injunction preserves the 

effëktiveness of  any successfil judgment in the final action. In both countries, no one 

would challenge the hctiori and importance of pre-tnal remedies. 

As illustrated in previous chapters, the forms of pre-trial remedies certainly diner 

in Canada and in China. Interlocutory injunctions and h t o n  Piller Orders constitute the 

major pre-trial remedies for trade mark infiingements in Canada In China, interlocutory 

injunctions and property preservations are available. The real dinérences menting deep 

and essential cornparisons are found in the consideration of nghts of competing parties in 

the course of the disposition of applications for injunctive relief. 

Section 1: Comparisons of Interiocutory Injunctions 

(a) Comparisons of  Forms 

In China, interlocutos, injunctions which concentrate on restraining further trade 

mark infingernents pending trial are norxnaily issued by SICAB, not by law courts. As an 

773 This appmach does not imply that China cannot leam something valuable h m  other countries at this 



administrative institution, SICM3 takes measures which reflect its administrative features 

The focus can be to restrair: the offender fiom s e h ç  wares bearing the allegedly 

infnnging trade mark but the administrative order can also be to confiscate and to destroy 

the infnnging logo, to remove the offending trade marks printed on the existing wares and 

to impose an administrative fine on the ~ffender .~ '~ Al1 of these are expressions of the 

administrative power, not the judicial authority, 

In Canada, the courts offer the only recourse for individuals to resolve trade mark 

disputes. And the forms of interlocutory injunctions do not fa11 outside of the judicial 

range, such as to restrain the defendant fiom manufacturing, advertising, printing, selling, 

offering or displaying for sale, distibuting, transfemng, or ship ping wares bearing trade 

marks the same as or sirnilar to the p l a i n e s  trade marks.275 Clearly, in Canada the 

clauses contained in injunctive relief are much more specific and articulated than those in 

China. 

(b) Cornparisons of Contents 

The House of Lords judgment in the Cyanmnid case276 provided the approach to 

granting interlocutory injunctions that has been formally adopted in Canada, by its 

Supreme and Federal Court of ~ ~ ~ d . ~ ~ ~  Following this rnodel, no injunction will 

be awarded unless the plaintiff succeeds in showing clear evidence of a serious issue, 

point, but such an extendai research is œrtainly beyond the scope of this thesis. 
274 Art. 43, supra note 20. 
27s Eg., the decision in Year 2000 Inc. v. Brisson (1 %a), 8 1 C.P.R (3d) 104 (Ont. Ct.(GenD.)). 
"' Supra note 34. 
'" Me~ropoIitan Stores (hm), supra note 47; RJR-Ma~DonaId~ supra note 47. 



irreparable h m  and the balance of convenience in her favor. In cornbination with the 

Trude Mmkr ~ct,"' Canadian courts have established a host of requirements for trade 

mark cases,280 some of  which are specifically designed to limit the plaintiffs abuse of  

prelirninary relief; for instance, she will lose her right to an interlocutory injunction if there 

was an unexplained delay in proceeding with the application after she knew of  the trade 

mark infnngement, or  if the hardship on the defendant fiom the award outweighs the 

benefits to the p l a i d e  or if the defendant is innocent in using the trade mark in dispute. 

Not surprisingly, refusals of  applications for interlocutory injunctions where the plaintiff 

fails any of the tests are not uncomrnon, 

In China, since SICAB is expected to eliminate trade mark infnngements as 

expeditiousty as it c a q  it seems impracticable for SICAB to lay down excessive 

preconditions specific to applicants or to cast more light on the subject's interests; 

othenvise, SICAB7s function will be undennined. As a result, burdens that the applicant 

would b a r  in China are extremely slight. In practice, al1 that she needs to show is her 

legitimate use of the trade mark. In an administrative procedure, the rights and obligations 

of the applicant are not evenly balanced. Compared to the plaintiff in Canada, who is 

asked to pass a three-step test by clear and persuasive proof, the applicant in China is far 

less burdened and more forhinate- 

More than that, in Canada each applicant must undertake to pay any damages 

caused to the defendant by reason of the g a n t  of an interlocutory injunction after she has 

" *~urbo  Resources Ltd. v. Pefro Canada Inc., supra note 49. 
279 Supra note 8. 
3~' Defailed discussion on this topic can bc found in Chapter 2, Part 1, Seciion 2. 



satisfied the tripartite test. This makes the plaint* prudent and protects the defendant 

against a malicious application- On the contrary, the applicant is not asked to undertake 

the damages in China at the administrative stage, which puts the subject at risk in case 

damages occurred due to a wrong order. Theoretically, the victim is entitled to ask SICAB 

to carry the ~iabi l i t~*~ '  but unfortunately at present, the likelihood for an individual to win 

a case filed against an administrative institution is incredibly 10w.~" So the outcome is that 

no one in China takes responsibility for covering the defendant's damziges. 

As already shown, the situation for the subject of an interlocutory injunction in 

China is not optimistic by virtue of few obligations on the appiicant- Furthemore, an 

administrative interlocutory injunction is made ex pare, which rneans the subject is 

depriveci of a formai hearing under normal circurn~tances.~~~ Although she still has access 

to SICAB to state opinions of her own, those opinions are not officially treated as if 

obtained fiom a formai hearing. Contrary to China, in Canada every defendant is provided 

with an equal opportunity to avoid an injunction by refuting the plaintEs daim at a 

formai hearïng. Holding a hearing is indispensable regardless of the nature of the trade 

mark cases. The risk of judicial error can be rninimised in this manner. 

- - 

-81 Art. 2, Adrninistratïve Litigation Law ofthe People's Republic of China. pas& by the 7th National 
People's Congress on 4 ApRl 1989 [hereinafter "Administrative Litigation b v  "1, supra note 1 at 630- 
643. 
a2 It is generally acknowledged lhat justice in adminisirative litigation ù much les developed in China. 
An aggrieved party is hesitant to bring a case against any administrative instihitiorq even worse, Iawyers 
in China are not inclined to represent an individual plaintiff in administrative iitigation. 
283 Only on occasions where the infiïnger is Likely to s u f f i  an administrative ilne exceeding 5,000 RMB 
Yen for an individual and 50,000 for a legal person, is a hearing normally held See Chapter 3, Part 1, 
Section 6. 



Section 2: Comparing Anton Piïler Orders (Canada) and Property Preservation 

(China) 

(a) Cornparisons of Forms 

In Canada, Anton Piller Orders, originally created effectively to prevent any large- 

scaie violation against intellectual property rights, contribute greatly to pre-trial remedies 

for trade mark infnngements. mth the novelty of allowuig searches of the defendant's 

premises on an ex parte basis, Anton Piller Orders have universally been recognised as a 

"nuclear weapon". They may empower the plaintiff in a trade mark case to enter the 

defendant's premises or residence to seize evidence of inninging products having the 

mark or connected to the registered trade mark, and to inspect the defendant's accounting 

books and records for the purpose of determinhg the names and addresses of purchasers 

of the infnnging products. Anton Piller Orders usually contain such clauses as ordering the 

defendant to disclose the whereabouts of intnnging wares and documents, coupIed with 

the names and addresses of all persons fiom whom she has obtained or to whom she has 

distributed any infnnging material. Bnefly put, Anton Puer Orders provide preservation of 

evidence and document discovery. In China, mesures similar to Anton Piller Orders are 

also made ex pafle. But once again, they are solely obtainable f?om SICAB. As a matter 

of fact, preserving the evidence and tracing offenders hiding in the bushes, so to speak, by 

investigating and interrogating identified wrongdoers, are the major objectives for SICAB. 

Compared to Canadian courts, their Chinese counterparts are inactive for pre-trial 

remedies like Anton Piller Orders. They are extremely unwilling to help a plaintiff preserve 



evidence or discover unknown offenders before a fonnai action is filed- This reluctance is 

interpreted as necessary to build up an impartial image towards both parties. Thus, 

ironically, the desperate applicant facing unscrupulous offenders who are likely to destroy 

evidence can merely acquire legal help fiom the powerfûl administrative institution- 

Contrary to this indifferent attitude towards evidence preservation and document 

discovery, Chinese courts are extraordinady passionate about the procedure for property 

preservation. They believe it is the best way to make the plaintiff s right to trade mark 

protection cornplete and to have the integrity of their justice system remain. 

(b) Cornparisons of Contents 

Since it h2s widely been acknowledged that Anton Pilier Orders can cause harsh 

consequences to the defendant, the burdens falling on the plaintiff are relatively higher 

than those set for interlocutory injunctions. Simply put, the plaintiff is obligated to 

demonstrate ownership of the trade mark, injury to her trade mark's reputation or 

goodwiil arising fiom the defendant's behaviour, the real likelihood of destruction of the 

evidence, and the difficuity in proving her trade mark case by virtue of the defendant's 

destroying, hîding or removing any idihging In assessing whether or not 

the above requirements are met, to some extent Canadian motions judges may make 

"4 Cairns, supra note 25 at 72-73. 



inferences from the defendant's past credit and reputation, which sornewhat lightens the 

plaintiff s b ~ r d e n s . * ~ ~  

In China, SICAB cm take the same action as in Anton Piller Orders. It, however, 

should be pointed out that the applicantt need not meet such tests as enumerated in Anton 

Piller Orders, because any ordinary person is entitled to approach SICAB to report trade 

mark infiingements and to collect, preserve, and to sed infîinging matenal as part of 

SICAB7s obligations.286 If the applicant is the owner or licensee of a trade mark, the 

indication of the legitimacy of use and the  occurrence of an infringement are sufficient for 

SICAB to start its administrative proceeding. 

Chinese law courts prefer property preservation orders to anything such as an 

Anton Piller Order in protecting trade mark nghts prior to triai; but they still share a lot in 

common with Canadian courts, partïcdarly from the angle of preconditions designed for 

the plaint= In addition to proving the possession or k i t  use of a trade mark, the plaintiff 

has to show the occurrence of a violation to her trade mark right, material darnages and 

irreparable han2" Nevertheless, the pllaintiffis not obliged to collect convincing proof of 

the last two matters because Chinese ccsurts just simply presume that the material darnages 

are unquestionably associated with the Eact of the infringement, and that the defendant will 

not comply with a final judgment without disposing of her assets in advance. In 

consequence, any application for a p~operty preservation order is fàcilitated by such 

285 Eg., in Konmi Industtyinc, W. Colour Whleel's Electronics Ltd. (1985), 4 C.P.R (3d) 23 1 (F.C.T.D.), 
the Court inferred the real possibility of the m n d m e n t  or destruction of evidenœ from the defendant's 
previous concealment of files. 

M .  42, Impiementhg Reguiation, supra note 20. 



straightforward inferences. The Chinese plaintiff is relatively liberated fiom the burdens 

borne by her Canadian counterpart. 

To be a plaintiff in Canada is far more burdensome apart from the need to satise a 

number of preconditions. First, the plaintiff is forbidden to exploit an Anton Piller Order as 

97 288 a "fishing expedition ; in other words, Canadian courts will not aid the plaintiff unless 

the allegations and the facts they are based on have been addressed at the very beginning. 

At the sarne time, in requesting an ex parte order, the plaintiff s duty to make full and 

fiank disclosure of alI material facts is of particular concern. Failure to do so rnay result in 

the pain of having the order set aside.lsg Lady, the plaintiff will be limited in the use of the 

information or documents acquired under an Anton Piller Order. Ordinarily, such 

information and documents may ody be used for the purpose of the trade mark action, 

and for no other purPoses.* Certainly, f?om the opposite point of view, the defendant 

benefits greatly fiorn the above restrictions on the plaintE 

Unfominately, no thoughts have ever been given to restrain the plaintiff s desire 

for injunctive relief in China Concepts lie 'fishing expedition", "full and fiank disclosure" 

and "limited use of documents" are absolutely new. Not only the plaintiff but also the 

defendant would gape if such clauses appeared in an administrative or a judicial order. 

How to surmount the preconditions and how to make use of the documents are the 

=' Art 92, Civil Procedural Law, supra note 25 1 ;  Art 38, 39, Trade Mark, supra note 3; An. 4L, 
Implementing Regulation, supra note 20. 
=~ichard N. Ough, The Mareva htjunction undAnton Piller Order (London: Buttenvorths, 1987) at para 
3-5.1. 
2239 Bardeau L t d  v- Crown Food Services Equiprnent L t d  (1982), 3 8 O R  (2d) 4 1 1 (Ont, H.C.); Midwq 
ManuJacturing Co. v- Bernstein (1982), 67 C,P.R (2d) 112 (FCT-D). 
Rock, supra note 88 at 202. 



concems of the plaintiff, although the defendant would definitely appreciate any 

safeguards on this issue so as to Save her legitimate business and personal reputation. 

Another area associated with rights of the plaintiff and the defendant is the 

undertaking provided by the plaintiff- In Canada, to obtain an Anton Piller Order, the 

plaintiff has to offer a variety of ~ n d e r t a k i n ~ s ; ~ '  meanwhile in China, the applicant is not 

under such an obligation if she applies for evidence preservation and document discovery 

from SIC AB.^^ But if she tums to the Chinese courts for a property preservation order, 

she is invariably subject to such an undertaking- Nevertheless, some differences are 

noticeable in the context of the undertaking in both countries. First, in Canada the 

assessrnent of the undertaking is the defendant's potential darnages resulting from 

mistaken award of an Anton Piller ~ r d e r . " ~  In China, the defendant's darnages do not 

detennine the arnount of the undertaking; conversely, the plaintiff s losses arising fiom the 

defendant's illegal use is the controlling factor.w4 Secondly, in Canada sometimes an 

Anton Piller Order enables the defendant to raise the amount of the ~ndertaking."~ In 

China, it is unthinkable for a defendant to do so. It is clear that the plaintifYs interests 

overshadow the defendant's, 

Reflection on the defendant's rights diverges fiirther between Canada and China if 

the issue of self-incrimination is taken into account. In Canada, the defendant's privilege 

against self-incrimination in Anton Piller Orders has continudly d m  due attention and 

-- - - 

Ough, supra note 288 at pans 5.4., 5.6. = No clauses refemng to undertakings can be found in the Trade Mark Lrnv or the lmplementing 
Regulation , 
293 Sony v. Mnkers International, supra note 159 
'94 Arî. 93, Civil Procedural Law, supra note 25 1. 



intense dispute arnong academic writersm The preferable view is that the defendant is 

compelled to discovery and interrogation, but al1 information obtained fiom an Anton 

Piller Order is not usable against her in trade mark crirninal proceedings, if any. Justice is 

believed to be done by weighing the cornpeting parties7 rights. By contrast, the matter of 

self-incrimination has never crossed the legal or popular mind of China. There, the tight 

cooperation arnongst al1 institutions is constantly advocated. Under this maxim, it becornes 

comprehensible why courts and SICAB are never reluctant to transfer documents and 

evidence, especially those prejudicial to the defendant, to a prosecutonal agent. 

Anton Piller Orders are at the extremity of a court's power and they should be 

made only when there is no alternative way of ensuring that justice can be done to the 

applicant. Hence, it is not ezsy to find many case reports on the gant of h t o ~  Piller 

Orders in trade mark Uifrugements. They are sparingly and prudently awarded by 

Canadian courts?' Conversely, in China SICAB and the courts believe their duties are to 

gant orders for evidence or property preservation, not to refuse them, in order to satisfL 

the applicant and not to disappoint her. 

Section 3: Explanation for the Differences 

The differences between China and Canada in the matter of pre-trial remedies for 

trade mark infnngements substantially mirror the dïerent attitudes toward individual 

rights in each legal system. 

Niniendo ofAmerica, Inc. v. Coinex Video Gmes Inc,  supra note 158. 
''15 Eg., Takach, supra note 15 1; Rock, supra note 188; Sharpe, supra note 26. 
w7 W.L. Hayl~UfSt, T h e  Anton Piller Odern (1981-82) 6 Canadian Business Law Journal 2 at 19. 



Law in the European legal traditions came fiom below. The Western system takes 

as its starting point the rights daimed by the individuai. The Justinian codification of 

Roman law in the sixth century, which became the foundation of al1 subsequent European 

law-making, was deeply influenced by Christian concepts of justice and equity, producing 

a strong moral element in English law? From these evolved ideas in modem 

jurisprudence such as legal rights, the rule of law, equality under the law, 

constitutionalism, judicial independence, procedural fairness and due process.m Canadian 

law observes of al1 the foregoing maxims, and applies them when considering interlocutory 

injunctions and &ton Piller Orders. 

Law in the Chinese system came from above, fkom an impenal centre, and viewed 

the state as the guardian of rights and the punisher of transgressors. The traditional legd 

system was based on people's duties and obligations, rather than rights and interests. 

Another feature of the traditional Chinese approach to individual rights has been the 

emphasis on the interest of the group, such as the farnily, the clan and the comrnunity. The 

individuai was not an independent or self-sdicient entity, but was always thought of as a 

member of a group and dependent on the harmony and strength of each group. The 

concept of the rights of the individual did not exist in China's traditional system und the 

beginning of the twertieth century? AU of these assist in understanding the lack of 

individual rights, fiom the western viewpoint, and the preoccupation with state interest in 

China's modern legal system. 
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Part 2: Problems 

Kt is necessary to make clear what problems China is facing, regarding pre-tnaI 

remedies for trade mark ifingements. The approach wiIl be to name the three major 

elements and give each a close analysis: the meaning and role of "the public interest"; the 

prevailing procedurai weakness, and the awkwardness of a dual system- 

Section 1: Public Interest 

In China, respect for "the public interest" is overwhefming in each Iegislative are% 

and particularly in substantive law. However, Little has been done to have this concept 

precisely and legaiiy defined. On some occasions, for example in the Trade M d  Law, 

"public interest" becornes interchangeable with "'consumer interest".jO' But in most 

circumstances, it is interpreted as the state interest, which appears naturalfy right because, 

in a socialist country Iike China, the state is supposed to represent the entire wiIl and . 

interests of the public. Unavoidably, such a prevailing belief directly plays a part in trade 

mark Sairs.  

In China, protection for trade mark rights is no longer a purely interna1 matter 

because it is associated with obligations under international treaties and with the issue of 

entry to the World Trade Organization. Kt is an area incuing criticisms fiom foreign 

- - - - 

300 lbid 
301  Art. 1 of the Trade Mark Law States that to pmtect the interest of consumers is one of the objectives of 
its enactment. 



govemments, particularly fiom the United States. China's resoIution is to reinforce trade 

mark protection during any period of intensive cornp~aint.'~~ In the area of pre-trial 

remedies for trade marks, normal procedures for investigation have been simplified and 

infnngers have received administrative fines t hat are heavier t han usual- Ap parently, these 

are multifaceted benefits for foreign trade mark owners, the Chinese govemment and the 

general public, but such is not the case for those "dortunate" infringers. 

But the key questions are: (1) 1s it fair for infnngers to be treated digerently at 

different times because of some state political need? (2) 1s it possible for foreign trade 

marks to enjoy efficient and consistent protection, beyond a special penod of crisis? (3) 

Should the pubIic interest still be protected when no Gate interest arises? (4) Wi11 thk 

reidorcing approach impress the outside worid with an image of China's inconsistency in 

law enforcement? In short, should the state interest ovemde its own Iegislation? The 

answer should be negative. In contrast, the best way to protect the public interest is to 

maintain the integrity of the Iaw- 

Section 2: Procedural Weakness 

Law refonn in China primarily refers to the improvement and revision of 

substantive law, while procedural law attracts relatively little attention f?om the legislahire. 

There is no systematic or comprehensive treatment of procedures, especially 

administrative procedures, which leaves law implementing institutions with vast 

procedurai discretion. 

- -- 

Detailed introduction on this issue can be fowd in Chapter 3. Part 1. Section 6. 



Procedurd regdation of pre-trial remedies for trade mark infingements remains 

Iimited and silent in many respects, such as formal hearîngs and service safeguards. 

Nonetheless, the situation would not be too bad if al1 law implementing institutions strictly 

committed themselves to the existing procedurd stipulations, most of which are airned at 

protecting the defendant's rights, although they are sadly incomplete. Unfortunately, it is 

nomal to observe routine breaches of procedural requirements in judicial and 

administrative proceedings. In trade mark cases, once SICAB or a court accepts 

applications for interlocutory injunctions, they are obsessed with how to expedite the 

process so as to meet the trade mark proprietor's expectations, which is obviously at the 

cost of ignoring the aileged infiger's interest. No one challenges this practice since any 

alleged defendant is uncoiidiiiondly presumed to have done something illegal. It is 

believed that it would be unjustifiable to the plaintiff if SICAB or a court paid considerable 

attention to the defendant. It appears that in China, procedural safeguards for defendants 

cannot be reconciled with the demand from plaintifEs for trade mark protection. 

In the western legal system, procedural justice is so cherished that breach of 

procedurai legal requirements wili lead to the act concerned being deemed void. This is 

because procedural fairness is the only thing which cm definitely be achieved and 

everybody is regarded as equal before the same procedural requirements-303 But in China, 

as long as the ascertainment of facts and application of laws are correct, the breach of 

procedural requirements is not considered to affect the substantive rights of the 

303 Chenguang Wang & Xianchu Zhang, eds., Introduction to Chinese Law (Hongkong. Sweet & h&cyweii 
Asia 197) at 99. 



applicants.304 This legal and practical stance therefore can increase procedural abuses in a 

very negative way- 

Section 3: Awkwardness of the Dual System 

China is proud of introducing administrative authority to trade mark infnngement 

sett lements, believing t his ultimately satisfies its national needs. Indeed, it performs so 

irnpressively that almost ninety percent of trade mark disputes are handled by SICAB in 

the first instance, by virtue of its efficiency and lower cost compared with the courts.305 

Meanwhile, a number of problems have been noticed among its administrative 

operations. The most serious is local protectionism, which unreasonably but largely 

decides whether and to what degree the trade mark infiingement can be punished. In 

circumstances where a trade mark owner did not base her business in a local region but an 

infMger did, the local SICAB is unwilling to impose corresponding Liabilities on that 

infnnger. Not surprisingly, under the umbrella of local protectionism, wrongdoing and 

wrongdoers might be immune fkorn responsibilities at all. "Rule of men" rather than "rule 

of law7' prevails. Another unsatisfactory aspect is that most SICAB officiais have no 

professional training, and the interpretation and ùnplementation of the trade mark law can 

Vary significantly with individuals and districts.306 

In addition to problems that the administrative channel creates on its own, there 

are others when considenng the dual system as a whole. A trade mark owner who suffers 

Ibid. 
Xuernin Cheng "Registration and Enforcement of Trade Marks in China: A Practical Analysis" 

(1998) 6 Research on Intelledual Property Rights 107 at 109. 



infnngements, is fkee to ask for SICAB or the law courts to resolve her suffering pending 

trial; but she will be unable to obtain a definitive settlement fiom either authority. SICAB 

awards injunctive relief for restraining tùrther trade mark infnngements, while the courts 

concentrate on the vehicle of property preservation orders. The trade mark owner is left in 

a dilemma: which consequence can she bear, the infinger's ongoing ifingernents or the 

infinger's disposition of assets. Obviously, neither option is pleasant. 

More seriously, applicants in administrative proceedings are ai1 owed to proceed 

with administrative litigation before the law courts if they are unsatisfied with the 

SICAB7s de~ision.~'  In these situations, courts are expected to reach decisions 

independently. But the reaiity is that SICAB and the courts are so closely entwined that 

courts usually consult with SICXB before partly or wholiy recti@ing SICAB's order. In 

other words, the administrative institution retains power and influence over court 

decisions. Cooperation and mutual respect between state organs can become much more 

crucial than having justice done to individuai citizens. This situation uniquely reflects 

China's "quintessence of law", where no division between the executive and the judiciary, 

and no division between the judiciai system and the administrative supervisory system has 

existed since ancient tir ne^.^'^ Although great changes have been made during the past 

decade, the negative impacts still remaul in China's modem day implementation of law, 

particularly in regard to settlements of trade mark disputes. 

306 Ibid. 
Un Art. 2, Administrative Litigolion Law, supra note 28 1. 
309 Chen. supra note 299 at 13. 



Part 3: Suggestions 

Now the core question lefi rnust be: is it possible and desirable to transpiant 

Canadian Iaw into the regime in China? 

The distance between dEerent legal traditions may not be as fnced, rigid or 

unbridgeable as it initially appears to be. The scope for reform and progress always exists. 

Transplants of legal prïnciples and institutions f?om one legal tradition or system to 

another are possible and have indeed occurred frequently in history, providing a stimulus 

for a legal system's growth and development. In this sense, the legal achievements of one 

civilisation, Like scientific and technological achievernents, belong to the common hentage 

and benefit of rnankind.'Og 

The possibility of borrowing concrete forms and methods from other state 

experiences has been recognised by China's scholarship after much debate.'1° Some 

scholars further state that the contemporary status of Chinese legal reform requires a 

comprehensive interacting of domestic and international  factor^.^" Therefore, fiom the 

dominant legal viewpoint the grounds for incorporation of cornmon law into China's legai 

system do exist. As a matter of fact, in iight of the trade mark law, extending protection 

for certification marks and seMce marks has already been borrowed fiorn international 

 convention^.^'^ 

309 Ibici., at 19. 
310 Eg., Professor Long Li of Wuhan University Institute of Law " On Models of the Rule of Laww (1991) 
6 Tribune of Political Science and Law 1. 
31 1 Ronald C.  Keith, China's Stmggfe for the Rule of Law (New York: St Martin's Press, 1994) at 2. 
'12 Chen, supra note 299 at 11 1. 



There is no reason why China should reject legal heritage and equitabte ideology 

fiom Canada on the issue of pre-trial remedies for trade mark infringements, especially 

when there are many gaps and btanks existing in Chinese law. Tme enough, differences in 

legal, political and social backgrounds between these two countries exist, but it ought not 

to constitute an obstacle for China to expand its legal mind; otherwise, few fruits of legal 

reform could be accomplished. 

Section 1: Strengthening of Court Authority 

U d k e  Canadian courts which are entitled to award interlocutory injunctions and 

Anton Puer Orders, Chinese courts are restricted to property preservation orders. This is 

mistrating for both applicants and the whole judiciary system since the latter is expected 

to provide litigants with comprehensive protection. A resolution to this weakness would 

be to empower the Chinese courts with the specific authority to gant interlocutory 

injunctions to stop any further infikghg activities and to take masures similar to Anton 

Piller Orders. 

China could adopt the three-stage test set out by Canadian jurisprudence, narnely a 

serious question to be trïed, imeparable hami and the balance of wnvenience when dealing 

with interlocutory injunctions. The reasoning is simple. 

It is beyond the capacity of Chinese courts to judge whether there is a possibility 

for the plaintiffto win the case at trial. In China, motions judges responsible for injunctive 

relief are not fiom intellectual property chambers. This means they do not possess 

professionai expertise in trade mark cases. So it is wise for courts to avoid excessive 



examination into the strength of the plaintiffs case. Once the plaintiff shows the 

registration of a trade mark and the defendant's behaviour likely fdls within the categones 

of infnngements in the Trade Mark Law and the ImpIementÏng ~ e ~ d a t i o ~ z , ~ ~ ~  she can 

move on to the next test. The consideration of difficult questions of law, and of conflicts 

of evidence, are matters left to be deait with at the forma1 trial. So courts can ignore 

arguments like the registrability and the validity of a trade mark. 

Second, Chinese courts should carefilly examine the content of irreparable harm in 

order to obtain a clear knowledge of whether the plaintiff has suffered damages which 

cannot be  compensated without the issue of an interlocutory injunction. According to 

China's judicial understanding, mere confusion of trade marks is tantamount to evidence 

of economic losses which cannot be remedied in damages, and it has been wideiy applied 

in the granting of property preservation orders. If Chinese courts continue to follow this 

path, the plaintiif need not surrnount the second hurdle at dl, and inference would play a 

great part again, both of which wiii eventually lead to the excessive award of interlocutory 

injunctions. Thus, the plaintin should be required to demonstrate how and why she has 

suffered or will suffer irreparable h m  by adducing clear and non-spdative proof This 

new method might likely diminish the danger of benefiting the undamaged plaintB 

Third, the balance of  convenience should act as an indispensable element. In China, 

the prevailing viewpoint is that no alleged defendant deserves a second thought 

concerning hardship or inconvenience caused to her. Perhaps no one believes pre-trial 

remedies are bad enough to raise any problem for the defendant's personal dignity or 

313 For detailed information, see Chapter 1, Section 4, 



business reputation, although negative impacts on the defendant do occur. Thus, 

introducing the idea of bdance of convenience into China would force courts to 

reconsider the alleged defendant's nghts and interests and then reach a more just decision. 

However, the adoption of the above tripartite test would inherently give nse to a 

challenge to the whole Chinese judicial system. It must be kept in mind that in Canada, 

except for the general guideline of the three tests, no rigid formula is provided for various 

circumstances and contexts; instead, judicial discretion wideiy serves as a fbndarnental 

component in determinîng interlocutory injunctions in canada-'IJ China is the opposite, 

where judges have never been given much discretion in handling their duties. Legislators 

have been constantly making strenuous efforts to draft comprehensive provisions so as to 

cover all incidents that might occur in judkial rvork, leaving Iittle room for courts to exert 

discretion As a result, judges become highly dependent on instruction fkom legislators and 

balk at employing discretion to make a judgrnent even when legislation fails to provide a 

solution to specific legd problems- 

Fortunately, to date demand for judicial discretion is growing. Some experts state, 

although China is not a common Iaw country, that it is necessary to let judges use 

discretion, especially in the regime of inteilectual property rights, in order to satise diverse 

circumstances. They further suggest elements that should be taken into account when 

exerting discretion in intellectual property infnngements, including the gravity of the 

314 For detailed discussion, see Chapter 2, Part 1, Section 3. 



infnnging achvities, the impact on the public, the financial status of competing parties and 

so 

Since the centrality of smre decisis and the general applicability of precedent do 

not play a role in Chinese judicial work, the Supreme Court of China can lay down a 

formula in flexible ternis, in cornpliance with China's situation, for lower courts to apply 

their discretion. Meanwhile, the principles of equity which are widely considered in 

Canada, as well as delay and the motives of the defendant, should also actively perform in 

China. Generally speaking courts ought to be encouraged to  experiment with discretion 

whenever justice and convenience are required. 

More than that, a formal hearing for each application for injunctive relief is 

indispensable. The fulfillment of justice will be underrnined without enabling the parties 

equally to represent themselves before the motion judge, particularly the accused 

defendant, 

Chinese courts should also be encouraged to make Anton Piller-Like Orders, so as 

to aid the plainti£F in p r e s e ~ n g  evidence and to cornpel the defendant to provide 

information. Ody in this way will the plaintiff be able to realise her clah to rights. 

Obviously, no Anton Piller-like Orders are available uniess the applicant succeeds in 

demonstrating the evidence of a serious question to be îried, senous damages and the 

serious likelihood of destruction of documents. The evidence shouId be convincing, 

concrete and fàctual rather than speculative. 

3'5 Eg., Zlupei Jiang, "Discussion on Remedies for 
on Iine: Infellecfual Propery RIghf in China 
a d :  27 November 1999). 

htellectual Property Infnngements" at paras 13-14, 
<httpYfwww.chinaiprf a~~com/fgrtlfgrt4~htm> (date 



The severe impact on the defendant if Anton Piller-like Orders are granted ex parte 

should be firmly kept in the Chinese legal mind. Hence, a number of duties should be 

imposed, as Canadian jurisprudence does, in order to balance the privileged position that 

the plaintiffacquires. She ought to be asked to make fidl and fiank disclosure of the whole 

case as if the defendant is present, while being forbidden to exploit these orders as a 

"fishing expedition". The plaintiff should be hrther limited in the use of preserved 

information and documents to the current litigation. Besides, Canadian courts have built 

up several Limitations on Anton Piller Orders, such as the specific subject matter of the 

order, specific hours for execution, and the number of persons and places.'16 All of these 

might enlighten the Chinese courts as a matter of law to make up for the absence of 

procedures. 

However, in Canada, Anton Pilier Orders are usually perfomed by a qualified 

plaintiff s solicitor, which is incompatible with China's situation. The broad participation 

of Iawyers in the legal regime was resumed only in the Iate 1970s. Their swpe of legal 

practice is relatively narrow compared with Canadian lawyers. Therefore, the 

implementation of Anton Piller Orders should exclusively bdong to courts at the present 

In Canada, an alleged defendant is not entitled to daim prhdege against seK- 

incrimination to avoid producing information demandeci in Anton Piiler Orders; but ail 

information so obtained is not usable in any subsequent criminal proceedings against her. 

Naturally one may question whether such a model is workable in China The answer 

3'6 Rock, supra note 19 at 201- 



would be negative, at least at present or in the near hture, not only because of the lack of 

judicial grounds but also because of the great impact this would have on the whole 

fiamework of China's legai system- As anaiysed earlier, China is a country where mutual 

cooperation among state institutions is highly advocated. To some degree, the 

prosecutorid institution is the one which most dramaticaily depends on d l  possible 

sources, including the courts, administrative agencies and the masses to carry on and 

expedite its fùnction In China, a crirùnd is always treated as a criminal, and so is the 

evidence proving the aime, no matter when or at which stage this evidence is obtained, 

On many occasions where the civil chambers have sufficient grounds to believe that crimes 

exist behind normal civil iitigation, they will temporarily discontinue the hearing and 

tran&er the case to the prosecutors to initiate a criminal law suit. Wlthout doubt, if China 

takes the same stance towards the use of information as Canada does in Anton Piller 

Orders, the whole 1egaI system, particularly its criminal procedural Iaw, would have to be 

radically refomed. Canada's arrangement exemplifies justifiable concerns for the alleged 

defendantYs rights, but this may be too much for China to absorb at this stage. 

Section 2: Restriction of SICAB's Authority on Trade Mark Infrhgements 

SICAB is widely accepted as a unique device to protect trade mark rights in China. 

But it suffers several core problerns as wek the lack of formd hearings and of any 

undertakings as to the alleged infringer's damages, the lack of procedural concerns and the 

influence of state interests. 



Solutions to al1 these deficiencies are available. To hold fonnal hearings and to 

impose an undertaking on the pIaintiff for the defendant's damages could work for the first 

problem. Also, SICAB needs to set up a host of seMce safeguards sirnilar to those of  the 

C hinese courts, as previously suggested. Meanwhile, SIC AB s hould strengt hen it s 

independence from state policy. Two elements are needed to have this objective 

accomplished: the state should stop claiming emergencies in different periods of time and 

SICAB should exercise its own authority in a consistent manner dunng its daiiy 

management. 

But it is not enough to resolve the radical problems which originate from features 

of SICAB itself, such as local protectionism. SICAB is essentially distinct from law courts 

and cannot act as an impartial third Party to resohe disputes behveen two competing 

parties. It aiways tearns up with the purportedy innocent victim and is inclined to impose 

administrative remedies on trade mark infringers, without giving necessaiy thought to  the 

aiieged infingers' nghts. More substantially, as an administrative institution, SICAB 

cannot be easily separated from the state policy; on the contrary, it is supposed to mirror 

and carry out state strategy. These characteristics indicate extemal innovation cannot 

completely remove al1 the problems. 

Perhaps, the more rational solution is to restrict the authority of SICAB in 

disposing of trade mark infiingements. To date, most individuals, especially the victims of 

infnnging activities, still prefer to seek administrative settlements rather than tum to the 

courts in the first place. This situation is partly ascnbable to SICAB's thorough 

administrative protection and its partisan stance in favor of the owner of trade marks; and 



it is partly due to the weakness of courts in providing efficient pre-trial remedies. Thus, 

before the courts achieve refinements and improvements of their own, there should be no 

reason for discontinuing the fùnction of SICAB, but it should be restricted fi-om broadly 

exerting its powers- 

Chinese courts lower than the intennediate level have no jurisdiction over trade 

mark disputes. This regulation should guide SICAB as well, which may forbid any 

administrative jurisdiction at county levels in trade mark affairs. To some degree, in China 

the legal awareness of officials in SICAB is proportionate to their hierarchical levels. This 

new arrangement might maximally ensure the proper administrative performance of Iaw 

and lessen local protectionism. 

Recently, .in China's academic field, the voice of reconsideration on SICAB7s 

intervention with trade mark infiingements has been heard.'" Some scholars point out that 

many western countries, for instance the United States and Canada, which have long 

histones and successes in trade mark rights protection, do not impose administrative 

Iiabilities on infiingers, nor do they set up powerfùl administrative institutions, like 

SICAB, to deal with trade mark ùifnngementa The participation of SICAB in the 

disposition of trade mark infiingements in China not only places a heavy load on 

taxpayers, but also interferes with the c i d  rights of litigants. Interestingly, on the one 

hand, few trade mark cases are brought to Iaw courts at first instance. On the other hand, 

the demand for enlarghg the scale of SICAB keeps nsing. Some experts in Iaw also assert 

that the intervention of SICAB largely contradicts the proper understanding and 

3'7 E-g, Zhipei Jiang, supra note 234. 



implementation of the Chinese legal system and law reform. They firther doubt the 

necessity for the existence of a dual ~ ~ s t e r n . " ~  

Certainly, it is inappropriate for China suddenly to abandon the dual system at the 

unfiedged stage of trade mark protection; otherwise, it could be tragic for the trade mark 

proprietor and lead to chaos in the whole marketplace. However, it is conceivable that 

afker strengthening Chinese courts, the advantages that they wilI provide in a 

comprehensive scheme of pre-trial remedies will lead to dropping the intervention powers 

of SICAEL 

Conclusion 

Ongoing law reform in China since the early 1980s has already provided significant 

opportunities for the refinement of trade mark protection, but there has been no legislative 

or scholarly coverage of pre-trial remedies for trade mark ~ n g e m e n t s ,  a matter rarely 

seen as worthy of contemplation or academic debate. This leaves China in an 

unsatisfactory state and that should not be. The author of this thesis has devoted herself to 

providing workable suggestions to China after carefully thinking, c o m p a ~ g  and 

andysing. 

Aithough many unsatisfactory aspects in Chinese practice are addressed, it is 

wrong to reach a conclusion that Canadian jurisprudence may l e m  nothing fiom China. 

At the very least, China's dual system can enlighten Canada. Because access to the 

administrative channe1 is widely available throughout the country and its procedures are 



fast, and because there is no charge for an applicant to seek an administrative order, the 

dual system largely benefits aggrieved parties particularly when they cannot H o r d  

expenses or  time in a law suit. In contrast, in Canada, it often takes a year to close 

pleadings, and documentary production is slow and awkwad, which often incurs 

cornplaints fiom the plaintiffs and lawyers as we11.~'~ 

But China's dual system is based on the long tradition of Little distinction between 

the courts and administration. Expansion of a dual system in Canada would be in 

opposition to its tradition since Canada's codederation in 1867, with its clear separation 

of  its judiciary and adminis t ra t i~n .~~~ Furthemore, the transfer of China's dual system to  

Canada would deprive alleged defendants of the right to  decide when to speak and when 

to remain silent (i. e., against self-incrimination), which is fundamental in Canada's legal 

system. 

To some degree, China may leam much more fiom Canada. To strengthen the 

Chinese courts by adding interlocutory injunctions and Anton Piller-like Orders, letting 

them have authority sirnilar to Canadian courts so that a complete remedy is available in 

Chinese courts, is the most workable alternative. Adopting the Canadian practice for the 

courts would be better than the present Chinese law which is silent on giving authority for 

interlocutory injunctions and Anton Piller like-Orders to  its courts. Research into 

settlement of trade mark disputes by the Chinese courts should continue. Canadian 

methods can be modified and fùrther improved with experience gained fiom dealing with 

3'9 Edrvard Hare, "TM Interlocutory Injunctions Too Hard To Get?" The Lawyes Weekly (19 May 2000) 
4.  
320 The British North Anterica Act, 1867-30 & 3 1 Victoria, c. 3. 



other countries, either Eom case law, such as fiom the United States and England, or f?om 

civil law systems in France and Germany. 

The author redses that introducing interlocutory injunctions and Anton Piller-like 

Orders to the Chinese courts would be an exception to Chinese Iegal practice. But it is 

justified because the area of trade mark law quite often involves foreign relations and 

needs efficient measures to handle Iarge scale infringements. At the same time other areas 

of Chinese law could observe the new procedures as an experiment and adopt this idea 

where and when deemed desirable. 

Meanwhile, it is important to maintain the dud system in China for settlement of 

pre-trial remedies for trade mark infiingements at present. Businesses involved in the use 

of trade marks are accustomed to the present system, as are the Imyers and oEcials, both 

domesûc and international, and therefore a sudden change is not required. But China 

iieeds to accept that new ideas can have merit alongside its old ideas. 
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